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Evans selects UPD chief search committee
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Just two weeks after t.ew
Schat / resigned as SJSU’s director
of public safety. the process to select
his successor has begun.
A spokeswoman in Executive
Vice President J. Handel Ev ans’ office said Monday, that Evans has
named the search committee for a
new director.
The committee will be composed of:
Anna Kuhl. chairwoman of
the administration of justice department.
Mo Qayounii. associzite executive vice president oi Eacilities De

velopment and Operation.
Wiggsy
Sivertsen.
SJSU
counselor and pmfessor.
Jose Villa, dean of the School
of Social Work.
Willie Brown. director of
Housing Services.
A student. who has not yet
been selected.
The director of public salet ’s
responsibilities include superv ision
and management of the University
Police 1)epartment. campus pinking
and traffic operations.
The six -member committee will
hold its tirst meeting next Monday at
8:30 a in in Tower Hall.
S ei !sell said she helloes

Evans will probably select either
Qayoumi or Kuhl to chair the committee.
Evans, who was in meetings
Monday aftemtxm, could not be
reached for comment.
Sivertsen and Qayounii were
the only search committee members
who could he reached for comment
Monday
This will fx.. the third search
committee %like Earnest Quinton resigned the director position in March
1984.
The first search for the
$55,000 -a -year job in 1985 failed to
yield a candidate. The second search
completed in the spring of IMO, pro-

duced Schat/
But unbeknown to the I ti member committee. Schat, was hired
without a bucket ound check.
The check would have revealed
that Schatz v, as fired from his Multnomah (’ounty . ( )re , Sheriff’s depot \ position in 197s and Mat he resigned in 197r, !loin a lob as a police
of ficer with the v it \
Eorest Grove,
Ore., under a mutual understanding
with then -chief Al Bomberger.
"For me what is very clear is
that
going to make sure we do a
real thorough background search."
Sivertsen said.
Qayourni. who did not come to
until dile, Schat/ %% as selected.

refused to say when the next chief
would be selected.
"Whenever you pick any executive position. like a university police chief. it’s a pretty involved and
difficult process... Qayoumi said.
The duties 01 the eonimittee are
to send out an ad \ ertisement describing the job. to re% te% the applications. to inters iew each finalist and
to compile a list of the top candidates
for Ev ans.
Then Evans select% the next director and sends his reconimendation
to university President Gail Fullerton
for final approval.
Stall wrirer
Edwin Garcia
contributed to rli,, report.

By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff writer

Ass(wiated Students President
Michael McLennan wants SJSU
graduates to have better credit.
A better credit rating. that is.
Former student% making payments on a Guaranteed Student Loan
lose credit rating points for late or
delinquent payments. but they don’t
necessarily get good rating points
when payments are made on time.
Mcl.ennan said.
He wants to change the latter.
The current rating
stem suggests that students are a high risk
group and are not capable of repay ing credit. he said.
"I think that’s misleading,"
McLennan said.
When he first learned of the
payback status. he called it "grossly
unfair." Now he hopes a legislator
can sponsor a bill to require hanks to
report automatically both good and

Dan Sweeney - - Daily staff photograp er

Rose,. who has played the guitar for about five years, had originally
been majoring in itglish but changed his major to lllll

Eastern Michigan heat
Bowling Green 38-18 in a college kmtball game at Ypsilanti.
Mich., on Saturday.
Why might you care’? Because you will be reading a lot
more about Eastern Michigan
in the next three weeks.
Eastern Michigan will
face SJSU on Dec. 12 at Califomia Bowl VII in Fresno.
The Spartans clinched
their bowl bid in a 42-17 romp
over Pacific on Nov. 7. but
their opponent hadn’t been
See HOWL, back page

Fire alarm clears Clark Library
By Russ Haggerty
Daily staff writer
It took students and eitipliiees

thought I
had done this as a test, but I have
other ways of doing that... Halter
Some of my people

only four-and -a -hall minutes to said.
University Police Department
evacuate the Clark Librarv v., hen the
representatives arrived moments
fire alarms sounded Thursday.
But it wasn’t a fire drill: There after the alarm sounded and assisted
in the evacuation.
wasn’t a fire.
Once the evacuation was comA drop in water pressure in the
library’s pipes caused the building’s pleted. Halter and UPD officers
fire alarms to sound. resulting in a checked the interior of the building.
complete evacuation (if the structure. and turned off the alann system until
"It’s a five-story building." the water pressure could he raised to
said Ruth Hailer, library director, normal level.
Employees stood at the door
"and the drop in pressure meant that
there was no water for the sprinkler turning away students just arriving at
\ stein in the upper nom% "
the library.
Four -and -a -half nannies was
Yvonne (iearhart, a junior in
sociology. said that someone at the
considered a good evacuation time.
"We’re getting better each door told her of the problem. "I
tittle." %he said. "We’ve really gotstarted to walk in and (an employee)
ten the knack...
told me the library was closed..’

Outside. students wit() had been
studying in the library waited patiently as the ;dam continued to
sound. Pat Forbes.
graduate student in education, v. as working on
the second floor w hen the alarm
sounded.
"At first I thought it was a door
alarm," Forbes said. "There were
employees moving around. then they
started telling people to leave.
"People weren’t moving very
fast,’ ’ he said.
A rev,’ minutes after the alarm
stopped ringing. UPD officers reopened the dom. and the students returned to their studies.
"We will have to make a decision whether we will keep the lihrary
open." Hatter said. "It’s not really
the hest idea to have (students) in
here with the alarm disabled...

’tom (
had credit
Studci I, pa \ ine back
Illay

ing

(

t.’redit ratbureau’s, Ciedit Huicau IncorpoAIL.

%%lien

rated and TRW. ate notified by
banks each month hams oil the status
of debtors.
"It’s all up to the creditor
whether to tiotit
the bank either
Way. said _Oyee
1
Mallin. a stirrer\ isor

at Credit Flureau Incorporated
Before a soulent begins paying
back a loan lw can request that a record bc kept of his good credit rating
because CBI will not do it automatically. she said.
A late payment stays on a person’s record for a minimum of seven
years. a TRW spokesman said.
Terri C’arbatigh. legislative director of the California State Student
Associaton in Sacramento. said that
after researching the issue CSSA
will Note on whether to take it to the
state I c.:islature.

Philippine economy
shaky, speaker says
By Brenda Tai Lani
Daily staff writer

SJSU to face
E. Michigan
in Cal Bowl

Wiggsy Sivertsen,
SJSU counselor

A.S. president
urges change
in GSL ratings

Picking it up

David Rose. a junior majoring in music. plays a portion of itach’s
"I .ute Music for Guitar" on the steps outside lir the Music Building.

’For me what
is very clear is that
I’m going to make
sure we do a real
thorough
background search.’

After condi’, tine iesearch On
the current political situation in the
Philippines. an SJSt political science professor believes that President Coramn Aquino’s efforts at stabiliring the economy has not had a
significant impact on the Philippine
people.
Lela Noble. who spoke last
Wednesday to a group of political
science professors, said that while
Aquino has done sonic things well
during her 21 months as president,
she has had difficulty finding ways
to improve livint2 conditions for Filipinos and has been unable to satisfy
contending factions.
Noble. who is also the associate
academic vice-president for Faculty
Affairs. became interested in doing
research on the Philippines because
of her interest in Asian and American policy "and the Philippine% fell
under those topics:. she said.
She started her research on the

Philippincs
to the island kk

1.1,
anti hei
I9X3. althOtieh

she makes v isits Ilene\ er possible.
she said.
"The Philippines has an opporDina) 10 detritirislrale that it’s possible to address enormous social eco-

problems
through
nomic
democratic process... Noble said.

A new constitution. election of
new

(’ongress members and stabili/alum of the eiotionly ate among the

Aquino admitustiation’s accomplishirmits
leht percent of the
members 4:levied to the new t’ongress Vietc NtillitiO supporters
I v moult. indiv Mors showed
more 1,1iii able tietires than they did
%heti
Wis still president in a
rev levy done in August 1987
1, v ording to 19)0 figures.
there was a 10 percent increase in
production in the industrial sector.
There has also been a 6 percent inCreaSe Iti set ices cmering transportation, restaurants and
and
.Vre
’/ \
’i,ier

Apple chief signs new book at SJSU
By Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
The U.S. economy will no
longer he able to finance an affluent
middle class that also happens to he
the country’s largest market. said
John Sculley. chief executive officer and chairman of the board of
Apple computers. Monday.
Sculley was on campus to
()pen MacFest ’87. a two-day exhibition of the latest Apple Macintosh
software and equipment in the Student Union RallnxIm. The show
concludes at 5 p.m. today.
"Five years ago, I never
would have thought I would he here
in the Silicon Valley today." he
said. "I didn’t think the young

founders of Apple would want a
guy from a low -tech industry back
East to come out here and start up a
high-tech business."
Sculley. who mastemiinded
the "Pepsi Generation" advertising
campaign when he was a marketing
executive for the soft drink company. was at SJSU also to promote
his new hook "Odyssey: Pepsi to
Apple. a Journey of Adventures.
Ideas and the Future."
"I wrote the book because I
have had the chance to run companies in both the industrial age and
the information age," he said. "In
this country we have created an
economy that is geared toward fueling out affluent, middle-class life-

style. and we

ills( can’t do that any-

MOre
"I wanted to wnte about these
things while everybody’s still interested. Most (chief’ executive officers) write after retirement, when
the world’s not like that anymore."
Sculley said he initially told
Steven Jobs. one of Apple’s cofounders. that he (Scully) was not
the right man for the job. to which
Jobs replied: "Do you want to
spend the rest of your life selling
sugar water or do you want to
change the world’?"
Sculley said today’s business
leaders need to place a greater emphasis on creativity and recogniiing
See APPLE, back page

a

%chisel Burke -- Daily staff photographer

John Sculley, Apple computer’s chief executive officer, discusses MacFest ’87
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Shaving hotline full of Schick
I was making one ot iii% occasional trips to the
ot oversp,111,11 it.,ksiore to purchiisc
t,’ 1, ed at, that happens to say Sist oil II. when. upon
the gm,.
handing 0% ei slim ot cash to the equi% diem
national pioduct ot Botswana. I V.:Is gRell

Dave
Lanson

1.1/01

instantly recognized the fact that this
instrument that
ir 1,11 I.1/0I. .1 t
is nothing more than
reads ’ Son lose State t ’floe’ soy
an attempt by schick to trap me into huy ing its 0%
ed blades w hen I have used up the two that came
with the razoi
But on closer inspection of the package. I noticed
that the good tolks at \Varner -Lambert. which owns
schick ottei not only sha% mg tips hut a sha% mg hotline
as well
hock.’ ’ I thought. now I Can 11.1%e ,0111CiMe
( )1

L’IllIfSe

I

dec.’’’. hurtling sha

mg questions That

c lestered

the a
III:111N
I
\
blade before changing it ’ It 1 sli.oed in% Li% ehrow s. how
long voiuld they take to
haLk .1-14;%% otten does
Telly Savalas Ihiye to shay c his heaLl before he starts to
look like Curl% flow aid ot the Three Stooges? W’hat
would happen it I sliaed a Lai ’
Finally . I Lan get suggestions !nun the pros tm how
to improve my early morning shay mg ’anal No longer
Cheek Of
w I be confused to ei hethei
Hi lily soul tor

,11111.

Whether’

I,1

011

InefithOlated

slid\ Mg

or how. to deal with a slight nick I hake intorma1 01

1.

The package listed seven tips. ranging from WaShmg
Li before starting and drying your face allay’, aid. to not stiii my the razor at temperatines higher
than Pri degiees
V% ell. oti% iiiiisly this is not what I expected. I can
think up MIMIC sinttlar shaving tips. such as don’t shave
ith a rusts hiatet kink., don’t itinip up and down or sing
John Conga’ Nlellencamp", songs while shaving or
doing anything else tin that matter
Needless to say 1 Mund the tips unsatisfying. So.
armed with my brand new. SJS1.1 phone in the Spartan
I /ail% Newsroom. I called I -)(00SHANTRS in anticipa-

non of hy genic enlightenment. 1 pictured myself as the
hatlimoni guru of Dwight Rental Hall. dispensing information about shaving to all who asked. Today faces; tomiii lok1 ICg, and armpits.
I he line %kJ. busy
\ arty
journalist would do. I called
gain. it was busy. But thanks to the new univerk
sity phone sy stelll. I used the automatic redial key to
continually all tor about 10 minutes.
Finally . I gi it through.
this is Schick."
yes. I noticed iin the package of your Schick Plus
this numbei is giken for consumers to call with
ra/01any slia% ing questions they might have.
"1. es . perhaps I can help you." the cold, unemotional %ince in New Jet-se \ said.
--Well. I’m calling to find out about this service you
ottei and what kinds iit questions about shaving you anMo..’ polite tone.
sWCI,
.1,keil
I’m sin i% . I cannot go e you that information. I
can only .1110ACI questions pertaining to our products."
she droned.
"Your product here gives this number and asks if
the consumer has any any. %having questions. You mean
you can’t tell me the right way to trim my mustache?’’
"I’ in
but no...
tiadk. I put down the receiver. All my dreams tif
being the big razor on campus had vanished. I decided to
grab a snack and drown my sorrow in a can of Coke.
It
then I saw it: "Foi ,00kie inforniation,
Cal I

"11-1E

EXIDErEf?...-me SUPREME COtsR17, DO
WHATEVER You -THINK 15 RIGHT. 6

DEFICIT ? ...11-IE

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
readers. Your ideas, comfrom you our
ments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic.
However, personal attacks and letters in poor
taste will not be published. All letters may be
edited for length or libel, and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.

1.etters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will
not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall, or to the
Student Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority
of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They
run without a byline, and appear in the upper
left corner.

Letters to the Editor
Attack arguments, not writer

Ethnic studies should be required

I

Why i. it every time that someone opposes %iew
of a columnist. that someone writes a letter attacking the
person rath,1 than his or her aigument? It seems to he a
common pia, lice these day
The most blatant eaniple of this was printed in the
Daily on No% 11). 1987. in a letter hy Pete Krug. He.
instead of attaL king Da% id Bally
argument. he calls
Barry a "pre -pubes,. ent pinhead
What kind of language is that to print in a newspaper ’ Not once did Krug
prose his point: he V..Is too busy te1111112 someone to "get
over sour P.NI S
With remar..s
this. how can one
establish credibility to prove their point ’
I am not against the (ireek system. but if he is trying
piiie they are not immoral. voth this kind of lanugage. he is ott
.1 le.111!, bad start.
\ lid to think. I thought the Daily’s forum policy
It/
MI letters that are personal. attacks Well. I
goes, I k

It

r c.i,111,,: Joe Sandavors Nov. 6 article
I H.. Questioned." I see the importance
,it thoing ethnii: studies as a graduating re1.11111ellIt’lli I \\ 11101 %%as one of the issues raised in the protest).
.
Speaking aS a proud Latina. I have always felt the
need to learn about my real history in schtml, as well as
learning about black and Asian history. Third World
peole 11,1%e fought and died for to get where we are
today
studies should he for all people. to learn to
respeLt &Belem histories and different cultures through
ignorance
I.It 1,111
The "Week ot hotest." Nov. 2-6, was called by
three statew ide org.nuidnons. A/BSSA. APSIL and
NUJ \ (1% er 25 campuses throughout thc state raised
come’ 11, ,w issues affecting their canipus. SJSU as well
i ’Mei campuses are in a conservative atmosphere
w here students accept anything that goes on without taking any kind it stand. At U.C. Berkeley. over 3(10 stu.11000’COnnOr
Freshman dents held a ally and protests against cutbacks on finanLampus lacistii. and ethnic studies. to name a
I.iberal St ud ie% L
Ntet
and

few. The enthusiasm was so high and unity among students was so visible. I don’t think Joe Sandavol or anyone else would have thought twice about hiding behind a
grey pillar.
Yes. I was out there protesting on our campus and I
did not do it to be courageous or cute nor to get pity or
sympathy. I did it to take a stand for what is right and
what is wrong. And racism is WRONG. Mr. Sandavol.
if you were not so concerned about hiding your brown
skin you might have learned something during the informational rally andior through the flyers that were being
passed around. There are many issues amund capmus
that need to be addressed. such as the problems of the
Spartan City families. Don’t he afraid to take a stand. If
we don’t. who will?
Martha BorJa
Senior
Psychology Political Science

Tootell’s redeeming paragraph
FAlitor.
An adage in politics is never to argue with the person who has the mike. However. fools rush in where angels fear to tread . . .
On Nov. 9. you published my letter regarding student evaluations. Unfortunately. someone edited the letter in a way which grossly misrepresented its message.
by omitting the paragraph summarizing basic flaws
about student evaluations which have been found
through years of reasearch. Next, your banner read
"Evaluations defended." which contradicted the original content of the letter.
I had discussed these flaws earlier with a reporter
from the Spartan Daily, though that part of the interview
was not published. I favor retention of evaluations if they
are adapted to measure student treatment, not effective
teaching. My letter. as printed. has caused friends anti
colleagues to question my sanity or integrity. However,
the real problem is that you have denied your readers the
truth.
I hope you will print the omitted
..agraph. which
follows:
"I do not favor the manner in which (student evaluations) are frequently and flagrantly abused by administrations or faculty who have never learned how to analyze data of this type..There are two major difficulties
with most efforts to use student evaluations (please see
Wintrock and Lumsdaine. Annual Review of Psychology. 1977: 417-499): First. a wide variety of studies has
shown that good evaluations are not related to how much
students leam. They are positively correlated with students’ expected grades, and with teachers appearing
fluent and cultivated, good talkers who are agreeable and
enthusiastic. (Favorable) evaluations are negatively correlated with teachers’ knowledge of the subject. Second,
measures of individual perforniance which are also used
as bases of reward, such as tenure or promotion, generally beget behaviors which imitate the measures. In our
case, this produces the tenuring and promotion of pleasant incompetents. It was to correct this abuse that I suggested adding a criterion which is closely related to a teacher’s actual task."
Geoffrey Tootell, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology

Objecting to ’Good Clean Fun’
MOMPWNW’
liAND

RE5e4r-IFIE LEF’r WING- ArrrEPAPT512) RXITIC.IZE
MV SLIME-ME COURT APRDIgTMEirl’5!

I personally object to Gene Mahoney’s "Good
Clean Fun’ ’ comic strip in your Tuesday, Nov. 10, edition I do not want to be associated, no matter how innocent the intent, with such a statement.

I have always had ultimate confidence and faith in
our nation’s leaders. lawmakers and judges. If I hadn’t, I
would have chosen another profession long ago. I am
.proud of our nation. and will defend it at all costs.
John J. Petrick
I.ieutenant Cohmel, U.s. Army
Profes.sor of Military Science

Thanks for the donations
Editor,
After all the editorial turbulence written about the
Greek system on campus. we, the West Hall, 2nd house
residence advisors would like to point out an event that
demonstrated very positive character among the sororities and fraternities.
On Oct. 30. an article was published in the Spartan
Daily on the Adopt -a -kid program sponsored by the 2nd
house RA’s. The article explained how underpriveledged
children were able to enjoy an eventful. simulated Halloween night on (kt. 27. which they normally wouldn’t
have the opportunity to experience. Unfortunately. the
participation of certain members of the Greek system
was not mentioned.
We would like to publicly thank Delta Sigma Phi,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Pi Kappa Alpha. Alpha Tau
Omega. Delta Zeta. and Delta Gamma for their generosity. It was their donations that helped make the children’s experience so enjoyable. Had it not been for these
donations. a favorite pastime of carving punipkins and
bobbing for apples would have been missed. We appreciate these fraternities and sororities very niuch for making this program such a tremendous success.
Alan Dunston, Anna Retrosi, Sean Anderson,
Jayne Davis, Tim O’Connor and I,isa Woolridge
West Hall Resident Advisors.

Matlovich has been ’deceived’
Editor.
I ant rather perturbed at a few comments made by
Leonard Matlovich, as quoted by the Spartan Daily
story. "Protest sparks AIDS debate." He states: "(I)
spoke with Jesus the previous night, and ksus told (me).
’I love you, and I love your homosexual relationship."’
Further, he claims any attack counter to his chosen way
of life is prejudice. Well Matlovich. I have news for you.
You’ve been deceived. And anybody who believes and
agrees with him has been deceived. lied to, cheated. corrupted. and demented.
Jesus does not love Matlovich’s honiosexual
relationship. I don’t know what he heard that night, but
believe you me, it was not Jesus C’hrist.
Also, my "opinion" is not prejudice. Prejudice is
discrimination against what God has created someone to
be, black. Mexican. etc. . . Not only did God not create
you to be the way you are. you freely chose it, but he
condems the way you live.
However, all are not without hope. For as God is
100 percent just, so too is he 100 percent love. I’ll challenge you, Mailovich, and the entire gay community:
show God just one who is willing to repent for their sins
instead of feeling sorry for themselves, show God just
one who is willing to preach the true Gospel and walk as
a born again. uncompromising Christian for God alone.
and in Jesus’ name GM will heal that person, AIDS or
not.
The answer to AIDS is not rubberizing this nation.
it’s moralizing it.
Barbara Vertel
Senior
Advertising
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,4 Dnef look at campus events

Student Health Service will present activ ale% tor the "Great American Smokeout" from 9 a.m. to 2
p.ni. today through Thursday at the
Student Union. Activities will include videotapes about smoking hazards. sign ups for a non-smoking
Thursday, and registration for a
stop -smoking clinic. Call Oscar Battle at 924-6117 for information.

SJSU Kendo Club will have
Japanese sword fighting today and
Thursday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Call
Alyne 371-6134 for information.
Hillel Jea.v.h Student Organizakosher
tion will hold a discussion
dietary laws with Rabbi Dan Dorfman at I I:30 a.m. at 300 S. 10th
Street. Call Dan Dorfman at 294/011 for information.

Help the Homeless Organization will be in front of the Student
Union from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. today
and tomorrow. Call Stan Carlberg
287-1331 for information.

Women’s Resource Center is
holding a divorce workshop at ntxm
tomorrow. Call Teri Bengiveno at
924-65(10 lOr inlOrmation.

Christian Student Fellowship
will present a lunchtime discussion
on pertinent issues from 11:30 a.m.
to I:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco. Call Kurt Jones at
268-1411 for information.

Studelit California Teachers
Association is featuring a guest
speaker who will talk about "What
Student Teaching. is Really Like" at
mxin tomorrow in Sweeney Hall
Room 333.

Al -Anon will hold its weekly
meeting at nom today in Administration Building room 222A. Call
277-2966 for infOrmation.

Faculty Booktalks Series is
having Professor Phil Wander review John Thompson’s "Studies in
the Theory of Ideology" at 12:30
p.m. tomorrow at the University
Club !mated at Eighth and San Salvador streets. Call David McNeil at
924-5545 for information.

Campus Ministry will hold a
Bible study from noon to 1 p.m.
today in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Norb Fimhaber at
298-0204 for information.
Pre-law Association will hold a
personal statement workshop at
12:30 p.m. kxlay in the A.S. Council Chambers. Call Scott Higgs at
274-8672 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
will present "Careers in the emerging field of information resource manangement" at 2 p.m. today in the
Student Union Almaden Room.
Sigma Delta Chi, the society of
professional journalists, will present
San Jose Mercury News managing
editor Jerry Ceppos who will speak
about journalism from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m. today in the Spartan Daily
newsroom. Call Duni Parkin at 9477060 for information.
SPARC will hold a meeting at
7:30 p.m. tonight in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call Lucy
Solis at 739-952(1for information.

SJSU Karate Club will be sponsoring a three-day Shorinji Karate
Seminar starting tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. It will he taught by Master
lwao Tamotsu, a 10th degree black
belt and master of ancient and modern weapons. On Nov. 19 it will
begin at 6 p.m. and on Nov. 21 it
will begin at 10 a.m. The tournament will be held on Nov. 22. Call
Marc Heular at 946-3677 for information.
Career .Planning and Placement
Center will hold an information session on "Careers with Ask Computers" at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Montalvo Rtmm. Call
Debra Btmgaard at 924-6010, for information.
Re -Entry Club is holding a support group meeting at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call I.ee Shatto at 372344 for infonnation
Campus Democrats will hold a

For the Record
I he Spartan Oath com
mitted to accuracy, Any significant error brought to an editor’s
attention
will
be
corrected.
If you notice something
which you know is iniyorem
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, One Washingwn Square.
Sall Jose . CA 95/92.

Treaty issues
need approval

Campus Ministry will hold a
meditation group at 4 p.m. tomorrow at the Chapel located at 300 S.
10th Street. Call Natalie Shiras
298-0204 for information.

WASHINGTON
Hie hilted Slates and
the Soviet Union will be faced with a "series of
choices" including postponement of the scheduled
summit meeting if a treaty to ban intermediate -range
nuclear missiles is not ready to he signed by the end
of the month, a State Oepartment official said Monday.
With Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev due to
arrive in the United Stales Dec. 7, four treaty issues
are not settled. These include safeg.uards against Soviet cheating as well as a Soviet proposal to follow the
accord with negotiations apparently designed it) impose restrictions on lk.S. jet planes in Europe.
Chief U.S. negotiator Max
Kampelman 1.
discussing these points in Geney a v. ith Soviet Deputy
Foreign Minister Yuli M. Vorontsov. The summit is
only three weeks away.
"It’s possible the treaty won’t get finished unless there is Soviet willingness to face up to some issues." the official said. "Whether you decide to have
the summit without the treaty, I don’t know. You
might end up postponing it."
If the remaining issues are resolved, it will take
U.S. and Soviet negotiators about another week to
prepare and agree on treaty language. Gorbachev is
due to arrive here Dec. 7 and hold talks with President
Reagan Dec. 8 to 10.
If the treaty’ is ready there apparently is no question the summit will go ahead as scheduled.
And even if it is not. the official said. there are a
number of serious issues apart hoin arms control for
Reagan and Gorbachev to discuss.
"I think it would be a close call." the official
said. "You don’t want to set these sumnets up so they
are antis control summits.’
not
And yet, U.S. and So% let negotiators
should be dealing with the
Reagan and Gorbachev
trying
to
unsettled treaty issues. "We shouldn’t be
negotiate INF (Intermediate -range Nuclear Forces) at
the summit." the official said. It should be handled
by the experts."
The official discussed the summit satiation with
a reporter only on condition ot anoio mit\ Asked

Campus
Ministry
invites
women to panicipate in a group exploring women’s spirituality and
faith journey at 4:3 p.m. tomorrow
at the Campus Christian Center at
10th and San Carlos streets. Call
Judy Ryan at 298-0204 for information.
Flusiness Professional Advertising Associates will hold a resume
workshop tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Almaden Rtiom.
Call Tamar Nelson at 448-0617 for
inforniation
International Association of
Students in Business and Economics
will hold a general meeting at 6:30
p.m. tomorrov.’ in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. Stop by Business
Classroom 208 for infinmation.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship will hold its weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-7808 for information.
San Jose State Forerunners will
present former Harlem Globetrotter
Meadowlark Lemon at 8 p.m. tomorrow’ night in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. Call Kevin at
998-1395 for information.
Amnesty International will hold
a meeting at 9:30 p.m. tomorrow
night in the Student Union Pacheco
Room. Call Susie Salminen at 2778225 for information.

ANAHEIM
(AP) Women
who consume two mixed drinks a
day may be 40 percent more.likelYthan others to develop high blood
pressure and those who drink milk
may cut their risk, researchers said
Monday.

SACRAMENTO (AP i
the cameras clicked and rolled. state
SJSU Ski Club will hold a Health Services Director Kenneth
meeting about the Jackson Hole Ski Kizer rolled up his sleeve and altrip at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow night. lowed a very sharp needle to be
Call Chuck or Dean at 268-5633 for poked into his arm.
information.
Kizer and about 10 of hIS top
level staff donated bkmd Monday to
make the point that "there is no risk
whatsoever in contracting AIDS or
The study. reported Monday at any illness through donating blood.’
Kizer. a physician. also anthe annual meeting of the American
--Heart Association. was based on nounced a new state health regulaquestionnaires distributed every two tion that will allow people to donate
years to 58,218 nurses around the blood six times a year rather than
five.
country aged 35 to 59.
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Install Up To 5 Ots
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State Oil
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS
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OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
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CHECKS
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SAVE ’2

Bring in a friend for iunch
and receive $2 off when you present
this coupon to the waitress

"What ihat means on a
statewide basis is it people donate on
a regular basis. there would he ?M.
300,000 cvlra 11111h lit blood
MO
donated each year... he said

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
PRESENT:

AND

BEAT THE RUSH!!

kOet: eif
Flesr
PLENTY OF SEATING UPSTAIRS

TWO SPECIALS
INCLUDES

$3.50 EACH

GOOD ’HROUGH

20 A’

ONE EAST SAN FERNANDO
iBETINEEN 1st AND 2ndi

971.4PIE

OFF

AC C-U-TUNE

The American Red Cross had
imposed a ceiling of five donations a
year because health experts believed
more frequent donations eould
weaken donors.
But Kizer. at a nem.. conference
said new evidence slims. healthy
people who eat nutritious food can
recover from a donation more
quickly than 10 weeks.

f

TUNE-UP
ONLY

010 Call 11{: de.st11,Cd

monkev. are .0 .111111;1i to humans. the
discovery helps explain the Inoleitilat ream,11 110r
vwillell’s natural iesisiance 1,1 11:m1,11111g ot the arte
ries and heart disease. saki Cieolin physiologist
Charles S1)11111.111. ho pie...clued the findings during
I leari ss, Luton nicci
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STUDENT UNION- ALL DAY
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ANAHI 11 (AN
.iiitly ot monkeys helps
explain why %%omen resist heart disease better than
men: female primates makc more ...ova.. of a genetic
blueprint that telk the liyei to make piotems 10 reintore f froillb10011.
\1011,1,1
Child bearing also ino pioie,t \wine» from
heart disease by v.idening then iion.ii ;merles.
accoiding to anothei tud% presented during fill’
AIIII:Fli.1111 Heart Asso, iation’s annual ...rental, meet
ing.
lioth before and alter temale monkev. in the first
study were fed a high -fat diet. theii .1\
I ci cells contained two to sis eines mime
,i1 the
blueprint
called messengei RN A
that ditects
the IR ei to produce a protein named apolipopioicili
A -I. said George Melchior. a hiochemist-phy siologist
at Upjohn Co in K alaina/oo. Mich
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"Maybe by the beginning of Ikcembei
The Main sticking point concerns
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% ele Also. the Culled Stales
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sites to make sure SS .5, ate not moth! led to ieplace
medium -range SS -21),
The Soviets haYe dismissed the pioposal as an
unacceptable last-minute deinand
It Kampelman is unable to icsoke at Icast some
of these differences with
.
pri. 1 hanksgly mg lop it) Geneva by Secretai ,,f Stale George P
Shulit may be the next U.S step Ile vvould incet
N Shethere with Soviet 1.01eign Miiiisiei I
\, June three
,,t
i,ardriad/e
their
months.

Giving blood safe, expert says

Women who drink are at risk
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forum on "The Persian Gulr’ at I
p in tomorrow in the Associated
Student Council Chambers located
in the Student Union. Call Michele
liertolone at 924-6042 for information.

510 E. SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

For futher details:
10ELLY HOGAN, President
(408)22743332
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Saturday, November 21, 1:00 pm
6 Games Across 12 Lanes
Entry Fee - $7.50
Winners to represent SJSU in the

ACU - Regional Bowling Tournament - February 26 - 28
here at SJSU
Info & Sign-ups at the Desk

277-3226
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Record-setting game
gives SJSU 10th win
Perez sets NCAA mark for total offense
their triumphant . lanns. the

By !trent tinsworth
Daily stall wrder
1)011’1 NOM looking
ball coaches
..impus this
They ’11 he OW 01 10%111i/10 mg
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streak.

coaches
per-

14:,..,Itt ’,ening

inning

1\ Ills and

(..11114,1111.1 110v.! appearance.,

could rack up the stats and give
Pere/. Liggins and Jackson a chance
to leave their marks. yei still get to
play the rest of the fellovs who deserved to see some action.- Gilbert
said. "It v.a. ..onderful to finish
strong, especially in a game that we
could have botched up...
SJSLI choked and sputtered its

Rconds tell like autumn leases
to-disti salesmen. selling sift, k
Spai fan Voothall. In. . one ot the su in ’,1St last iegular
Pere/.
rest hu. s oi the tall season
Vdlose N.,
11 lels0 111.1. he retired
solicit then in the Ilea! 11.11(11e. heLailie the Na.ffaches
championship -quality pioduci on the tional 3’ollegiate Athlem: Associa- way through the first quarter only uf
tions all-tinte leadei in total offense trail Long Reach 7-6 at the I 5-inin
lumoi ,ollege high s..111,4,1
.,t)ei.,,ge per game. Ineaking the re- ute break. The Spartans had scored
1fIllg 10 land some of the top piiis
jx..ts in the West It w ill he .1 hid
cord set h) foi mei I .ong Beach quar- first on a Perei-t0-1.114Ins CtIllneCdnig
!resit talent. hut thew terback I )i sig ( not .
lion good for II yards On the play.
%%ill he no shortage of eftecti)e mai
He nee.led to gain 187 all-pur- the 6-foot -2 All -America candidate
stall
SKI
tools
hit
the
keting
pose Nails in the game. but Pere, (Perez) threvi to the 1, 101,1 2 VI
Aided by Satuida.’s -Id lh ,
came
%%1111 2(18. all hut one
AlneriCa Candidate (I aggins
\AIR,
tor. o.ei Cal State I wig lieacti
)ard coming through his passing .1:l- leaped and shook off a defender’s
the ie,tin’s 10111 .. in ot the sea ush... He .oinpleted
of 39 at- terse): tackle in time to cross the goal Spartans l’epi l’auu 1481 and !Hike Hutcherson 1951 lunge for Cal State
’’s 44-16 win Saturday. It was the Spartans’ eighth straight victory.
son
Claude Githeii and his .,t,d1 tempts tor .Th7 aids and three line.
he ,%ell alined V111/I fneitlo., mg toticlulf mit.. bringing his career
Liggins later caught a perfectly run late in the game gay:e Spartans hack I ield role next year. Johnson
portfolios that ma. help lute a hand total of tense a el age to 309 I
lofted toss from Pere/ good for a 41 - two unlikely st.:01111!2 threats.
hasn’t run the hall since his senior
of hlue chip piospects
v, oh the help of yard TI) that put the game out of
lohnson’s 11) V..11 unlikely he
veal in high school. He said it felt
Hie Spartans lit- I f finished Pere/. numbers, Gif. I iggins and reach. Jackson also scored twice
cause his name hasn’t had the luster strange at first. hut he had no trouble
Assoeia
Athletic
Kenn, Jackson slaked alter oyvn on a first quarter 1 yard run and an it possessed early in the season due making the adiustments.
their Pacili. Cods!
lion schedule undefeated through claims in the lecord hook laggins I I -yard reception just before the to an
anti the
"It telt se.:ond nature to me.
sey en games. thanks to anothei broke the career marks for receiving half.
Kenny Roberts. Hut this seore had like Yalking or talking,- he said.
and recei. mg touchbltmout against the 49ers
dong yardage
But two other SJSU scores will an added o.1,10 attached: Johnson "Thai’s where I belong. ’
1.1 kson set the single Ils I 1,
13eacli
stand out because ot their novelty was playing larlha.:k at the time
Wells, an outside linebacker.
No.., as they storm the ..oun
with OS points.
factor. Tim Wells’ interception re- rather than s.) nle e, el er.
tipped a Jeff Graham pass at the
"%Are w,.1. pleased that We turn and Johnny Johnson’s sis point
trysitles fi.ei the ne.t 10 da.s
Slated ::: slide Into Jackson’s I ong Beach two -yard line. snagged

Dan Sweeney - Daily staff photographer
Long Beach’s Jeff Graham during
the deflected hall and walked acriiss
the goal line.
"I lia)en’t scored since high
school,- said Wells. a senior who
has been hampered by injuries. "lt
was a hig thrill to finally contribute
like that.’"
It won’t be his last chance.

Wells and his teammates will have
one more shot at the California Bowl

against Fastern Michigan Dec. 12.

Basketball team cruises to 96-68 victory over Swedes
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the basics.- he
-lint those mistakes are lust

hecause ot ner.ousness.’’
Alalhas had the lead three limes
early in the game. the last time %.ith
I
lelt in the first half’. It :IS then
foot
fumpei to tie it at I 2
9117 remaining. %falba,
evened the sLore again v.ith a three
Hasselstrom
pointei him}
\ INnit two minutes later. new
that ( jetnge W1111.1111, illade a 10

Volleyball team wins;
wrestlers beat Stanford
scow. ot 15-6. 15 6.
12
Higgins led the Spar
ktIls and liina Watson

Seehei I inished 59th
a nine of 11 58 Mule Slew
i ;:.7h 4 on
S, hid/ ciossed the Ime
Matti!)

the 10.otio inetei
Spartan vvrestling team
C lllll plete ctnerage of olley1087 fiti season %aft a 21
hall and orestling
appcar in
: Stanford at Spartan
ednesdav ’s edition of the Spar-.day
tan Daily.
in Jlepial’s Spartans
got
:3. of the points in the
ight noon
126 -pounder .loci Chey. scored
a 9-3 \whir\ .
711111114:11
.1(10111111,1111112 15 7 %\
cross country
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in lust
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shots.
The elder Berry said his stm’s
lack of tune on the cotni hurt S.IS1

We are I )oking for sharp.
articulate, success motivated
individuals. If you are a young
upcoming professional who likes
interesting people and wants a
fun exciting enviroment, then
come work for us.
*Full training provided,
no experience necessary.
*No prospecting or cold calling.
*Qualified, present
appointments.
*Sales reps and telemarketing
positions available.
*Full and part-time positions
available.
*Great for college students

Place an ad
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Bay Area Connections
contact Mr. Smith, Mon-Sat.
(408)280-1970

COLOSSALE

60 OFF 18K
’40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

the 1 ’Fs( hall. He also on:
elght points.
’1)ietrich did a good job for us
on the boards.- lierr said
Jurnoi guard Rodney Scott had
nine assists and seven points in 23
minutes.
Malbas forward David Duane
led his team with 20 points and 14

rhgunT,1

Money for
Muscles !

v:tative

excellent pay
weekend shifts
convenient locations
Move office furniture.
Make Money! It’s that simple
Call Today!

irst half.
Berry said it was "a nice game
for our young and new players. it
gives them a chance to get some

Just bring in this ad when you purchase
a Suzuki Samurai from Almaden Suzuki.
Exciting,
Stylish,
Sporty,
R ugh,
Tough,

4x4
Suzuki Samurai

On & Off The Road.
w

___-41firzacizn SUZUKI, INC.

TAC Temps
111,Zuke

(408) 437-0260
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Campbell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
Phone : (408) 370 - 2626
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Capitol

Kaypro has added 10 million bytes
of storage capacity to the hard drive
Kaypro P. C. - but not one penny to
the price. That means IBM compatibility, American -made durability, and
the convenience of a 30-megabyte
hard drive.

Dpoosit peoreo $20
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Talk to your Kaypro-fessional at Griffon
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Get a Free Samurai Cover.
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rebounds.
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1,111,,,led
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Coach Berry thinks Haney can
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two minutes.
"Haney played in spurts.- he
The Spartans’ mo-time All said. "He still has some kinks 10
America guard Ricky Berry did not II011 out. He %\ as also a little stuffed
start because of the flu.
up (with a rurin [nisei
Center Ihetrich \Vaters led the
Reny still was healthy enough
to score 15 points. dish out five as
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Bloom County

YesterDaily

A

A brief look at yesterday’s news

Local News

General News

The commission’s unanimous 3-0 vote past:,
the way for the court -delayed opening of the first
sport -hunting season of the big cats in 15 years.
During the uproar after the vote v.as
nounced. four members of the militant envirotimen
tal group Earth First were esconed out by Fish and
Game wardens for speaking out of turn and display
ing harmers.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AWAY FROM HOME and you don I
know where lo fInd
place of
worship", Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST lust off campus, B1 N
81h St . 786.0348 Need ride" We
are Christ ceniered Bible bellow
ing and people loving
Bible

Eoxwonhy Ave, SJ. 264 5781
Great opportunity tor big bucks

Fam
top MEWS Mane Callender. is
now hiring tor ell hours Will irain

HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr rympus
Must know repair plumbing 57 hr
part time Don295-8641

Call 265.7130. 21131 Meridian Ave .
S J

HIRING’

GOV T JOBS -your area
$15.000.868.000 Cali 1602) 838saes. Est 4250

WAITRESS NEEDED JAPAN TOWN
Nobu’s restaurant Call 287-5944

HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW" Welt
persontbartenders,thme party,
h elpers Call Amanda et Catering

and brOchure see A S
ryll (408)3714811

office or

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 1.61110mo
you got dOwn to the business of
your life purpose, Alternative Ch
reerwork
Assessments
Sine.

tante
’s. It

1970 Carol Willic M A . 734.9110

rOfTle

AUTOMOTIVE

seaitate

00 YOU NEED A CAR"" Pk.. call
AL SILVA et FRONTIER FORD.
Santa Clore. 2411800 Find out
how you can gustily to buy tOday.
’79 DATSUN 510. spd,7 dr,new clutchMth seals mint cond in out
52200. 559-4248 iv melisege
8 CHEVY SILVERADO New engine.
tires. rims. clean heavy duty
S4000 778-6295 (415)9646353

COMPUTERS

IN HEL PING YOUNG
PEON F"" Coaches needed for
an WI...hoot goons and rictly.
itias program in San Jo. Middle
Schools (Jr
High)
Sports or

PC -c041"

Computer & Accesortes
404 S 3rd St .2 1408)7961606
One block horn campus Network

5995 IBM AT compaltble SI 095
X T S525
Printer P1080, 5,79
Hard disk. modem. mouse
6".
corn
off for students with i
puler & Accessories 404

THIRD

ST . San Jose (408) 295-, 50e

Y,

FOR SALE
IBM

TYPEWRITERS. SSO to 5150
GOOd used mach 267.4490 1974
500cc Yamaha motorcycle Needs
cerb Work $350,267.4490

SOFA FOE1 SAL F, Only S500 (Wry
$1930 at BREUNERS) Looks new
Contemporary styling Call Ks,.
al 779-0572

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
hes been SAN JOSE institution
for 15 years Collage.level stu
dents of history. political science,
Black. Asian and Chicano stud
Ws. soc11 work. worn. a studies, labor history. and monism &
soctellam should come in and
brow. We also have. ln English
trangletion. Soviet terebooks in
social sciences We cerry
both new and wed books In the
sbo. MOW as well as fiction, poetry, children
mysteries. and
much more hosiers records
the

periodicals - and tho Juen Chg.
con Gellery featuring politicel,
third world. and women art
BREAD
ROSES BOOKSHOP.
950 S First SI . San Jo.. 294
7930.13 blocks south of .280)

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTANTS
BOOKKEEPERS.
CI FRKS. Frn money while developing an impresive resume
Ihrough iob wportenry Part time
& run ume positIons ACCOuN
TNTS ON CA.I
2535 N Is! St
S J 432.6066
ACTIVISTS" MAKE 555’ MO. dlnei
once regisler DEMOCRATS to
wore Full time part tIme Call 2434593
ARTIST NEEDED FOR 1 OGO typing
Please bring portoloito Eves, call
Jlen el 379.6722
B ACK

TO SCHOOL """"""’"’"’"’
Back lo Worli""’"’""""""""’""
Greer lob opportunity lot return.
ing studenla Pan Wm rob seek
er eic earn iop dollar doIng telemerketing tor No Calff largest
newspeper
F teltbie hours for
fientlffe people alt shirts Cell
today 3704096".

CAMPUS regoarch office needs 20 fir
flexible student w libryry beck
ground Call Wendy 924 1435
OPPORTuNIT V" St. your
own muff. line insurance agency
Up lo 530.000 vv.!. Complete horning program sr no cost
to you with minor company Caii
todiry 371.4663
EXPECT A GREAT JOR after you
grodutot Gain the comfy...mice
now"
Mon skins you II need
SJSU outreach to alumni pro.
vides Wei training II pay too
Erosible hours, call 277.9206"
WAITRESS MR P 0.1rod Apply
deity after 4 PM. Glorglo s. 1445

for rent In beautihrl
house, gd nghbr. 6 blk Im campus Kitchen poly!! Must be puler

JOBS,
JOBS"
JOBS"
Looking for Immediate work, No

& clean 5375 mo
5150 dep
Avail 11 18 till Summer, 293-8952

exporlence necmary 50.80 peo.
pie wed. within 2 weeks inter
national wholesale company Cell
Mr Austin al 432.1197

4.
ix ali:..:::

Immediate openings In
Our pleasant. cornfoneble Campbell office Full end Part time Cell
370-9090

ROOM tor rent

util pd 2 blks front
SJSU In boordIng house $250 mo
$150 sec dep share kit & 2 Whs.
Kent 295-2280 eve & wknds

parl-time .kesper.
son needed Hourly tapas
commission No experience nor.
...dry. call 274.9247

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles Nonh
of campus Oulet security building Singles only 5395 to $425 Su.
permerket one block. bus
lite

HIRING ,,,,, "’"’" ,,,,,,,,,,,,, "

Foodservers. busperson, digh
washer. cook Mimi be agressive
and
achievement
oriented
COCO FAM1L Y RESTAURANT,
370 S Kiely Blvd . 244-3289. and
700 S Winchester Blvd 985.7434

Hill nearby

No pets Near Intersection ot 10t 51110 1058 N 4th St.
195-8641
3 BORM 2 BA cleen quiet secure
Small pets o k 2 Wks to campus.
’4150 rho Also eve11 7 bdrrn 2 ba
w don 529 S 10th St. 275-1945

N.SMKR MATURE CHRISTIAN lady to
care ror MS patient 5 eves for
rm bd salary. nr IBM Jean 2253027

Et ECTROL YS1S CLINIC" Unwonted
hair removed forever Conliden

55 25 hr to alarl Call John et 993Ior an appointment

PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’
National firm now hos Immediate
openings’ SlartIng pey rate Is
510’ No experience is needed be.
cause of our Intensive on the job
training program Good math end
reeding skills ere plus Some
e vening end weekend positions
are available and some fleribillty
is allowed during tinel exams in

FREE HAIRCUT MODFI S NEEDED’
14.1e-Fernal.61Thrnusi be open
minded Metro Heir at 279-9694

ships we possible, and you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or
During your winter.
mnester
spring and especially summer
b,
.
time work Is available
Coll today for Information and en
Inierview, or call Monday through
Frith’, between 10 end 3PM. (408)
922.0666 Ir the line is busy.
please be patient and try again
An equal opporlunIty compeny
SAIDA(

SAL ES’

AI.

ternoon and eves. some Whir.
For more info ryll 358.2226
day
PART TIME your hour Fundreise tor
new political parry $750 5500 per
week Cali 476.7176
SA, FS TEL FMARKFTING
Bo your
own boss Work et horn. Gres!
commission package Free hal,
ing No egpenence needed For
persom inierview cell 415966.
4833 Ask tor Mr Badger
SECURITY

OFFICERS
PROCESS
SERVERS FT PT S 0 S.11 Whits
FT PT evening process sonniorS
We will train Appiy in person 1A.F
9AM-4PM MO Meridiem Ave . S J .

2865480

eaperienc needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY 3212 Scott

common interest group.
for singles Call 993.3711
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

Great

JOCKEY

ratty. vivacious, el.
truistic woman I’m en occasion
ally charming. busy 27 yr. old
engr & gr. student. multilingual
? widely IreveNd 1 m genuinely
good
howled.
quilt
decent
looking & bright (3 mill)Orai 1
@Noy risque conver books. Mod.
Iglieni. foreign flims
cueing

EDGEABIF In lypIng Mot a lops
trust Tony 296-2087
Thanks
51 50 per page clout.* spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround 11 work guar.

theses. transcription. and group
proiects
Plck.Up
Delivery,
Grammer Check. Edlting swell.
able Student discount Only 12
minules away Celt now to reserve

word processing our speclally
Guaranteed letter quailly acch
recy Fr. disk Mow. proofing
Reasonable rates We re last.dependablogrammerhryerlenced
college gr... so rail us Win pa
perarroporth theses leap SCi.
ENCE) etc al 251-0449
PROFESSIONAL(
word processing Vows ot expert.

ACADEMIC

PM Unique bus oppty fundraiser

once mving SJSU racully and
students HP lasemel outpul Ali
work guaranteed Minutes 1 o
campus, call PJ al 923.2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
years egperience Group papers
sp.ialty Student dig
them
cow,’ and tr. disk storyge Celt

work guaranteed Cassette transcription
available
Almeden.
Branham time 7 days week 264.
4504
DRUMMOND

WORDPROCESSING,"
Thesis. prone! wattles Services
for 9...Just’. students or faculty
only Call 274 7760

ENTERPRiSE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term pa
per, manuscripis sci.nplays
resumes. repetitive ...ems Iran
scripmon Free SPEICHEK copy
edit disc storyge Oulck turn
arwnd Santa Clara 2465825
XPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
busIness legal word
processing needs Tom paper*.
reports resumes. cover letters,
group prowls. manwls. thews
di...tallow, etc All academic
formals
APA Fr. disk slor
age SPEICHER. punctustion and
grernmar assistance All work

Youth
WITH JUL IF
fares, FURAlt passes student
lours, discount air tickets, hotel
reservatIons. etc FREE ticket delivery on camping 335 S 11th
.

Processing Theses. pa.
pars, resumes end dissertation.
Ail of your business or academic
needs Serving E vorgr.n. SSJ &
few minutes trorn SJSU Student
rel. ...able
Cell Maur.n
(408)224-0852. 9am to 6prvi

TRAVEL S

977.0799

TYPING

Professional

Word

lo 5350 each (ryish) Call (916/
739.0736 or (800) 648-1661

owirewas Gintriend of 4 yrs & I
separated I m sterling to feel Miry
meeting someone
You re ea
pressive Ind. kind erudite lun
ie.. wealthy. exquiste & horny)
Attempt at friendship,"
0 II

Professional word processing,
fr. disk More.)). Ouick return. all

San Jose
ACCURACY ASSURED

L SANTA
TF RF SA
quality typing and

Amenable 8664960
IN NEED of quallry word processing’
Try Jenny s word processtng
.rvice term ppers reports. es
ail done efficiently 997
9202
UCIO ENTERPRISES

anadable
student writing assistance edit
trig. word processing typing Min

urea from school Pick up end delivery. too’ Glve your papers Mal
professional touch Cell lofty to

CAL t I INDA TODAY’ Avoid the rush’
Reserve now tor your term ph
wry, group prol.t them etc

24 hrs 923-6461-Chrystai-North

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Trawl tickets. Western
v try tickets or others WIII pay up

lalln
music
(Spicy).
(twiny
dancer) I admire those w strong
to
Horn creete contrib.
desire
show high deg of sensitivity &

AND

Fesi

word processing or your resume
academic or business needs
Availeble
seven
deys
wool. 365-1012

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic

TREAT YOURSELF to Meal EURO
PEN hir
skin secrets Prescription -exempt products for
women For FREE cond.
Man

TRAVEL

area

Orme before the rush’ (4081 946
3867 Pamela Words nd More

or Phil at 249.2820 922.7359

dentist person*, or group oppt
gee. call or write VIKTOR llnd
distr ) at SH 711. M.F P 0 Box 9,
S J 95103-0009 or 770-3774, 7-11

BL OSSOM

anteet1 Thanks

Desiree Michel, formerly ol KSJS
You ve got the party, we ve got
Ihe music’ Michel Productions
wide variety of music
provides
for your wedding, party, or dance
at reasonable rates Cali Desiree

end fast turn around available
Students receive discounr Ac
ces. Date. 281-4982
ask for Teresa

BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time’ F vperienced with school reports.

by

of piens to choose from ell righ
sonably priced BY APPOINTMENT (4011)259.5941

guarani.. Professional, quick &
deperidebry service st AFFORDA
BL
RTES". Cell Pam et 247
f661 (SANTA CL ARA) Further
savings with referral discounts’
FINEST KIND woan PROCESSING’
All types of porters all lengths

APA FORMAT. term paper ihosis wet
corwd 10 years typing word pro
crossing experience. letter quelity
priniing Very competitive rotes

Sr 60 page, dOutnerspeced typing
and pelling $1 SS peg. typing
e nd full proofreading Cmpbell
are. local pick up and delivery

reser. your tone

251-4665

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN psper typed
fest" Let me help’ 52 pg. dbi sp
Resumes are 55 pg 1 m on cern
pus all day Tu. & Thur. & early
m on Mon Wed Fri for easy p u
snd delI only type In the evenings Cali MARCIE at 926 .274
(iv mug on my machine)
PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty end siu
dent* can rely on accurate
!lonely production of newsielters,
reporis
resumes putfficattons
menuscripts
correspondence
elc Will aid In grammar spelling
or piornpi 7 day
punctuation
response

leave message
Pentela at (40812110.182i
RESUMES.

PAPERS.

WORD

for

PRO

CESSING’ Fast turnaround Easy
price Call PART1Y YOURS 378
3706
RESUMES’," WRITING & WORD
PROCESSING’ 35 years expert
once Student Discounts Cereer
Center st 243-4070
SJSU TYPIST 2 blocks from mho.
Word processing. typing
set
ling
Fr.
di.
storage
51 25 page double sowed typing
Term papers. reports cover lel
ters. theses. etc Call Fen at 279
2157

SUCCeSS

ENTERPRISE
PROF F S
StONI TYPING & business ser
vIces Fest reasonable
near unl
versify Cell (406)292 4047

Rtvd
Okott & San Tom. Sento Clary Call 727-9793

hope’
American
opinron
bookstore We offer conservelive
pro-American iffereture.
won

TE ACHE RS PRESCHOOL ’
day 17-6 PM deity Must have ECE
unIts
good pay benefits
Call
TODAY 7219360

hist.

TEL EMARKETING
FOR
STOCK.
BROKER’ P T eves. 57 50 hr sal
sry
bonus Cell Many Diamond.
Shearson I ehman Bros el 947.
2256
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIViSION has
F T opening ror
recIving ow*
1 yr material hendlIng asp...enc.
required Must have a valid driver license and be able to lift 60
lb. C.11(415)493-1800 .445
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV hes
FT PT opening on weekend shift
for en mutornatedequIprnignr ow,
elor Roquires r -3 yrs f M astern.
bly egperience of equivileni ED in
linowiledtw.
sclonc. compute.
Call

W5-491-1800

gov-edobortIon,

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3 55 54 35
4 tines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 S6 00
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $

*dente. horneschooling. etc 792
9343, 470 S Bascom

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 80
$6 60
$7 40

Five
Dsys
$5 20
$6 00
$6 80
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 Lines $63 no
15 Plus LineS S80 Elp
Phone 924-32t7

pm Meese cell CMPUS
IVRY al 291-0204 to/ worship

SERVICES
Ione. L et me perrnaneritry rh
move your unwary.. heir (chin.
bikini, rummy mouillChe.
15 percent discount lo students
and faculty Coll before December
31,1147 and gel your feral sow et
2 pric
Ungrented Hen Draw

Sunnyvale
TYPING

RFASONABL F
RATES
Sante Clary wee Call Papist 246.
5633 end Wave message

TYPIST. TRANSCRIBER. WORD PRO
Road 101
CESSOR’
Story
$1 55 pew.
double speced
PI.. call Gwen. toner 3 PM) at
2947390
WORD EXPERTISE Word processing
thesis dlamtalion manuscript
English

French

Swish Cali

371.1270
WORD PROCESSING’ Stud.ts. Instructors. smith business Term
papers them resumes, num.
dla.nellona mass ensiling,
spell

chch. etc
Reason.*
Hiles Cell K & Fl DESKTOP SERVICES et 274 7567 limited plCk up
A dellvery
WORD PROCESSING students and
f ...iffy Convenient tocation WI I.
780 & Leigh 52 standard double
spore page Ceit I Ind. al 99111.
0764
WiliTiNG. RESEARCH SERViCES All
subects Quailed wrIlerS BP
writing editing wet and MOWS
deVelopment Ond assistance Rh
re.
sum. Word processing A
(415)
Citialog
sults
5036
’Berkeley,
vOu NAME IT

WF DO IT’ Word pro
rysatng verographic design odd
24hour ....gig
more’
ling &
Ilne
evening weekend service
NEW MOON ENTERPRISES 262
ssoo cheep. fast & friendly.

,,,,,,

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
tor Sunday LUTHERAN 10 45
ern CATHOLIC 6 30 pm and 11 00

BANE IT AI
Stop shaving, welling.
noree.Ing or wing chernIcei depili

Competitive rates
portunities
Also offer typing and WP trelnIng
Individual Instruction with piper
rienced N.M.. 735-8845 ISM

Minirnurn three lines on one day

creeilon

counseling, progryrry end giudy
Natalie
Rev
opportunities
Shires. MN.. Bob L ego. Sister
Judy Ryon, Rev Nort Firnnabw

Reston.
quality prinlers
cover lottery for 1984 summer in.
ternships end all lob mew op-

Print Your Ad Here

TIRE() OE HERING

SUNDAY CUSTODIAN for downlown
church Hr. 8-1 PM, Sunday
Contact Peggy al 295-2035

TERM
PAPERS.RESUMES"
Need
help" Call S 0 S " Group poororecls Journals esurys
wing Free spelling check I effer

(Count apprortanalely 30 letters and spaces lor each hnel

Ad Rates

JANINA le Woo en rrol pensanlento y
ml CORAZON, CARL OS"’
& reeding the
some old Socialistic anit.Arnert
can viewpoint" \horned about
this country
future"
There

cltiren

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone" Easy with AMVOX 24 hr
mes.ging service Perfect tor
sororities 4 fraternities I other

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbet dinners. pertMs.
alms.
outings,
Wednesday

INte to meat

AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT.
ACK NOWl
ACCOUNTABILITY.

SERVICE.
ANSWER
no
512 95 rho No equipment
features.
Lois
ot
phone needed
call 977-3011

WEDDING PHOTOGRPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN" Distinctive portraiture
sensitive touch
variety
voith

I

Classified

160103. Cupertino. Ca 95016

SECURITY RECEPTION ell shifts ft pl
S5-66 hr to Merl Full benorts. no

U S

(4 t 5) 349-4407

EXCITEMENT Are you tomale who enloys thi7 You hon
est" I’m 5 9 . brown hair. talue
oyes. 144 pounds. appearence
pleasing Reply lo David. 921 In
wows& Way. Sunnyvale. CA
940117

’ Lunch and Learn, discussions.
Israeli dancing. and much more’
For !Wotan NIL L EL st 294.8311

F IREWUCh

PHONE

FUN

addition. It you gustily. corporate
SCholerships ere awarded. intern.

,iusT
IRE ’PlhE4,"
Wile( WAc
114A1 0015F7 WNW,
IN Mew

Chine.

smirch Associeles will input. niy., end interpret your date Uni
and
rnuitiverryte
varlet.
techniques Clear explanations

FEMAL E

COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
men Want lo stabligh laming
reistIonahlp, Please cell Brien el
298-2308

Bill Lukas

Home On The Range

phew 243-396.

Mei 335 S Baywood Ave San
Jo., call 247.7486 tor appoint
merit

711

I

\

NEED STATISTICAL HELP" IBS Re.

PERSONALS

OFFICE HE1P PT Personable. sharp
dependable individual with
good phone manner & clerical
sktils fletibke afternoon hours

OF.

PIANETICSv

how you c.d. receive finencryi mid
from the private sector Writ.
Scholastic Consultants, P 0 Box
2744, Sanle Clare. Ca 95055 0

30 min Cell Mary et 448-4065

KAY JEWEL FRS

VET
IS.

SoRT

YOU
MEAS./ LIKE

tants we have the resources to
help you tap Into the private sec.
tor for financial aid No matter
whet your grades are oo what your
income Is we can find financial
o ld sources tor which you are
qualified We guarantee It’ Call or
write today tor fr. Information on

OUIFT TWO BEDROOM second tioor
apt in Willow Glen area Bus lo
campus 45 min Bike to campus

trelning

TiMF

names.. Spsnish

OUIFT TWO BEDROOM. 2nd floor apt
in Willow Glen area Bus to comp., 45 min Bike to cernpus.30
min Csil Mary at 448-4085

MONEY’
MONEY’
Telemsrket your wiry to lots of II
if your ambitious. self -rhollysted
and like people. call us On the rob

.-,

Gene Mahoney

NEED CASH FOR COLL EU" Finen
sid frorn the private sector is
neglected
overwhelmingly
resource
At Scholostle Consul-

HOUSING

MONEY’

PART

once & Medics! are warmly wol.
come SJSU studenls & staff ed
ways have 10". off Cali for appl
now"’ 405 F Sant. Clara St al
9th. call 995-0484 We speak Vier

ily or reSpOnalble singles Local
reference. ’wird Call 244-2485
FRNSHD

BIBLE:

’

glasses by the leading designers
Super thin lenses for high powe
Ihr Open 7 Wry s week insur

APT MGR NEEDED for clean quiel 9
unit 131dg 1 big. Inn campus 5300
rent credit on 3 bdrm. 2baapl for
mgr duff. Parrett for arnell fam-

Scouting background helpful. but
not
necessary
S5 75 hr.
call
Randy at 249-6060

HEY, I10/1,
tilw-r THE

’

cluding glaucoma chock, com
Wet* confect lenses service for
family Fashion frames end aun

56 SO hr
to esalst
active. disobled grad
student with morning rouline Will
halm 3562716
healthy.

by Coast al 867.7700

NOW

EYECARE AT SUNRISE PrESVER.
Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D
Quality & fest service at extremely
iow price Conryiele eye imernrIn

WEEKENDER,

INTERESTED
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Informstion

pears With My Cm " Gwen Chergren R E , 559-3500, 1646 S Bea
corn Ave . wC "Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow-

.445
WAITER WAITRESS COOKS

.

-f ’.
; --,
-1,’ .0- .../.- o

ii

THE 6181E,SID, IS A EIXil<
PeoFte
FreC) cvER
WIE AGES 70 SEC How
1449849 EEG* Aitit(40g THE /144V/A6 CF

Classified

Sundity al 9 30 A M
Tuesday al 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship el 10 AM 46PM Dorm
Bible sludies available

MEM

t

Good Clean Fun

classes

rcent
n the

A001.17 5IX MAK,

5-

-THAT

Michael Robinson of Santa Cm/ was among
those removed from the San Diego County Admit)
istration
After the vote was announced. he told the COM
MISS11/11. "I declare this meeting adjourned. You
have exceeded your authority’. "
His remarks were reported in Wednesday
edition of The San Diego Union.
The rerxtrt must be approved by the San Francisco Superior Court, which placed a restraining
order on the mountain lion hunting season last
month in response to a lawsuit by the Mountain
I ion Pre ei- alio!’ Iotindat ion

dent llnion

ince.
have
lowl

ow Net awn+

Isaac- Newt

cross
high
who
. "It
ibute

A5 OF XI 1st
SeterFel SAY.,

NOP/ fOR fiti5M44Ct H03
*KW PO 0/3 af NEW,
Affea
Puns 70
SPY A MA/ MI I PI/5
‘WAINER

The state Fish and Game L’ommission ruled
Nov. 10 that allow mg hunter,. to kill 190 mountain
lions this season won’t disturb the environment, set
ting olt an angry demonstration hy opponents ot the
hunt.

AIDS victim and activist Leonard Matto%
denounced jokes about acquired immune deficiency
sv ndrome printed in the November issue ot the
Spartan Re% les% at a [evil] te Wednesday in the Stu.

ring

GNP MAE 10 FACE
INE ow- OW PM A
CRASH
.
VC.’
..... REACI17E5

/(

The Academic Senate approved a heating
% that pro% ides instructors with d ariet of punishments ranging trom failure in the course to sus
pension to c,,ptikion and probation.
This is the lust official guideline S.ISU has de% eloped to combat cheating.
The policy recommends that student,. receive
an
grade on their tests or projects if they are
caught copying from another’s test. turning in previously presented work. using materials during an
exam an instructor does not authori/e and using an other’s ideas. words. sentences or paragraphs without giving appropriate credit.
A harsher penalt% is recommended for students
who alter grades. take exams for other students or
have people take exam,. for them.
A student %hi) is charged with cheating may
appeal at the end of the semester to the Academic
Fairness Committee. a 14 -member organiiation designed to hear complaints from students who claim
to their rights have been violated.

spher

fr
/)

Berke Breathed

1 t 3 atm ntREE wales,

I

Automofive
Travel

iteip Wanted
Housmg
For Sale

Stereo

Typing

.
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Prmt Name
Address

Phone

City

7,p

Slate .

Enclosed is S.
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Amiooncements
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t ines

Days

Personals
SENO CHECK. MONE r ORDER

Services

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
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Found
Computers

San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192
eiw

Clouded Den Located Outside Wind
M
HOUIS 9 00 A M to 3
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ids
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Local News

Spartan Daily/Tuesday, November 17, 1987

African Awareness
celebration planned

aying it down

..._

111,..,

-

By Lorraine Crant
Daily staff writer
A group of SJSU students and
faculty members are already planning the university’s celebration of
"African Awareness Month" set for
February.
"The
African
Awareness
Month planning committee hopes to
continue the flame sparked specifically by. lb. Carter G. Woodson ’
said Nehanda Imara. an SJSLI graduate student and an Educational Opportunity Prograni staff member.
Wtxxison started Negro History
Week in 1925 with the intent of honoring leaders who were fighting for
the freedom of African people in
America.
He is considered the main historian who focused on the history of
Black Americans. He has written
several books , tit:lading "Education
of’ Negro.’ -Negro in Our His
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pcii ma increase in production in
the smiii,..ultural sector of the Philippine,
\ mono has also been successful
scat-1114ring the prices ot l’hil
wpm,. piiilticts and keeping interest
rale. tlokk he said
lint the cunent debt situation
ha.
twilit, itt,ici vtalci, The
debt liniden tin the Philippines is
S’’).
liut the goveinment has
o’
on(
elan to pay back the
a 14-.4 t P. ,1
Niv veal period. a
1,4. m
\kill tie paid out to
Ow ’1’11

411

peicent w
he trom a total gov
inent evpenditure and 50 percent SA I
thnn
earmng‘ \"l’ic
said.
()lie ot the mistakes that lvlarios male was assuming that he
;mild count on his military iegime to
tight against the
S , and
te%%
,11 itIN supporters evist in the Philippine, it
, She said
"I think hi’,
ha, Nell disil edited

:11
%,.111htil
she ’,alit

Pc"Ple "ho 01Tho’cil
sided v,ith the
1/4 ht. halt detected from him It
mai t until he
mdered them to tire into a kli,\%ki of
oeople and his troops mimed to do
...I that he re:Ili/rid he was
his
upporters. Noble ,aki

Radar-controlled cars
may ease traffic problems
s \(N \IF.Nr()
%sant to attil cars partiallv
vontiolieLl
milai in the quest to
ease ’rattle congestion on treeways
%kith lip,211-tecli gadgets
.1 he state 1)epariment ot laansportation plans to spend S301).000
cars v, ith the
nest %cat outlining
latest geneiation ot di.-% ice that uses
its ov.ii lailar to beep a ssarning
%shell s chides ahead slov or stop.
The -Lookout." as it is called
b) its prisate manufacturer. automancall) brakes if the driver tails to
respond
I )cpartment
Director
I .e.o
Tromhatore saki the de ice could become an element in the decelopment
of automated highways. %stitch
would employ a combination ot .).tem, to control all aspects ot &iv mg
"Speeds can he increaed sub
stamiall) and .
&six..
tvecti the ellicles could M.
callv !educed" h,cituse Mc imam
Making device Call
eact more
itilickls than a human. Trombatore
said at nes+. conferowe held to unveil
v an equipped A Ith Inte la the

ot
%.0111.1,1,
radar also could reduce nail’,
dents bi 40 percent. aLvoiding to
state ot I icials.
John Dav is. the president of the
San I)iego firin that makes the radar
braking device. said individual units
would cost S:Sta I
s I .(100 it they
but
were placed
II la,S 1110dUCtli
aided that
incang auto in:mutat:lure!, and gtic oilmen! to adopt them
is .1
chal lenge.
Hoc%cer. company officials
are optimistic.
The firm. Radat
tem (’orp.. belie % e. it ha. % ,r! a., .
perfected the de%ice. Mitch it spent
$1.5 million aml tout v ears devel
oping.
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Bowl
FrIMI MIMI’ I

determined until this past weekend.
The Hurons
won the %lid\ mein:an Conterence title M. 1111 the
ictory and its 7-1 league record.
clinching the school’s first Cal Bowl
appearance.
Skill has made three Cal Hov I
appeal ances. The 1981 Spartans lost
to To!eilm 27-25. in the inaugural
game I ast year. Skill cruised to a
37 7
over Miami (Ohio) in Cal
liovv I \ I
I astern %11 higan received 15

Apple
1
e.P11 me(’ /
that "making mistakes does not
mean the end of thi.i world.’"
"(People) have to learn from
their mistakes. If someone goes
through lite without taking ani risks.
then there’s no progress While
someone who takes chances is eventually going to make a few errors;
he’ll belief it in the long run...
Students today are luck \ tries
are to he Its ing at a time when cis
/anon is es Icing from one age to
another. The main actors in the high
tech revolution will continue to be

1
1 (0
Glass of
Michelob Draft
with

flexible hrs.
Good Pay.

Wilts

residt is a quantum mile:1,i in the ahilitv of the highway
)
to ...II v more vehicles... he said.
{ Call Jonathan at Buckles Smith
,it the technologi lor such
!OWE from I 5 P.M.
aciii i ahead v available . .1 do
vie it ,,11111n.’ %Whin the nelt
280 7777

the purchase of any sandw

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
*CLUB
TURKEY
’CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE

rC4

80 E San Carlos 947-1333
,oi this ciii=n
SJSU ID onij

Athletic As
so, iation Memnon has beaten the
I
titleas in five ot the seven
how
The PCAA champ has
\von ti,111 stiaight
Fickets for the Cal Bow I can be
ordered through the how I of t ice at
009) 44-2695. Pi ices tange from
$12 to $16 depending on location in
litilldrig Stadium. For additional information. call the Spartan Ticket
Office at 924 -FANS.

ming people. lie sant
ids( mid \ mile) ale both in
the same v alley I’ve talked to Pies’dem ) Gail 1 tillenon. and knocc
her %. ’stint tor the univeisity thiough
the end of the centtir
\ nil it parallels Apple’s.- he said
"Vi.e share the same alues and
I am sure you11 he hearing more
trom us and we’ll he healing more
from you.’’’

We hope to raise the questions. consciousness and appreciation for African history worldwide,"
Intara said.
The events. which are scheduled to begin the first week of February. will continue throughout the
month. Each week u ill concentrate
on a specific aspect of black community. The themes for the month will
he historical/international. educational. community, and culture.
The event
which used to be
called "Black History Month"
was changed to "African Awareness Month" because Black Americans became more aware and concious of their Ati i an heritage and
their braids, A ith Ali,.

Omega Psi Phi begins
week of benefit events

Ken Johnston - Daiy staff photographer
%worth. Center. The 10-foot -high fence is made of chain link with
ini I slats. rhe center shmild lie completed hi nest semester.
\ we. in Ia.? eek ’s Associated Press
sportsw mei. poll S.ISl’ had 13
votes in the poll and was Tanked 20th
tiv Die Sporting Neu

and ’ Mind ot Negro. ’
The purpose of the event is to
acknowledge and remember some of
the great heroes of black history.
tor)

1.orraine Grant
Daily stall writer
The SJS1.1 chapter ot Omega Psi
Phi will start its Fifth Annual Omega
Week -End today and will continue
through Nov. 21.
The week will he filled with
philanthropic projects to benefit
local non-profit charities.
purpose of Omega Week
is
to identify and recognite achieve lilent"The
and at the same time to allow
us to continue on with our mission of
piov Ming serv lee to the 2011111W said !main Kuumba, president iil Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
The theme tor the wed: is:
"Quality Leadership: An Imperative
For Future Process...
The events scheduled for today
and the rest of the week are:
Tuesday through Thursday
from I I a.m. to 2 p.m. a blood drive
and canned -food drive will be held
in front rit the Student Union.
Thursday at 8 p.m., a Founders Dai Social will he held in the
i.sote,nvinl(g) Ra.iria. jog_
A-Thon
pits

ill be held at the barbecue

Satuidai at noon a Iree barbecue will he held at the barbecue
pits.
Some food collection will be
done in advance and a food collection table will be set up in front of
the Student t ’Mon. All calmed goods
will go to the Rescue %fission of San
Jose. Information regarding the
blood drive will also be released.
The Founders Day Social will
feature an evening of music. games,
fun, food. and a guest speaker.
Omega members will participate in a "Jog-A:rho’’’. v,iith each
jogger collecting pledges for each
mile that Mei, run.
Omega members will participate in the "Jog-A-Thon" event and
vcill run a total of 100 miles. Non
members are welcomed to particiate
als(). The "Jog-A-Thon will begin at
the barbecue pits.
The barbecue will he held at the
barbecue pits on Seventh and San
Carlos streets.
The money from the various acti% it les u ill he donated to the Rescue
\fission oi San Jose and the Hypertension Councils in the Bay Area.
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If you think
a credential takes years,
you haven’t done your homework.
1 ti tact . a credential cam be earned in aS
10
inths %vith National University’s
ipigrant ii,appoived by the (’alifornia
on’reacher (.7redentialing.
That’s less than one year to earn intir

!IA\

Ingle Subject
’,Infinite Subject
:
Si Nientlist
liecial Educat
Speciali -I
I ’artling Handicapped
Vdtteat tonal Administration
i
dministrative Set.% lees
I ’t%.:.
Iministrative Serv lees
\
progam in tnany of
1,.
area, ofcredentialing is also offered.
I
program can lie completed in as lit t le
- 12 months.
hatIgitIV 1 he (

All coursework leading to a credential
or master’s is taught in the evenings you
can continue to mirk full time while com1)1(4 ing the nogram.
And at National I Iniversity you take
one course at a time, one month at a time.
This unique one-course-per-month fiwinat
allims you to concentrate air energy and
focus your at tent ion on each subject. That’s
a hig plus ,riven all your other committnents.
And since new courses start each
month, you can begin your credential or
master’s program any month of the year.
Why not now?
( ’all National l’iiiersity timlity at
t
236-1100 to find out inore. Classes
begin each month.

of Education

National University
5:100 St i

( :reek Boulevard Suite 250 San Jose, (:A 95129
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Even if you’re just starting out,
Public Insurance can help with some
of the lowest rates around.
We understand that getting car insurance at your age can have
its drawbacks Not with Public Insurance. We want your
business and we’ll prove it with low rates, low downpayment
and we’ll spread your payments over 12 months. So even if
you’ve been unlucky with some tickets or an accident, call us
now for a quote. At Public Insurance, it’s no problem.

1-800-345-1995
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM
Use Your OD = Credit Card
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Coping
With
Disease

\’oltinie 2

When you come to San Jose State
University, don’t drink the water.
Lorentz Barrel and Drum Co., a toxic site
denoted on the Environmental Protection
Agency’s Superfund cleanup list, is only
as far away as Spartan Stadium.
Be careful what you eat. Some ft.)od
items at Spartan Shops and nearby
franchised eateries are loaded with fat
linked with cancer and heart disease. And
salads here aren’t exactly grown in the
Garden of Eden.
Junk food, the steady fare of
collegiate existence, is loaded with sugar
and sodium not quite the building
blocks of good nutrition.
Don’t forget your gas mask. If you
breathe you might be subjected to
second-hand smoke a

possible cause

of cancer or carbon monoxide from
the traffic you had to fight through just to
get here, or toxics from factories and
incinerators.
And to get that diploma, youIl be
subjected to all kinds of stress quizzes,
term papers, reading lists, lectures,
midterms, finals and a frantic search for a
parking spot.
But it’ you do decide to come to
SJSU and partake in relaxing collegiate
activities, don’t drink at the Spartan Pub.
You might become an alcoholic. Don’t
go to a football game. You might he
severely injured by a drunken celebrator.
And whatever you do, don’t have
sex. You might get

AIDS,

herpes,

syphilis, gonorrhea or one of the many
other sexually transtnitted diseases.
It appears that SJSU could be
hazardous to your health.
But how much does this really affect
the way we live? There are a few students
who go around eating like chipmunks,
exercising with the passion of
seeroptyr; pi,,,trove

Sex & disease

Environmental threats

In the wake of the sexual
revolution intimacy is tied to fear
and death Medical experts,
legislators and the SJSU
community react to the dangers

some diseases, and others have
become almost impossible to
avoid. They surround us even in
our high-tech environment.

Pages 3-13

It takes little effort to contact

Pages

14-18

Mind & body

Drugs
Sometimes our health is
endangered in the pursuit of a
good time, using alcohol and
drugs. Even legal medications can
turn deadly when misused.
Pages

19-20

In everyday living, the stress
we endure, the diet we follow and
the excercise we do can greatly
affect our resistance to physical
and psychological diseases.

Pages 21-24
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local retailers vv hi, then seivc it threctiv to
the consumer. oi fins it vvith \veil vvater
At SJSU. served by the San Jose
Water Co., the vv ater comes trom wells and
a mix that varies day to
district water
day. said Dick Halocco. a spokesman for
the company.
What about the water from the wells’?
ialinnT because
111011:11:11-1111111 I11,111
sate ’
people think Ws sate and don’t use as much
think you can answer that one,
caution. Ayoub said.
rheinriCallY.
Zeked
B0100:0
Call’i
iolet A, the light used by most
"We vonildn’t put it out it it isn’t sate."
tanning sdlons, penetrates deeply under the
vale’ meets all state and
"All ot
skin and ,..itises changes in blood vessels federal regulation.: he said
and it t.aii cause premature aging. she said.
not be enough. said Ted
But that
And VA can lead to skin cancer. Smith, execuine director of the Silicon
Ayoub said.
Valley Toxic. Coalition.
While the Skin Cancer Foundation
-There are 140 industnal chemical
recommends that eAery part of your body leaks and spills in Santa Clara County:* he
he covered. the Executan people want you said
to bare it all to a contraption that looks like
Twenty of those are sufficient enough
the warp engines on the new "Star Trek" to he EPA Superfund sites, Smith said. And
series.
the federal agency is considei Mg listing 12
Ely now. it’s clear not everyone thinks additional sites in the county
the same about the same issues
"We have more Supertund sites Man
Even AIDS researchers don’t agree on any other county in the country .’’ Smith
the future (It’ the epidemic.
said.
In a !minim’. ide survey. 27 percent of
These spills contaminate the ground
said
that
there
scientists
questioned
the
water and endanger %kills :11 the ground
v,ould he .otrie. improvement in the pre- water moves, Smith said
% ention ol acquired immune deficiency
And many of San Jose Water Co ’s
syndrome
wells
including some in the dowritinxii
About half. 49 percent. said there area
are contaminated v. ith several dif%%mild he no improvement in the prevention ferent chemicals. he said.
of the &was,.
-The %veils are probably below state
11,c .(u,cv as conducted tor Bristol- levels... Smith said.
Lac,
Asso,
Harris
and
1,v I iii.
Mycis
"But that di iesn’t mean they’re safe.’
a Nev.- 21’o, k I, .1 sed research firm Mai questioned 777
ielitiqS and leaders in several
Sci Mule voine mulling it over.
ditteiciii medical iields. including AIDS rego to a local fast food
maybe you v.arir
seal,. li
restaurant for a hinge!
Only 19 percent of those surveyed esAfter all. everv time you tum on the
timated that AIDS would be eliminated by
tube theres James Garner chowing down
the year 20(X). Even though it mustered
on a T-bone.
such a low percentage, AIDS ranked above
"I never liked the vvay the vegetable%
measles. hepatitis, cancer and a long list of
always fell off hetvveen the sirloin on my
other conditions.
One researcher said: "AIDS. I say that
because it’s the target of huge interest in the
U.S. and if treatments are developed here
they will be exported to other countries
with a high incidence of the disease. like
Haiti and Africa."

Warning: Life can be
hazardous to health
I
\%Ilitse ,,,litilet with
tahhits
0,;ic, people is insulated bv latex.
So to prolong your lite you might consider dropping out and lo mg in a plastic
bubble.
Don’t pack your bags yet. There is a
(.()Pl\(

By CARI. SCARBROUGH,
ht Depth ’87
Sel:0114.1 Opinion.
With most health issues, while some
profess that something is beneficial. someone else will Chinn alai very same thing
causes rii.verrAes.
But just what does that M:110
particWebSlel’s ClieS
ular destitioive pi.’Aess in an organism."
hit eisalnilIC.
’s sa \ kill iS
10 go
out and get raw Since v !Mil Is I :trill approaching. you might %%ant to 1,11
locul
tanning salon
But many dermatologists warn that ex posme to IIIC
CilUSes skin cancer. And
\A ith the ;Mine definition. skin cancer is tht
’destruct ’Ye process’.
Or the
\A litch destroA s the cells of Nom skin
Hut with indoor tanning, there are two
sides.
In an advertisment in the Spartan
Daily in May, Executan tanning salon
claimed that tanning "is good tot your
health... This means that a A isit to the salon
contributes to your mental and iiliv sical
soundness.
But is indooi tanning wall,. sate ’
"Indoor tanning is safer than the
sun.- said Kris Ginet, a sales representative tor Wolff Sy stems tanning beds - the
same equipment used by Executan.
"Tanning has never been associated
with melanoma." she said. adding that it is
only overexposure. or sunburn, that presents a danger.
Officials at the American Skin Cancer
Foundation in Washington. D.C., don’t
quite agree with Ginees point of view.
"There’s no such thing as a safe tan."
said Joyce Ayoub. a spokeswoman for the
foundation.
"The fact that the skin is tanning
means that damage is being done to the
skin . . . whether you’re tanning by natural
sunlight or the tan is being created artificially," she said.
Additionally, indoor tanning can be

./)(7)/ii ’87

And not everyone agrees on the safety
of the water dispensed by drinking fountains here at SJSU.
The Santa Clara Valley Water District
maintains that its water is safe.
"We meet all the drinking water regulations." said Betty Hayden. a chemist for
the water district.
But Hayden said the district is a
wholesaler. not a water company.
That means the district sells water tt
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’There are 140
industrial chemical
leaks and spills in
Santa Clara County’

Ted Smith,
Silicon Valley IWO( S Coalition
beef kabobs:. Gamer says in one commercial. "But I fixed that . don’t put any vegetables on. Had to be some reason man invented the salad."
Rut does beef foster some dreaded disease’?
"I don’t think you can state that beef
is good for you or beef is bad for v
said
Elanor Arrnanasco, a spokeswoman for the
American Heart Association.
"Sure. you can eat too much beef."
she said.
And what if you do’?
The American Cancer Society says too
much beef can increase your risk of cancers
of the colon, breast. prostate and endomeMum. the lining ot the uterus.
But it’s not actually. the beef that
causes all this. It . tat
"Beef is high in fat." said Sally Long year. a spokesv.onian for the cancer society. "And fat is something you should
avoid.
But don’t become a vegetarian yet.
The California Beef Council is happy
to provide tips for reducing the amount of
fat you eat with beef.
First of all. the council recommends
you buy leaner cuts of meat
top round.

19to

top loin. round tip. eye of round, sirloins
and tenderloin.
Secondly, partially freeze the meat
first. This makes it easy to trim all visible
fat front the meat.
And finally, to "keep lean beef lean,
broil or roast on a rack; avoid frying, saute
and brown in a non-stick skillet."
And beef does have its good points,
according to the beef council and an SJSU
professor.
The council says beef is an excellent
source of iron, zinc, protein, thiamine and
vitamin B- 12.
"Beef is an excellent source of protein
and a good calcium source as well," said
Kathryn Sucher. an SJS1.1 nutrition and

’There is no such thing
as a safe tan.’
Joyce Ayoub,
American Skin Cancer Foundation
100t1SCIelliX protessor.
-And beef contains all the essential
amino acids." Sucher said.
She said the best way to eat beef is in
small amounts. lust for flavor. mixed with
vegetables
as in ’Wall
SO TWIN be \ ou’ll steer cleai of McDonald’s. where neatly everything is fried in
fat.
What about your other meals? For students who spend a lot of time on campus.
diet choices seem soniewhat limited.
"Stutlents tend to eat in a hurry.’
Sucher said.
"Most student diets -- based on fast
food - are high in fat; lacking in fruits and
vegetables. which. ironically. are the most
expensive items at SJSU," she said.
Zant. general manager of Spartan
Shops. said the nutritional value of the food
served at SJSU is gtxx.I.
But I think it really depends on what
the student buys. or if it’s in the dormitory.
what the student chooses to eat,’’ 7.ant said.
"We run the whole gamut of food.
and it really is the individual choice of the
students," he said. "We have fresh squeezed orange juice and we have fried
chicken."
Sucher, however. isn’t critical of
Spartan Shops.
"They tend to serve what people are
willing to buy,’ she said.
7.ant maintains that Spartan Shops prepares food as health -consciously as possible.
He said it uses vegetable oil for frying
in all areas, which includes the Student
Union Cafeteria. the Salad Station, the
Roost, the Spartan Pub and the Bakery.
And as far as salads go. Zant said most
of the salads are prepared at SJSU and do
not contain preservative chemicals or additives.
"There are some packaged salads that
we purchase. and sometimes they might be
treated to keep them fresh:. he said.
But what about the other delicacies of
college life’?
The National Restaurant Association
in New York cites delivered pizza as the
fastest growing segment in the industry.
When pizza joints deliver, do they
bring nutrition’?
"Pizza is. surprisingly. not bad. Sucher said.
But she added that extra cheese adds to
See NUTRITION, page I
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Sex & disease

AIDS: lt can’t
happen to me’

’John Bliss can
joke about AIDS. I
wake up every
morning with it.
It’s not a laughing
matter.’

Experts warn that it can
and students may be next

Jim
Walters,
AIDS activist

By FRANK MICHAEL RUSSELL
In Depth ’87
AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases are no joke. But the
atmosphere is light as a few dozen Markham Hall residents, the vast
majority male, gather for a seminar on safe sex.
It’s a Wednesday night in late October, the thick of midterm season. For those without inspiration for their studies. there are plenty of
other things to do -- the weekly campus film series, intramural sports.
whatever.
Some students banter nervously. "Is there a lab with this
sues.’
class?" one jokes.
Michelle Benner, a senior
Health Educator Oscar Battle
keeps the atmosphere light, at marketing major, says after the
least at first, but the mood grows seminar that she doesn’t know
suddenly somber as Battle goes on whether students have changed
to the facts of acquired immune their behavior because of AIDS
deficiency syndrome and other and other sexually transmitted diseases. "I hope so. I know I am.
sexually transmitted diseases.
"I think there are a lot of
AIDS and safe sex are hot
topics among many students, Bat- people who believe ’It can’t haptle says during an interview while pen to me,’ " she says. "I think
the students watch a safe -sex vi- that’s really dangerous."
"I learned a few things I
deotape. "I think they’re wordidn’t know," says Dave Knupp,
ried."
But it’s hard to talk to stu- a freshman who hasn’t yet dedents about AIDS, he says. Some clared a major.
He also says that he doesn’t
arc tired of hearing about the disknow if students are concerned
ease and it’s a depressing subject.
"You need to link the very about the disease but that they
substantive
issues
regarding should be.
"It’s fatal," Knupp said.
relationships,
interaction
and
problem solving way before you
It’s a Wednesday afternoon
start talking about transmission,
the virus, and the dos and don’ts in mid -November.
of AIDS," he said. "There’s a
Bay Area media have foneed to have someone they can cused their attention on SJSU after
trust to talk to about these is- The Spartan Review, a monthly

KEN JOHNSTON - In Depth 87
newspaper published by the Students for the Free Market and edited by senior music major John
Bliss, published a series of AIDS related jokes and puns on its entertainment page.
Campus AIDS activist Jim
Walters leads the fight against the
Review article, first writing a letter of protest to the Spartan Daily,
then working with Associated Students President Mike McLennan
to bring to campus speaker Leonard Matlovich. an AIDS patient
who is perhaps best known for
being discharged from the Air
Force in 1975 after admitting he

Facts: ammunition
in battle with fear
By (7ARL SCARBROUGH,
In Depth ’87
Fighting AIDS is more than just a
battle foi life.
It’s also a IA ar on ignorance and misinformatain where education is the ultimate weapon.
"I think education is crucial. said
Dr. Thelma Frasier. director of the state
Office of AIDS. in Sacramento. "It is
really the only thing we have right now.
"It. first of all. gives the permm appropriate information.’ she said. "Secondly. it allow. then) to change their behav ior’’ so they won’t he at risk of
catching the v irtis.
Not everyone is C011% inced that education is the best tool for coping ith an
epideniii: %MI tar -reaching impl anon,
Late last month. supporters ot political extremist Lyndon LaRouche delivered
petitions with thousands of signatures calling for an initiative for strong govenimen-

tal involvement in the lives of people in
fected with the virus.
The measure, proposed for Cali!,
nia’s June 19148 ballot. would add ac
quired immune deficiency syndrome to
the state’s list of contagious diseases.
Local health officials would be required to report the names of infected people to the state, and the proposal also allows the state to track a person’s sexual
partners.
The proposal. drafted by a LaRouche
political group called Prevent AIDS Nov.
In California. or PANIC. would also
allow the state to impose mandatory AIDS
tests.
The proposal is sundial. to the LaRouche-backed Proposition (4 of 1986.
which was rejected by California voters by
a 2- I margin.

Transmitting AIDS
The AIDS virus is transmitted from
person to person most commonly through

was gay.
Walters, the A.S. representative on the campus AIDS Education Committee, has reason to be
concerned about the disease. For
years, as a gay man living in Los
Angeles and now in San Jose,
Walters has faced the fact that
some of his best friends have died
from AIDS.
And in October 1986 a doctor told him he had AIDS-Related
Complex (ARC) - - a usually
milder illness caused by the same
virus that often leads to full-blown
AIDS.
"John Bliss can joke about

think education is
crucial. It is really
the only thing we
have now.’
Dr.

Thelma Frasier
state Office of AIDS

AIDS." Walters says. "I wake up
every morning with it. Its not a
laughing matter."
Some 1(X) students gather in
the Student Union to listen to Matlovich. an AIDS patient and selfdescribed God-fearing conservative.
"The people that presented
these jokes claim to be Republican
and conservative. They’re not,"
Mailovich says at a news conference before the speech.
The speech soon turns into a
heated debate. witnessed by reporters and cameramen from all
the major area television stations.
when a woman identifying herself
as a member of the campus Christian group Forerunners softly denounces Matlovich’s sexual orientation.
Others in the audience. some
not of the Forerunners group,
loudly ring in their support for the
woman’s position.
Matlovich
calmly defends himself.
’We have a right to be
here." he says. "We help make
society a better place."
See AMS. page 4

iional Centers for I)isease Control in Atlanta. has said the iisk of catching AIDS
through casual coma,. t is minimal. comparing it to the risk ot "being struck by
lightning %%hen you walk out the front
door in the morning
"I Cart
v,ith assurance that AIDS
is not easy to catch... Mason told the Nev.,
19Sti.
k I Imes
At an international AIDS conference
on lime 4. Dr. Harold Jaffe. an epidemiologist v. ith the (IX’. stressed that there
v,a, no eidenee to stiggeI an explosive
gro%, th ot the AIDS epikleilik :intone heterose
Who is at rtsk tor AIDST
(
and ho.e \ nal viten.
IntiaVeriou. &lig users.

sexual contact
The v irus is also transmitted through
%la
direct bloixl-to-blood tainithi
shared needles and blood trans111,1011.
AIDS is not transmitted %la telephones. toilets. tov els. buses. poi,
ts the San I .
swimming pools,
eisco All)S Foudation And you
the virus from the air. hugging or sharing
food.
Dr. James Mason, director of the na-

fientophili.h..s.
Women in men yam haw had Unsafe
ha e shared needles with
soma’ contao
someone vv ho inav hav e been infected
v.-ith the AIDS virus
Babies born to parents in any of the
ab"o grout’’,

What is All)S?
XIDS is not a singular disease. but
other a collection of symptoms caused by
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus. also
called the AIDS virus or
we Ulla ’S. page 5

Hrry-iii.
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Students
could be
next at risk
from AIDS
,111.0. oin pagi 3
Forerunners member Kei. III SIllith. an
alumnus ith a degree in geology .
loudly disagrees. telling Marto% ich that the
Bible ,iiiideitins homosexuality.
’The Bible say s nothing about hoimi
se viialii
Nlatlot ich replies. ’ But Chri.i
said 10% e your neighbor as you love
SCR

"Fie never said have sex with you!
neighbor." Smith say s.
"All you think about is sex. sex.
sex." says Matloy 1,11 "Homosexuality is
about love, not se \
McLennan soon brings the protest to a
close. trying to make the best of the situation by proposing a campus AIDS forum
and inviting the vocal onlookers to air their
views in a more settled environment.
The proposal is followed by several
laughs, but one student asks McLennan to
bring Matlovich back so she can tell him
she supports his views and believes the majority of SJSU students have no animosity
toward homosexuals.
McLennan says afterward that he was
disappointed Matlovich’s presentation was
interrupted. "The individuals who were
less noisy were interested in hearing what
L,eonard had to say."
L.1
One shouting match doesn’t yet make
a campusv( ide AIDS scare, but the disease
is slowly making its mark on the some 30,000 people who make up the SJSU community:
AIDS Awareness Week activities
last month drew only light crowds. but two
years ago no one came. event sponsors say.
Student Health Service officials report a notable increase during the past year
in requests for AIDS information.
During the spring 1987 semester, an
SJSI staff member died from the disease,
said Di. Robert Latta. the Health Service’s
associate director and chairman of the campus AIDS F.ducation Contmittee.
Health Service officials know of
several students infected with the AIDS
"less than 10." Latta said. not
virus
stating an exact number, but adding there
could be many more that campus health officials don’t know about.
AIDS has been seen. at least in the
United States, as a disease that primarily afflicts gay or bisexual men and intravenous
drug users, and the numbers lend support to
that view.
According to the national Centers for
Disease Control, 66 percent of the 42,354
cases reported as of Sept 28 have involved
homosexual or bisexual males, 16 percent
have afflicted intravenous drug users, and
an additional 8 percent have involved men
who were both gay or bisexual and IV drug
users.
In only 4 percent of the cases has heterosexual transmission been reported as a
factor.
But it’s only a matter of time before
the disease spreads into the general population, experts say. It could eventually take
hundreds of thousands of lives.
AIDS will no longer be a homosexual
disease in this country. they say, and never
has been elsewhere in the world. particularly in Africa.

‘The Bible says
nothing about
homosexuality. But
Christ said love your
neighbor as you love
yourself.’
Leonard MatIouich,
gay rights activist

Drug use was rampant in that environment. he said. He had a SUM-a -day speed
habit and "no sense of today or tomorrow
not even the past.’’
Walters says he was probably infected
with the virus as a result of his sexual activity, but adtnits it could also have been
caused by drug use. He doesn’t know when
he was infected, but says his behavior since
1976 had put hint at risk. The first wave of
AIDS cases hit the United States about
1981.
Walters says he’s still sexually active
but tells his partners he’s infected with the
virus and practices safe sex.
He says he has shown no ARC sympwins since February . when he moved to
San Jose to be near his father and to enter a
drug treatment program in San Francisco.
Walters said the treatment program was
successful and he’s been clean for a year
now.
Becoming infected with the AIDS
virus led to his decision to enter school,
Walters said. "The way my luck goes. I’ll
be alive in four years. I have to be able to
do something."
Walters is among a small number of
students that campus officials know are infected with the virus that causes AIDS. He
enmlled at SJSU as a disabled student, informing officials of his medical condition
in case help was available or he ever needed
treatment.
Walters agreed to be interviewed for
this story for two reasons.
"One, I don’t want people to be
scared of it,’ he says. Experts say individuals can’t be infected by casual contact.
Second. he says, there’s no reason
why anyone should be put in the same position that he was to be infected with the
virus. Enough is known about the disease
and how it can be prevented.
"We’re all here supposedly trying to
build a future for ourselves," he says.
"Sometimes we forget it

"The virus has covered the whole ,ing AIDS testing for as long as 12 months
band of Central Africa now," said AIDS or more after infection. ’They previously beresearch pioneer Dr. Donald P. Francis. a lieved an accurate test could be given after
Berkeley -based untlogist and epidemiolog- only three to six months.
"Someone could be infected with the
ist with the CDC.
The CDC reports at least 24.412 AIDS virus not knowing they have it," and could
deaths since it started compiling figures in easily spread the disease at that time to others. Latta said.
1981.
Apathy toward the disease is hard to
More Americans could die of AIDS
combat. educators and AIDS activists say.
than died in World War II, Francis said.
"We can all wait until there are a sufAccording to CDC figures, 21 percent
of American AIDS cases, nearly 9.000. ficient number of deaths around us for peohave hit in the 20- to 29-year-old age ple to realize what’s going on," said Robert
group. Another 47 percent have afflicted Sorenson, executive director of the Aris
those between 30 and 39.
Project. an AIDS support group based in
But AIDS experts need to focus their Campbell. "That’s too late. But. sadly.
whose
people,
may be what it takes."
that
younger
education efforts on
behavior will start to put them at risk. said
People aren’t comfortable talking
Dr. Mervyn Silverman, president of the about sex, dying and disease, Sally Harvey,
American Foundation for AIDS Research, a counselor in SJSU’s Employee Assistance
during a speech at SJSU.
program, told an AIDS Awareness Week
"Most (young people) consider them- audience.
selves invincible. that nothing is going to
"AIDS has managed to take all those
When it comes to AIDS, statistics are
happen to thern." he said. "We’ve got to things we’re most afraid of in our lives anti no comfort.
get the infonnation out. To do anything else put it together in one neat little package.’
Experts say as many as 300,000
would be immoral...
Harvey said.
Americans could be
Francis said it’s hard to say how likely
Latta said that
infected with the
it is that the typical student here could con- the disease tends to
human immunixlefitract AIDS. "We don’t know the answer have a great effect on
virus that
ciency
for San Jose State. You can bet that the students only when it
causes the disease.
virus is here...
strikes someone they
they say that
And
Other educators and researchers warn know.
AIDS could eventhat college students could particularly be at
"I believe that
tually strike hundreds
risk.
once students realize
of thousands more.
"We are very concerned about the col- it’s going to
affect
numbers
The
lege -age population." said Deborah Blom, them
personally ,
show that so far
a spokeswoman for the American College they’re
going
to
afflicted
has
AIDS
Health Association. "Students begin to exchange their behavmostly homosexual
periment about life and in temts of their
ior." he said.
men and intravenous
sexual selves.
"My objective
Latta agreed. "Among college -age
drug users. at least in
would
be
to
have
Dr. Meruyn Silverman,
students. there are a substantial number of
the United States.
students who are-not active sexually... he people move int() less
But those numbers
AIDS researcher
risky
behaviors
withsaid. "But there is another gn)up that are
can be misleading,
out
having
a
personal
sexually active."
researchers
health
Of those. some have many partners. experience."
and educators say.
cur1(x)k
only
at
the
students
0
he said. Many
not
Behavior,
For Walters. AIDS has had about as membership in son e high -risk group, is
rent statistics and take the chance they
personal an effect as it gets. He says the critical to becoming infected with the AIDS
won’t get the disease.
"So many people say. ’It can’t happen disease has changed his life
in some virus. they say, warning that heterosexuals
to me; " Latta said. "Thai attitude of ways for the better.
are playing a game of sexual Russian roucomplacency is worrisome."
"I can’t even imagine living the way I lette if they believe the disease is no threat
Researchers believe that everyone who was a year ago,’ ’ he says.
to them.
contracts AIDS will die of the disease.
Walters says that he was near death
"It’s not who you are," Silverman
Latta said. "That changes how you look at last fall when he was diagnosed as having said. "It’s what you do."
risk ."
ARC.
Francis agreed, saying that the virus
Recent research suggests that antiboARC. unlike AIDS. isn’t normally can only bc transmitted by certain risky acdies to the AIDS virus may remain unde- fatal. but many ARC patients eventually tivities. including some heterosexual betected in the bltx)d stream for a greater contract full-blown AIDS.
havior.
amount of time than had been previously
For 10 years before that. Walters said.
Vtlomen. especially those who engage
he lived in the fast lane of Los Angeles, in high -risk behavior with bisexual men.
believed. he said.
Experts now suspect that. although the supporting his lifestyle with restaurant are clearly the next group at risk from
virus is present. it may not be detected dur- work.
See AIDS. page 6

’Most (young people)
consider themselves
invincible, that
nothing is going to
happen to them.’
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AIDS: how the virus works
VIRUS from pop, .4
Once admitted into the
bloodstream. the virus seeks out
and attaches to T-4 lymphocytes,
the white bltxxl cells which control the txxly’s immune system.
The virus enters the T-4 cells
where it may remain dormant for
weeks, months or years.
Eventually. the virus will become active and use the T-4 cell in
producing additional AIDS viruses, which leave the infected T4 cell to take over other T-4 cells.
Finally, the virus kills the T4 cell in which it repnxiuces.
If enough white blood cells
are destroyed. the body is left
open to a number of unusual.
"opportunistic’ infections including, but not limited to,
pneummystis carinii pneumonia
(PCP) and Karposi’s sarcoma
(KS).
But being infected with the
AIDS virus making someone a
carrier --doesn’t always mean
that a person will develop AIDS.
according to the San Francisco
AIDS Foundation.
However, some AIDS researchers now believe that nearly
all virus carriers will eventually
develop disease symptoms, if not
full-blown AIDS.
Some people infected with
the virus will get AIDS -Related
Complex, or ARC.
ARC is brought on by exposure to the virus hut is generally
less severe than an actual AIDS
diagnosis. Illnesses of ARC differ
from person to person, the foundation reports.
As the virus damages the immune system, the ARC sufferer
may develop swollen lymph
glands, diarrhea, severe fatigue,
rapid weight loss. night sweats.
fevers. chills and infections.
An ARC sufferer may develop one or more of the above
symptoms. which could last fOr
weeks or months.
Health officials estimate that
20 percent of those diagnosed
with ARC will develop full-blown
AIDS within two years as the
virus takes its toll on the body’s
immune system.
The symptoms of AIDS include those of ARC, plus a shortness of breath. dry cough and pink
or purple spots on the skin.
These additional symptoms
are caused by Karposi’s lesions. a
skin cancer. and pneumocystis, a
lung infection.
strikes
Pneumocystis
quickly. said Robert Sorenson. director of Aris Project, a local support network for people infected
with the virus.
"I’ve heard of people go into
the hospital, and two days later
they’re dead he said.

The AIDS toll

As of late September. there
were 42.354 cases of AIDS reported in the United States since
the identification of the disease in
1981, according to statistics published by the CDC.
About 24.000 have died.
Of the reports of infection:
Sixty-six percent involved

homosexual or bisexual males.
Sixteen percent involved
intravenous drug users.
Eight percent involved gay
and bisexual men who also used
intravenous drugs a distinction
that separates them from the first
two categories.
Four percent involved heterosexual transmission.
Six percent involved hemophiliacs and blood transfusions
of AIDS -tainted blood.
Nationally, San Francisco
ranks second in its number of
AIDS cases, with 4,099 reportings. New York City leads the
country with 10.969 cases. Los
Angeles is third with 3,591 cases.
Santa Clara County, which is
not included in the San Francisco
statistics, doesn’t rank in the top
20 listing of numbers of cases,
according to the CDC.
In the county, 253 people
have been diagnosed with AIDS
with the first case reported in
1983. As of September, 142 Santa
Clara County residents have died.
Fly law. doctors must report
the number of AIDS cases they diagnose to the county health department.
Only the fact of the diagnosis
is reported. The identity of the patient is not revealed.
Doctors are not required by
the state to report an ARC diagno-

50.0:0

In Santa Clara County. a task
force is predicting that 2,9(X) people will be diagnosed with AIDS
in the next four years.
The task force, established
by the Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors, estimated the
medical costs for these people
may total $144 million during
1991 alone.
That’s 12 times higher than
current cost levels estimated at
$12 million in 1987.
As one-third of these costs
are carried by public funds.
"AIDS has and will challenge
both the financial and the human
resources
of
Santa
Clara
County the task force reported.

Playing it safe
When it comes to sex. the
most common method of transmitting AIDS, there ure precautions
that can be taken to reduce the risk
of infection.
U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop has said, aside from
abstinence and monogamy with an
uninfected partner. the condom
offers the next best level of protection against AIDS.
A study by researchers at the
University of California at San
Francisco found the AIDS virus
unable to penetrate condoms made
of rubber and synthetic materials.
’That is, of course, if the condom is used properly and doesn’t

AIDS Infections by rlsk group
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sis. said state AIDS director
Thelma Frasier.
Santa Clara County Health
Department officials estimate the
number of ARC cases range from
three to 10 cases for each reported
case of AIDS.
The Aris Project estimates
suggest that through 1987, as
many as 2.0(X) Santa Clara
County residents will have been
diagnosed with ARC, and up to
8.(XXl people will have been exposed to the AIDS virus, barring a
medical breakthrough in the treatment or prevention of the disease.
AIDS experts have predicted
that 1 million Americans will he
diagnosed with AIDS by the ycar
2000, again, barring a medical advance.

break.
The
American
College
Health Association published a
pamphlet on safe sex. listing sexual activities and their apparent
risk.
"Safe" activities include dry
kissing, masturbation on healthy
skin, oral sex with a condom, extemal watersports (urination),
touching and fantasy.
"Possibly safe" activities include protected vaginal intercourse. and protected anal intercourse.
"Risky" activities include
oral sex without a condom. wet
kissing, masturbation on open or
hmken skin. and oral sex on a
woman.
"Dangerous" activities in -

The anatomy of an AIDS cell
The AIDS
envelope
s Itack
lot a
yams
Is sal
Easily
dislodged
proteins
make the
virus fragile

The RNA ol
A I DS has three
extra genes When
theyre copied in a cell.
porhons float free
and may lull the cell

The core Is cylindrical,
other viruses’ we
spherical

Source Discover

dude unprotected vaginal intercourse. unprotected anal intercourse.
watersports,
internal
fisting and rimming toral-anal
contact).

Al DS Testing
The AIDS test detects the
presence of antibodies, a natural
protein the body creates in response to the virus.
A positive test doesn’t indicate that a person has or will develop AIDS or ARC. cautions the
San Francisco Department of Public Health.
A positive test only indicates
the presence of the antibodies.
Conversely, a negative test
doesn’t mean that a person is not
infected with the AIDS virus. nor
does it mean that a person is immune to the virus. the department
reports.

Treating AIDS

searchers have noticed a "re
bound" in the effectiveness of
"The second year (of treatment) is not as good as the first,"
she said.
Because of the limited benefits of AZT. researchers are trying
to determine when would be the
best time to administer the medication
in the earlier or later
stages of infection.
"We do not know what will
happen if it is given to people
early on in the disease." Tallmon
said.
"You don’t know that it will
make their disease worse, or they
may grow immune to (AZT). and
in two years we won’t have anything to offer them... she said.
"And right nov,. AZT is the
only thing we have...

Aris Project

Hut until there is a cure for
AIDS. organizations like the Aris
Project continue to pmvide support for people with AIDS.
That support helps people
cope with the emotional implications of the disease. which are
quite traumatic, explained Aris director Sorenson.
"AIDS is usually a terminal
diagnosis," he said.
In 1986, Aris had 105 clients
- people with AIDS and offered 3,7(X) hours of volunteer
service.
Sorenson was
However,
quick to point out that Aris
doesn’t offer counseling.
"We’re not counseling psychologists." he said. "The volunteers provide non -judgmental support.
"They are just someone who
is there who will provide caring
and listening."
Aris offers three types of
service: individual emotional support, practical assistance and two
week I y support groups.
The individual emotional
volunteer support program is for
"But if the patient doesn’t people with an AIDS or ARC didevelop any symptoms. or oppor- agnosis and their friends. family
tunistic infections. we assume that and lovers, Sorenson said.
(the AZT) is being effective."
For the individual support. a
But AZT is also being given client is paired with a trained volto patients who already have the unteer who is everything from a
infections associated with the listener to a friend.
AIDS virus.
Other than the initial meetAnd with these people, they ing, everything is arranged befirst Itiok to see the effect of AZT tween the client and the volunteer
on the AIDS virus. and then if it to suit individual needs.
affects the "opportunistic infec"Sometimes a volunteer and
tions like Karposi’s sarcoma and a client will only. talk on the telepneumocystis. Tallmon said.
phone and never meet in person,"
"We are seeing the most re- Sorenson said. "That’s comsults in treating the opportunistic pletely between the volunteer and
infection brought on by the AIDS the client."
virus," she said.
"We don’t tell people what
Tallmon also said that re- they should be doing."

Stanford University is participating in a nationwide program of
clinical research on AIDS.
Part of that research involves
a drug called azidothymidine
IA73). still in its experimental
stages. which slows replication.
the speed at which the virus reproduces, said Virginia Tallmon, a
Stanford researcher.
We give AZT or a placebo
in the context of a study." Tal’mon said. "Then we physically
monitor the patients’ response (to
the drug)."
AZT is the only AIDS fighting drug approved by the U.S.
Rxxl and Drug Administration.
Tallmon said that under the
study. the drug is given to patients
in the early stages of their infection.
She explained that the results
of this are sometimes hard to measure because some patients don’t
develop symptoms during. the
study.
"We may give the drug for
two years and not see anything...
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Behavior
is key to
AIDS risk
AIDS, fratn page 4
AIDS, Francis said.
From Mere. the diseac could
quick IL spread to the general population. he said
(
oi straight. di L42 USell or
not. people can take steps to
t thentselLes. esperls say .
-The message Is Lery vet.)
L leaf tor this
"I libel Lit/11.I 11:1e

seA. Or. if %,01.1

going to have sex. use harriers_ 1-oi hltiod sharing. it’s Llear.
Just don’t use dnigs. If you must
use drugs. don’t share needles If
1.1

MUNI

01:1112 IleellieS.

them "
While abstinence IS Ole
SUR!
against the disease.
e Peri‘ siq that certain sexual interactions are safer than others:
Vaginal intercourse without a condom is generally’ unsafe.
although relatix cly ley. cases have
been transnittled this win so far.
at least in the ’lined States. Francis said
Anal intercourse IA allow a
condom Is %/11t. Of the most risky
sexual practices. In homosestial
activity. the partner v.ho has
semen inserted is at much greater
risk. he said.
()ral sot is not totally sle.
hut is less risky "The mouth is a
Ler’, poor place to establish infection,- he said
( 4n men \\ Ito engage only in
generally had inoral ses haLe
creased risk toi the disease over
Ione compared to those v.ho have
11,, sex at all. Francis said.
But an open lesion in the
mouth would he an obx ious site
tor exposure to the AIMS. Ile Said
"Kissing.
on the oilier
hand. is something I ha%e no tear
about. Francis said.
As long as there are no open
lesions and bleeding. kissing is
ery sate. he said.
Most AIDS experts also
agree that mutual masturbation or
massage is generally safe, as long
as blood or semen doesnt contact
open cuts or sores.

Both
rimming, oral anal
contact. and fisting, placing a
hand or list into the rectum or vagina, are both considered highly
unsafe because germs could he
spread ,,i. tissue easily tom.
Frani:is said that when a panne’’, past sexual history is unknow ii. the chances ot contracting
the L irus dui mg one unsafe heteiosexual contact die somewhere
between I in 1,000 and I in 5(8).
Those odds may seem good,
hut the isk IllefeaSeS with each
unsafe exposure and each additional sexual partner. he said.
Condoms and spermicides
can he UNed for protection. Francis
said. 1101
AIDS, bUI
CA1.1311%,

Ill’alISIIIIIIed

dis-

eI I
guaitintee
ti." he said.
Within a tcL% Nears. "that LA 111 he
the accepted way ,,t having sex...

eases. ;1,

It’s too ea, ly in the course of
the grow Ili of the disease for the
American College Health Asso
ciation and other medical groups
to know exactly how- many college students haLe AIDS. but the
association has taken infonmal
surveys among
students on
whether fear of the disease has
changed their litestx les. ACHA
spokeswoman Blom said
"The perception vLas that it
was changing. C’ollege students
are certainly. informed, know the
risks. and are at a point where
they may choose to use condoms:. she said.
At SJSU. the story appears to
he the same.
"It’s been shown students
are more careful than they were
five years ago," said Debbie Sawyer. a member of the Health
Service’s Student Health Advisory (.’ommittee.
College health officials re
port fewer cases of sexually transmitted diseases noLv than then. she
said. "They attribute this to students being more selectixe in engaging in casual relationships "
Latta agreed the e ’deuce
suggests behax lot- is changing.
"The axerage college student
is becoming much br:tter informed
on AIDS," he said, adding that
the media have been an important
source of student information.
Hut a recent survey of
versa’, ot California at Santa Bai
hara undergraduates suggests that

many students may not he using along %A ith computer-assisted registration material.
that information
So etal lecturers. includAccording to a recent 1..0
im, Health 1 Liticatoi Battle and
dated Pfess report. rit S5 I SRI
counseling Etotessot Wtggsy SidellIS
responded to a suto
by sociologists John and Janice \ erhell. :lre a% allable to campus
Baldwin. 54 percent reported they groups through the AIDS Educaaveraged two or more sexual part- tion Committee.
The Health Service mainners a year and 19 percent said
they had sex v. t h strangers or cas- tains an AIDS information line
and distributes AIDS brochures on
ual acquaintances
campus.
Of the students LL ho de
In April 1986. the California
scribed thenisel x es as se
ac
tive. only
percent usek.I con- State University system adopted
doms. Nearly half the group an AIDS policy statement promdidn’t ask their partners about past ising that students and um\ ersit
sexual activity.
employees afflicted v.ith the dis
Education is key to combat- ease won’t face discrimination.
ing that kind of apatIn activists
Under the CSI.’ policy. stusay.
dents and eitiplo (Ts LL ith Alf)S
to their
Here at SJSU. of boats have are guaranteed
taken several responses to the classes and all other campus faAIDS threat. Latta said:
cilities and at:mines as long as
Every student has received they are physically and psycholoan "AIDS Lifeline" pamphlet gically able.

You
Are
Not
Alone

Ll
Walters’ personal prognosis
is unclear, "No one knows:. he
said. "Iin alive today. That’s all
that counts. At least now, I’m
doing something. If I die tomorrow , that’s ()K because I know I
lived today
The future of AIDS and the
people it affects is equally unclear. Health educators and researchers say the AIDS virus, like
bacteria that cause the cold and
the flu. is adaptable.
That means that while researchers are gaining more knowledge about the disease. what they
know is subject to change, Battle
told the Markham Hall students.
Students need to take responsibility for their own knowledge
regarding AIDS and other health
issues. Battle said. It’s a disease
that may be around a long tittle

weekly AIDS support groups
People with AIDS
People with ARC
Concerned others
Positive HIV test
Every Tuesday at 7:00 in the evening.

CA RISj
PROJECT

408/370-3272

Women’s Health Care Just Off Campus
Walk in pregnancy tests
Complete gynecological services
’Tuba! ligations
Testing for sexually transmitted
diseases

’Abortion services
(through 20th week)
’Evening and Saturday
appointments available
’Family medicine

NOW THAT YOU’VE DECIDED TO

BE RESPONSIBLE

INSURANCE AND MED1-CAL
PLANS ACCEPTED.

HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO ASK ABOUT

so

AIDS TESTING
I s confidential testing provided?
Do you receive individual counseling?
VVill you be provided with aids education?
Get the answers and have confidence in your results
Call: (408) 998-2121
2211 Moorpark, Suite 230, San Jose, California 95128
Now open Saturdays 10am - 4pm Daily 10-7pm

287-4322
FOR APPT.
287-4090
MAIN OFFICE

Women s
Community Clinic, Inc.
696 E. Santa Clara St.

San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from San Jose Hospital)
Serving the South Bay for over 15 +/ear!:

flics(1,iy
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Sex & disease

Politics, bigotry delay AIDS fight
By VEDA ANDERSON.
In Depth ’87

book in which he identifies a Ca
nadian flight attendant as the person who initially’ spread AIDS in
Pointing fingers at groups North America in the late 1970s.
Randy Shilts, who could not
most afflicted by AIDS has diminished the drive to find a cure. be reached for comment. said in
his
recently published book,
many people say.
And unless the focus moves "And the Band Played On: Polaway from who is responsible for icy, People and the AIDS Epidethe deadly disease ’4) educating mic." that he uncovered the idenpeople and finding a cure. experts tity of the man who federal
agree that little progress vvill be epidemiologists referred to as
"Patient 7.ero" when compiling
made.
Homosexuals, Africans. Hai- information about the disease in
I 980s.
tians and intravenous drug users the early
According to Shifts. Gaeta!)
have been singled out as the
Dugas of Montreal might have
groups most afflicted by AIDS,
contacted the disease through sexand many worry that this has
ual contact with Africans in F.umade the rest of the world aparope.
thetic.
Yet new evidence brought by
"At the beginning of the
experts in disease transmission asAIDS epidemic. many Americans
serts that a St. Louis teen-ager
had little sympathy for people died of AIDS in 1969.
indicating
with AIDS." stated Surgeon Genthat the virus may have been introeral C. Everett Koop in his re- duced in North America nearly a
cently released report on acquired decade before Shilts reported that
immune deficiency syndrome.
Dugas spread the disease.
"The feeling. was that someWestern researchers have
how people from certain groups said evidence indicates that AIDS
’deserved’ their illness. Let us put originated in Africa. But accordthose feelings behind us." he de- ing to Bill Heyward. chief of inclared. "We are fighting a dis- ternational activities with the naease. not people.’’
tional Centers for Disease Control
While attitudes arc beginning in Atlanta, nobody knows where
to change. many of the groups as- the disease came from.
signed high -risk status said they
"Its only. speculation that
still believe bias is keeping mil- the disease came from Africa.’ ’ he
lions of dollars out of AIDS re- said. adding that discussing who
search.
brought the disease from where is
But money is still being spent meaningless.
researching who brought AIDS
"We need to discuss how to
from where. And some say the deal with the problem instead of
stigma attached to the groups con- pointing fingers at one continent
sidered responsible is stratifying to another," he said.
the world.
"Africa is a continent of (30
A journalist with the San some (Ad countries, some of
Francisco Chronicle has written a which have no problem with

Ve are the
country with the
highest reported
cases, and we
are going to test
people coming
in.’
Dr. Mervyn
Silverman.
AIDS expert

AIDS, some of which have a great
problem," he added.
Heyward said AIDS is worse
in some African countries because
they lack the money. hospitals and
diagnostic staff and equipnient to
conibat it.
"We haven’t had enough
work done in African countries to
even know how big the problem
is. and that’s even true in many
areas in the United States," he
said. "We’re really in many respects no further along here than
in many countries in Africa."
It’s a global problem. he
said, adding that he would rather
see the money go to education
than to finding out the origin of
the disease.
Epidemiologists at the World

Health Organization. based in Geneva, are not making any
statenients about where the disease came from. said Maureen
Clifford. a statistician with the
Pan-American Health Organization. the regional offices of WHO.
Clifford said WHO doesn’t
want to look hack but forward to
where the disease is going.
AIDS cases have been reported to WHO from 153 countries. she said. The majority of the
cases are in the United States. But
according to Clifford. "if the
country has even one case. that
means it has a problems’.
"It may he a long time before we find out where the disease
is &mi..’ she said. In the meantime. there is a lot (if stigma being

attached to groups or countries
that lessen the (progress in finding
a cure)," she said.
According to Lewis Bundy.
associate director of San Jose
State University’s FAlucational
Opportunity Program, singling
Africa out as the place AIDS
began "puts another layer of stratification between blacks and
whites."
"AIDS has become another
one of those perils of the colored
people.’ he said.
Africans abroad. particularly
those from Central and East African countnes suffering the most
from the disease. have been severely affected by. the fear of
AIDS.
See AFRICA, pito 8

Disease creates epidemic of testing plans
By CRAIG QUINTANA.
In Depth ’87
The call for widespread AIDS testing.
fed by predictions that millions of Americans will contract the disease by the year
2(X)0, has spawned a flurry, of legislative
proposals to stem the epidemic.
In Sacramento and Washington. lawmakers have introduced bills for expanded
testing which would affect thousands
perhaps millions
of Americans.
"When you look at it. you begin to
wonder who wouldn’t be forced to take the
test:. said Ken Hockenberry. administrator
of the AIDS Legal Referral Panel in San
Francisco. "If all the measures for testing
went into effect. it would include everyone."
Testing proponents. citing the Centers
for Disease Control estimate that up to 1.5
million Americans may carry the AIDS
virus. say wider testing is imperative to
keep the disease from spreading from
"high -risk" groups and int() the general
popu lation.
"We need to test because KO percent
of the individuals who test positive for the
disease don’t even know it," said Stan Devereaux. aide to Sen. John Doolittle, R -Citrus Heights, who has proposed a 10-bill
package which would expand testing in

Ve need to test because 80 percent of the
individuals who test positive for the disease
don’t even know it.’
Stan Devereaux,
aide to Sen. John Doolittle
Cal tonna .
"There should be increased. routine
testing in society." he said. "Most people.
if they know they have the virus. don’t pass
it on to others.’’
Testing critics, including the majority
of the medical community and legal
groups. contend testing is a panic -driven response that threatens to run roughshod over
individual rights and drive the disease underground.
"Testing is being seen by niany as a
panacea to the AIDS problem - erroneously," said Kenneth Brock. manger of
the Alternative Test Site Unit of the California AIDS Office.
Brock, echoing the statements of other
health officials. said widespread testing
would be counterproductive. driving potential victims away from care because of the

stigma and discnnunation that can follov..
taking the test.
About 100 testing bills are pending nationwide, said Dr. Mervyn Silverman.
president of the American Foundation for
AIDS Research and a mandatory testing opponent.
Currently. all state -sponsored testing
in California is voluntary under the state’s
Alternative Test Site program. which provides free. anonymous tests and counseling.
The federal government began limited
testing in 1985. targeting military personnel. overseas workers, immigrants and
sonic federal prisoners. Blood. sperm and
organ donations are tested mutinely.
Although most local. state and federal
health officials have oprxised mandatory
testing outside specified target groups.

morc proposals are being made to test wider
portions of the population. Brock said.
"Last year there were 22 bills affecting testing of some sort," Brock said.
"Minimally, we can probably expect double that (this leglislative term), especially in
an election year."
Whether it is routine testing. which
would allow individuals to refuse. or mandatory. Americans favor increased testing
of risk groups. according to a July Gallup
Poll. Respondents hacked testing of immigrants, inmates. military personnel and engaged couples by margins of more than 80
percent.
By contrast. medical and legal opinion
seems to favor expanded voluntary testing
with few exceptions. In position papers.
policy statements and public. these groups
have said mandatory testing would he counterproductive and probably unconstitutional.
"No one is against testing," Silverman said. "It’s mandatory testing. If someone thinks he may be at risk. by all means
he should he tested.
But large scale niandatory testing. and
the reporting of carriers. would invite discrimination, Silverman said.
"If you make it mandatory and have a
list somewhere. people will avoid care...
See FFSTING. page X
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Reaction to AIDS clouded by apathy
AbR/CA. I ’III p(4.1,:e 7
Afncan students in countries
such as India. (.iiba. Bulgaria and
Romania are reportedly mutinely
tested for AIDS.
At Nev, Dellii in India. African students protested in February’
because they said they v, ere tieing
initairly ordered to take AIDS
tests and expelled from s, hoot if
Iiiiind to he cart y mg the disease
Medical autlionties say testing lolen-mci,
giv Iwo* a
rake sense ot security frilIn a do. C.1{.. 111.1i has spread worldwide.
I h Ater\ yai Silverman, president ot the American Foundation
tot All)S Research. said testing
immigrants does not make sense.
"W"e feel as .1 country that it
is hotel to giv e than to receive...
he said "We have given AIDS to
other countries. Vv’e are the court vx MI the highest reported
t
cases. and xv e are gOing tO teSt
in.
people
"I think the number we find
positive v, ill he v Cry %MAI.1,:1110. all SJSC
dent I rom I anzania. one of the
African ,ountries vv orst hit by the
disease. said using Africans as a
scapeg,i.o is not
to help people unite and ...Re the problem
"The tact of the matte! is
t,L11that All)S is right there
back door." lie said. refer! ing to
the problem in San Fianosco,
where half of the gay male population has Alf)S. according to
Silverman.
.
If you’re in a burning
house. you don’t worry about

whet e the fire started; you just try
to get out." Msangi said. adding
that it is ridiculous for people to
focus on where AIDS is from
while people are dying.
"It is too easy to slough off
AIDS as essentially an African
problem," said Benjamin McKendall, SJSI’ associate dean of
student serv ICCS and the escort to
East Africa for the SJSU Travel
Study Program.
AIDS is very much an international issue, and it’s getting
worse. People have to stop playing politics, including the governor of California and the president
of the United States."
McKendall has been to Africa five times and recently visited
Tanzania. He is also a member of
the campus AIDS task force.
Haitians were one of the first
groups labeled "high risk." Soon
the misconception that all Haitians
had AIDS v.as widespread.
People were not letting their
children play with Haitian children. said a counseloi V.110 works
at the Haitian Coalition in New
led the office
York. People
yv amine to know it Haitians were
responsible tot AIDS. she said.
They also called saying. "I slept
with a Haitian. do 1 have AIDS .’"
The Haitian Coalition Wit!.
formed to combat the misconceptions about Haitians, said Marie
Saintry r, program (life, tor or the
Haitian Coalition. "It v.asin telt
that it v,as an accurate classiilcation. she said.
The coalition’s goal is to ed-

ucate and counsel people about
AIDS.
"There is still not a whole lot
of education in the comniunity ot
the world," she said. "There is a
lot of fear about the subject and
people are panicking."
Saint(7yr said labeling people
as high -risk groups has resulted in
isolation and further discrimination.
It further allows people to
escape rather than face the issue
that each person must be concerned about," she said. "I belie% e that the more people do that
flatlet others). the more the virus
will spread...
According to the surgeon
general’s report, fighting AIDS
becomes more complex when
considering that many Americans
are opposed to homosexuality.
People still view the deadly
disease as a homosexual problem.
and it’s harming everyone. said
Wiggsy Sivertsen. a SJSI counselor and lesbian activist.
Massiv e bigotry that leads to
ignorance is the problem. Sivertsen said.
"The most vulnerable people
are populations of people that the
general society either has negative
feelings about or little conceni
she said.
tOr
"If the Reagan administia
tion had, the minute we tound out
yv as a sexually’ transmitted disease. poured tons of money int()
education. we would be so much
further along,.
The National Gav Rights Ad-

vocates. based in San Francisco.
said they agree that more would
have been done had AIDS hit the
heterosexual population first.
C.J. Janovy, director of volunteer services for the group, said
liberal people are very supportive
of the way homosexuals are dealing vs ith AIDS, but "for people
who have already had prejudice.
this has fueled their bigotry."
"I think (California Gov.
George) Deukmejian and Reaqin’s behavior has bordered on
criminal, Sivertsen said. adding
that Reagan’s anti -gay attitude is
obvious when considering the
commission he appointed to advise him about AIDS
The presidential AIDS comappointed by
mission. V. hiCh V
the president in July has been
plagued with problems. Both the
chairman and v ice chairman resigned amid ideological disputes.
Dr. W Imgene Mavberry.
the former eh:111111:W. dill not elaborate 011
leav mg . Dr.
Aly cr. reportedly
WOOdf0V.
said he tesigned because he could
no longer he el tective on the commission
Critics have argued that the
commission lacks qualified AIM
experts and is an behind sdiedule.
Representatives from the
Presidential Committee on AIDS
could not he leached for comment.
Deukmejian was also criticized for vetoing, bills aimed at
pumping more money into education and research to tight AIDS.

Earlier this year the governor
reportedly slashed $25 million in
state funding that the Legislature
had approved for various AIDS
programs.
Tom Beermann, the governor’s assistant press secretary,
said the governor has seen to it
that the funding for AIDS education and research has increased
more than 5(X) percent during the
past four years.
AIDS spending in California
has increased from $3.4 million to
more than $63 million, he said.
Gov. Deukmejian inost recently vetoed a tax -credit bill that
would have allowed private dollars into the fight against AIDS.
In his vet() message, the governor said he would not approve
the bill because the fund). would
not he accountable to the public or
to the normal budget review process.
Decisions
about
AIDS
should not be made by politicians
playing out their particular value
system to gain credibility among
the voters. Sivertsen said.
While Si ertsen said the general publn. is becoming more sen
siti/ed to the AIDS issue. she said
she does not see the current administration dung*.
Om political leaders would
first hav e to acknowledge the importance of saving the lives of homosexuals, IV drug users and
people of color. she said. "I see
them both (President Reagan and
Gov. Deukmejian) doing some
thing begrudgingly."

Proposals proliferate as disease toll climbs
asiiNG,
from page 7

Silverman said testing must bc anonymous and include counseling if it will stop
the disease.
"You can counsel someone not to
spread the disease. not test them" to stay
celibate, he said.
In June, the American Medical Association endorsed expanded voluntary testing for patients at drug and venereal disease
clinics. for women in the first trimester of
pregnancy and for people in areas where
there is a high incidence of AIDS. The doctor’s organization endorsed mandatory testing of blood and organ donors, immigrants,
military personnel and prison inmates.
The Public Health Service and the
Centers for Disease Control. which held a
conference of state and local health administrators on testing in February. have endorsed expanded voluntary test.
The traditional risk groups --homosexual men. intravenous drug users and
people with multiple sexual partners --constitute most of the diagnosed AIDS victims.
But immigrants. prisoners, prostitutes and
other groups have been included in many of
the proposals.
The American Civil Liberties Union
has rejected all compulsory testing except
for tissue donations and backed only expanded voluntary testing programs.
Despite the apparent consensus of
medical and legal organizations. legislative
proposals persist.
In California, Sen. Doolittle has pro-

posed more testing hills than any other legA bill by Sen. Mike Roos, D-Los Anislator. His legislation will face critical geles, allowing California State University
floor fights in January and February.
health centers to participate in the ATS pro"AIDS is one of the primary interests gram was vetoed by the governor because
of Sen. Doolittle." Devereaux said. "He of administrative costs and duplication of
feels the nation and the state have not done services.
anything."
As in Sacramento, a national testing
D(x)linle’s 1(1-bill package includes policy is being formed through various proproposals for mandatory testing of county posals and counterproposals
jail inmates, for a requirement that engaged
President Reagan, saying individuals
couples be offered testing when applying had a "moral obligation not to endanger
for niarriage licenses. for penalties against others," called in June for routine testing of
health care professionals who do not offer couples seeking marriage licenses and those
testing to pregnant women and for a weak- under treatment at drug abuse or sexually
ening of the confidentiality laws to allow transmitted disease clinics. But the admindisclosure of positive test results to public istration’s top health officer. Surgeon Genhealth officials and insurance companies.
eral C. Everett Koop, has advocated only
The main bill. S.B. RX10, would bring expanded voluntary testing.
about more AIDS testing because doctors
In the House. Rep. William E. Dannewould now be obligated to test unless the
meyer, R -Fullerton. has introduced a packpatient refuses in writing. The "presumpage of testing bills to stem the "uncontion" is shifted, Devereaux said, and this
trolled epidemic.
would be a move toward routine testing. he
"In the next five years the number of
said.
deaths attributable to AIDS will exceed the
"You’re going to have greater num- number of U.S. miltary deaths which resulted from World War II." Dannemeyer
bers of people taking the test. he said.
Devereaux dismissed privacy objec- said in a January speech to the House. "It is
tions. saying the public good outweighs the a tragedy for any nation to lose so many
productive citizens in the prime of life and
concerns of testing opponents.
"If you have to draw the line between to bear the societal cost of such a devastatprotecting the rights of those who are in- ing disease."
Dannemeyer. an outspoken critic of
fected and those are not. who are you going
to protect?" he said. "We have to protect the federal government’s response to the
public health."
disease. has proposed mandatory testing of
Besides Doolittle’s bills. proposals are risk groups and reporting the names of
pending to test anyone arrested by police AIDS victims and carriers.
and people admitted to public hospitals.
In May. Dannemeyer introduced a

bill that would expand federal testing of immigrants and prisoners to allow testing of
engaged couples. prostitutes, intravenous
drug users, patients in venereal disease
clinics and anyone hospitalized between the
ages of 15 and 49.
"These measures are moderate, first
steps aimed at giving public health authorities the tools to estimate the magnitude of
the problem we now face and assess the
proper response to control what is now an
uncontrollable problem." he said in introducing the bill.
Hockenberry, the AIDS legal panel
administrator, said proposals like Dannemeyer’s and Doolittle’s would incite panic
and he counterproductive.
"If the government tries to make it
mandatory, it just won’t work," he said.
"People will be driven underground, avoid
medical attention and the disease will
spread.
And by taking a test, individuals can
face discnmination on the job. by insurance
companies and others areas, he said. It is an
unnecesary and illegal intrusion into a person’s privacy and a violation of Fourth
Amendment rights, he said.
Perhaps the most ominous facet of
mandatory testing is the road it would open
to greater government intervention into
people’s lives, Hockenberry said.
"If you’re going to have mandatory
testing, you’d have to be ready to take the
next step." he said. using engaged couples
as an example. "They’d start telling people
the) couldn’t get married. What comes
next?"
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Rubber or nothing
Sex with condoms called less of a gamble
By AMY L. PABALAN
In Depth ’N7
From television commercials to magazine ads and from educational comic
books to billboards, that often giggled about word condom is the
focus of
attention.
When Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop first declared last fall that the best
way to prevent the spread of AIDS barring abstinence is to use condoms, those
little " rubbers." "pros ,
" skins," or
"safes" have been in the limelight, sharing
the stage with other public health issues.
Flecause of their use in preventing the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) and as a birth control device, the
image of condoms is also changing.
"Condoms are more readily accepted.
It’s a part of everyday life," said Gianfranco Chicco. a spokesman for New Yoi-ks
Carter-Wallace, Inc., makers of the Trojan
brand condoms.
More and more women are buying
condoms to protect themselves and make
up 10 percent the company’s clientele, he
said.
In the age of high teen-age pregnancy
rates, AIDS and other STDs, condoms
seem to be everywhere.
Recently, students at Woodrow Wilson High School in San Francisco learned
how to use condoms by putting them on cucumbers.
Condom vending machines will be
placed in dormitories at the University of
California at Berkeley next semester. The
University of California at Santa Cruz already sells condoms in several residence
halls. At San Francisco State University,
they are available at the student union.
There are condom machines in public
restnxims and supermarkets, pharrnacies
and convenience stores stock them in
highly visible places.
Using a condom seems to be the answer in protecting oneself against STDs and
unwanted pregnancy, but it still isn’t the
cure-all solution. It isn’t foolproof.
However, there are no figures on condom breakage, said David Duarte, Food
and Drug Administration spokesperson in
Washington, D.C. The administration regulates condoms as medical devices and they
must meet FDA quality testing procedures.
Studies are being conducted by the
National Institute of Health in Washington
to find more information regarding condoms, he said.
Duarte said the chances of a condom
breaking depends on how it is used.
"(Breakage) is subjected to pressure, either
vaginal or anal."
During FDA testing of condoms between April and August of this year, 204
batches were tested and 41 had a failure rate
below the agency’s requirements. ’The condoms were recalled.
"The standards of condoms is that no
more than four in a thousand may leak,"
Duarte said. "In the batches (which had
thousands of condoms) 20 percent failed
the water-leakage test."
Foreign -made condoms failed at a
slightly higher rate.
But one "can’t make a general
statement that (foreign -made condoms) are
inferior," Duarte added.
When conducting its tests, the FDA
uses a formula to determine a representative

sample of I ,(X10 condoms, said Janet McDonald. an FDA consuiner affairs officer at
its regional office in San Francisco. If four
violate FDA requirements within that I
(XX). then the batch is considered a failed lot
and recalled.
The FDA checks condoms by attaching them onto machines. Water is released
into them to see if there is any leakage.
Then they are taken off the machine and
tested for any damage, McDonald said.
The FDA does not recommend any
specific brand or type of condom. But there
is a new regulation that went into effect in
April that revises the labels of packages of
latex or rubber-made condoms. The label
states when used properly, the condoms can
be an effective measure against getting or
spreading STDs.
However, the label does not appear on
packages of animal membrane -made condoms.
Animal membrane condoms, made
from sheep or lamb intestine, have a "different molecular structure and are not the
same as latex condoms. There is no data to
support that the natural membrane condoms
are an effective barrier to the AIDS virus,"
Duarte said.
Condoms come in a variety of styles.
Transparent or colored. some are lubricated, while others have ribs or ridges for
added sensation. Some brands are treated
with spermicide for more protection against
pregnancy.
But it isn’t enough just to buy and use
condoms in an effort to protect oneself. The

’Condoms are more
readily accepted. It’s
a part of everyday
life.’
Gianfranco Chicco,
Trojan condoms spokesman
key is using them properly. said Charlotte
Schramm. health educator of Planned Parenthood in San Jose.
Condoms should be worn from the beginning of sexual contact to the end. They
should be put on before any kind of contact
or sharing of body fluids, such as penis to
vagina, penis to mouth or penis to anus.
When placing the condom. it should
be rolled down all the way to the base of the
penis and used only once.
To avoid the possibility of condom
breakage. couples should wait until the
woman has become sexually aroused,
which allows time for the vaginal fluids to
serve as a lubricant for the condom,
Schramm said.
Besides products that are already lubricated, people should not use products
such as petroleum jelly or cooking oil as lubricants as they may cause the condom to
deteriorate. she said.
The possibility of the condom slipping
off is not a pn)blem, if placed correctly.
But if the man does not withdraw while still
erect. the condom can slip off, possibly allowing semen to enter the vagina and causing infection, Schramm said.

Despite the fear of
AIDS, condom
sales at the
Spartan
Bookstore have
been slow.
JAY DUNLAP
In Depth ’87

Condoms are no longer considered a
taboo for the media, as television commercials have hit the airwaves and advertisements have been published in newspapers
and magazines.
Even the president’s son, Ron Reagan.
has narrated an explicit 30-minute documentary on AIDS and also filmed a television public service announcement promoting the use of condoms and the need to
practice safe sex.
But condom commercials are not all
that new to television screens.
In 1975, KNTV Channel 11 in San
Jose, was the first station to air a condom
commercial. Presently. the station does not
carry any condom commercials because of
the lack of advertisers buying air time, said
Stewart Parlc. station manager and 1964
SJSU broadcasting graduate.
The 1975 showing of condom commercials were a "tlash in the pan," Park
said. But because the recent emphasis on
AIDS and safe sex awareness, the station
has developed its own policies regarding
condom ads, he said.
The commercials should be in "good
taste," Parks said. He added that it is difficult to define absolute guidelines but that
the managers would view the commercials
subjectively to see that commercials are not
"too graphic and (do) not offend anyone. ’
"We would try to keep Ithe commercials) away from elementary and secondary
schoolchildren." Park said. "It’s a sensitive thing with a lot of parents. (But) we
want to deliver valuable information to
adults. ’
The university radio station. KSJS,
has been airing public service announcements since May. The announcements,
which were sent pre-recorded by the surgeon general’s office and the Santa Clara
County Medical Society, stress the best
protection against AIDS. besides abstinence. is the use of condoms.
The tapes are air,eolt,hre. e or four times
a day, said David Yohn. KSJS general
manager.
"We wanted to support the whole effort of AIDS education, if nothing else,"
Yohn said.
Health -related issues have made their
mark at SJSU as the campus tries to address
AIDS. other STDs, condoms and safe sex
with inereased awareness and education.
The SJSU Associated Students joined
a nationwide effort last spring to educate
the public on the use of condoms during
National Condom Week .The A.S. hosted
condom tosses, gave away condom balsponsored
educational
loons
and
workshops.
The campus continues to address the
problem of AIDS, other STEN anti safe sex
with events such as last month’s programs
during AIDS Awareness Week and Gay
and Lesbian Week.

Condoms may also be purchased at the
MU Student Health Service. Although
there are no statistics available to show how
many are sold, a student who works at the
health service said a lot of condoms are sold
to both male and female students.
The Spartan Bookstore has also responded to today’s health issues by selling
condoms.
However, sales have been very slow,
said Marilyn Railsback. Spartan Btx)kstore
merchandise manager.
Despite the poor sales, Railsback said
the bookstore will continue to carry the
condoms. which are stocked at the checkout stand.
In the future, another alternative may
be provided for students who want to purchase condoms.
There are plans to place condom vending machines in the residence halls. said
Charlene Chew, associated director of university housing services. But due to physical plant needs that take priority over the
machines, no installation date has been set,
she said.

1,

To find out if advertising and the increased availability of condoms has affected students, SJSU student Suzanne Prodis’ sign posed the question. "Do Spartans
use Trojans?"

Ws such a hot
topic.’
Suzanne Podis.
SJSU student
As part of a reseach project. the recreation administration senior surveyed more
than 275 students last Wednesday in front
of the Student Union to find ask about students’ sexual behavior and whether they
use condoms.
"It’s such a hot topic," because of the
controversy anti the advertising of condoms, Protiis said.
Last month about eight Markham Hall
residents sold Condom -grams in response
to a seminar on the subject of AIDS anti
safe sex held in the residence hall.
Students were able to send condoms to
anyone who lived in the residence halls.
Along with each hand -delivered condom
was an invitation to attend the seminar.
More than 130 condoms were sold,
said Mo Smith, a Markham Hall resident
and a junior majoring in occupational therapy.
Although people are beginning to use
condoms niore now than compared to about
five years ago. Smith believes they are not
used enough.
"’There is still a lot of free sex out
there," she said.

1
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Older sexual diseases cause concerns
\

I

pAHAI

hi Depth ’SWhile concern and controNets!, sin iound AIDS health officials also ,ontintie a battle against
tiansinitted distithe! seliall
eases I STD. that ale contracted
by hundreds ol thousands of people [tallow.% ide each year.
From the time of Moses to
the 20th century. STDs have
plagued mankind. They have affected kings, queens and infamous
persons including Ivan the Terribk. Adolf Hitler anti Al Capone,
U.S. News and World Report
stated in a June 1986 article.
Treatments and cures for
most STDs are possible. but people may contract them again since
the body is not immune to the various ’ruses or bacteria that cause
the diseases.
If left untreated. STDs.
which also include chlamydia.
genital herpes. venereal warts and
pelvic -inflammatory disease, may
lead to reproductive system damage, sterility, insanity. blindness
and death.
Infected mothers could pass
the disease to their unlx)rn children, which might lead to deformities or stillbirth.
While gonorrhea cases are’
declining nationwide. the number
of syphilis cases indicate an opposite trend. according to statistics
in the Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report published by the
national Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
From January to September,
25,0(10 syphilis cases were reported -- about 7,(XX) more than
the same period last year

Symptoms, dangers of other STDs
CHLAMYDIA
Chlamydia affects between three million
and 10 million Americans yearly. It is spread
by sexual contact and women can pass it to
their children during childbirth.
Symptoms usually occur between one
week to three weeks after infection. Men may
have discharge from the penis or experience
a burning sensation during urination. For
women, many do not develop symptoms, but
they may have vaginal itching, abdominal
pain or bleeding between menstrual periods.
If lett untreated, chlamydia may cause
infertility in both sexes. The disease is curable
by tetracycline or doxycline.
GENITAL HERPES
About 20 million people nationwide have
genital herpes, which is caused by herpessimplex viruses.
Symptoms include painful blisters that
become open sores around the genital area
which usually heals. The disease recurs in
most people, and presently, there is no known
cure. However, there are medicines that
might reduce flare ups, such as Acyclovir.
GONORRHEA
Thousands of people are infected by
gonorrhea each year. It is caused by a bacteria through sexual contact. For males, the

In California, the number of
cases reported from January to
Aug. 8 total more than 4.300. For
the same time period last year
there were 2304 cases.
In San Francisco, the number
of syphilis cases fell to 97. a 47
percent drop compared to 1986.
The decrease is attributed to an increasing awareness of AIDS and
"safe sex" practices.
Syphilis cases that are de-

symptoms include a puslike discharge from
the penis and pain while urinating.
Many women do not have any symptoms, but can expose their babies to the disease. It could lead to arthritis and sterility.
Penicillin and other antibiotics are used
to treat the disease.
SYPHILIS
The disease is caused by a bacteria that
develops into two stages, usually within two to
six weeks after infection.
The first stage shows a chancre, or sore,
on the genitals or mouth. The sores disappear, but the disease is still present. During
the second stage, there may be signs of
rashes, swollen glands or hair loss. Syphilis
can lead to brain damage, insanity, paralysis,
and death. It is cured by penicillin.
TRICHOMONIASIS
Approximately three million people get
this disease each year, which is caused by a
parasite. Women may show a discharge, itching or a redness of genitals. Men show no
symptoms.
The disease can be detected through
pap smears or microscopic examinations. It
can cause gland infections in women. Trichomoniasis is curable by the drug metronidazoile.

tected and treated at the Park Alemeda Health Facility in San Jose
have decreased in the past year,
said Bernie Zebrowski. supervising public health adviser.
The facility, a part of the
Santa Clara County Department of
Public Health, provides health
services for both men and women,
including testing for AIDS and
other STDs.
A few years ago. the depart-

ment used to detect and treat 30
syphilis cases a month. but lately
the average is down to 10 cases a
month, 7.ebrowski said.
Four or five years ago, twothirds of the syphilis cases treated
at the facility
200 cases a year
at one point
involved gays. he
said.
Presently, only half of its
syphilis cases involve homosexuals.

atti !hilted the de
crease ot sm.thilis cases among
gays to increased ass areness ot
STDs and AIDS.
"I dont tl ink the heterosex
uals are getting the message.’
Zehrok sk said.
’
straight community has
not gotten to that point," he said.
"Straight people think it’s a gay
or drug, abuse problem." He
added that heterosexuals don’t see
the need to change their sexual
habits.
Detecting and treating STDs
becomes even more difficult because 20 to 25 percent of the
males and most women don’t develop symptoms.
"Women end up on the short
end" of STDs, he said. Frequently. the only time women find
out they are infected is when the
disease develops into pelvic-intlammatory disease, 7,ehrowski
said.

Gonorrhea changes
Throughout the years, gonorrhea has been slowly evolving into
strains that are resistant to some
medication. but there are drugs
used to combat the disease.
To fight penicillin -resistant
gonorrhea. other antibiotics such
as tetracycline and spectinomycin
have been used.
However, Army officials report that servicemen in Korea
have developed gonorrhea that is
resistant to the relatively new
spectinomycin. according to a
New York Times article.
To combat this new spectinomycin-resistant gonorrhea, doctors are using another drug, ceftriaxone. which is also used
against chlamydia. Zebrowski
said.

There’s not one answer for questions of health
NUTRITION. from page 2
the fat level and oil increases the
number of calories.
Pizza and fast food are OK
once in a while. Sucher said, "but
they shouldn’t Ile steady fare."
Obviously. you eat more
than hamburgers. processed salads and pizza. But how do you
find out the
ninon of what
you’re eat ing’
Suchei said :he Nutrition anti
Food Science Department offers
two courses for non -majors that
allow students to evaluate their
eating habits Nutrition 9 and
140.
[ 1
After it meal is when most reformed smokers feel that old urge
to light up. And kicking the habit
is a monumental task at best.
But ma, he smoking doesn’t
, all.
cause can,
That
a Jim Goss said.
He’s a spokesman for the Tobacco
Institute in Washington. D.C.
"It is true that some smokers
get lung cancer." he said. "Some
smokers get heart disease. Some
smokers get other diseases."
Some smokers do not get
lung cancer; some smokers do not

get heart disease and other diseases, he said.
Goss said it is also true that
many nonsmokers. who’ve never
been around cigarette smoke in
their lives, get lung cancer. heart
disease and other diseases.
"Our conclusion from that is
these diseases are not unique to
smoking." Goss said.
But is the percentage of
smokers who get these afflictions
higher than nonsmokers?
"That’s about all we can say
on it," Goss said. "This Wail old
debate. The issue now is about
second-hand smoke."
But the American Cancer Society doesn’t see it that way.
"Cigarette smoking is responsible for 85 percent of all
lung cancer cases among men,"
said Sarah Allen. a spokeswoman
for the society.
She said smoking is responsible for 75 percent of the cases
among women about 83 percent overall.
Smoking is responsible for
about 30 percent of all cancer
deaths. is a major cause of heart
disease and is linked to conditions
ranging from colds to chronic
bronchitis and emphysema, Allen

’Cigarette
smoking is
responsible for
85 percent of all
lung cancer
cases among
men.’
Sarah

Allen,

American Cancer Society
said.

L7
For the sake of argument,
let’s say we shoot all the smokers
and park all the cars. Is it now safe
to breathe’?
Not according to Green peace, an environmental interest
group.
Earlier this month, the state
gave Odgen Environmental, a
company operating in La Jolla,
permission to operate a toxics incinerating plant --- the first in
California.

Calling the incinerator a around the nation are good, and
there’s never been "any record of
"landfill in the sky.’ Greenpeace
maintains that incinerators in environmental degradation."
other states have emitted dangerous toxins in the air, causing sickWhat’s the answer to incineness in both humans and the sur- ration’? What’s the answer to any.
rounding environment.
of these questions?
"We’ve lot)ked at incineraIt’s simply a maner of who
tors around the country. and they you want to believe.
all emit dangerous toxic chemiBut there’s no question to
cals," said Greenpeace spokes- impact of these issues on society.
man Bradley Angel.
In the past decade numerous
"And we’ve looked at the health spas have sprung up ac companies that want to operate cross the country.
these fin California). and a lot of
Fat -farms have given way to
them are major toxic polluters, diet restaurants
and diet salons.
and they have no ability or desire
Restaurants that were previto abide by the law," Angel said.
ously burger specialists have
With no controls, these fa- added salads to their menu, and a
cilities could indeed be potentially commercial distinction is being
hazardous, said Bob Borzellen, a made between frying and flame
spokesman for the state Depart- broi ling .
ment of Health Services’ toxics
Condoms have taken their
division.
place in bookstore checkout lines.
"But with very controlled
Actors and athletes are tellmechanisms with monitoring and ing us to ’’just say no’’ to drugs.
restrictions, the chance is obviAnd nonsmokers are taking a
ously low," Florzelleri said.
first-hand interest in the hazards
"For the most part, stack of second-hand smoke.
emissions (from the incinerator)
Regardless of which side of
are cleaner than industry stack an issue you choose to believe. the
emissions. he said.
diseases, and the controversies,
And, Borzelleri said, the will change the way you think and
safety records for similiar plants behave.
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Religious hierarchies
face moral dilemmas
regarding AIDS issue
By LIBBIJOROFF.
InDepth ’87
Jim is dying of AIDS. He li., existed
in it living hell of pain and debilii,o1011 for
almost three v ears. and he believes that a
spiritual hell ;mans him after his v,orldly
suftering ends.
"All my life I’ve been Catholic. and
all my life I’ve been gay ,"
said
"Liven though I uncle] stood that the
church condemned honiciscv tam. . I really’
belie% ed
get sonic.. sort ot rept iev e." he
said "I guess I confused the church’s compassion vcith forgiveness ’’
The acquired immune deficiency sv
donne crisis has created confusion vvithin
the church as %%ell.
The Vatican issued a letter to all its
bishops this year strongly condemning the
use cif contraceptives for any purpose, including the prevention of sexually tranN.mined diseases.
Yet, in February, the Rev. Carl Ti
chener distributed condoms to the members
of his congregation in New York, preferring they. engage in "safe." -- even
though uncondoned -- sex rather than contract Alf)S.
"By. the turn of the century. there will
be I 00,(XX1 deaths from AIDS,’ Tichener
said.
"If we do not get this information out
rapidly, this country is facing in the future
an epidemic: that will make the bubonic
plague look pale by comparison," he said.
While Tichener spoke. about a dozen
people picketed outside of his church, some
praying, others carrying signs that read,
"Only Chastity Will Stop AIDS" and
"Just Say No."
In Oakland, high school students in
the seven Catholic diocese schools may
begin discussing the use of condoms as a
means of preventing the spread of AIDS, a
survey by the National Catholic Reporter
revealed.
"If we’re afraid to talk about condoms
and all the other issues AIDS raises. then
we’re really missing it." Sister Rosemary
Hennessey. superintendent of Oakland’s

If we’re afraid to talk
about condoms and all
the other issues AIDS
raises, then we’re really
missing it.’
Sister Rosemary Hennessey
Catholic sc haul superintendent
C’atholic schools, told the Reporter.
Other Catholic school districts responding to the survey argued that traditional
church teachings of celibacy before marriage and monogamy afterward offers the
best protection from AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
"The church has a difficult time dealing with matters of a sexual nature." said
Bill Welch. director of Dignity San Jose, a
pro-gay Catholic group.
tends to be
approach
*Their
ensconced in the biological aspects . . . the
idea that sex is removed from the individ-

tial." he said.
This type of approach prevents the
church hiera 11*. t.1-0111 le:ICIIII1g the importance of personal responsibiltv . etch said.
"Things like ilie atican letter :lie ines. cry one," he said.
terpreted differently
"Each bishop might see it in a different
light.
"So. v, hat some people in the Vatican
majesterium might define as dissent is
really people working vs. ithin their conscience," Vv’elch said.
Pope John Paul II. during his September U.S. visit. urged (’atholic health care
representatives to he "good Samaritans" to
AIDS patients.
’You are indiv ’dually and collectively
liv
out the parable of the gum’ Samaritan. he said in his speech to health workeis in Phoenix, An/.
-Resides your professional contribu-

’We disagree with
homosexuals, and
consider it
(homosexuality) to be
wrong.’
Jerry DeOliveira,
Southern Baptist Association
don and your human sensitivities toward al
affected by this dis9se, you are called ti
show the love and compassion of Christ and
His church," he said.
In San Francisco, Archbishop John
Quinn has taken steps to work with the organizers of AIDS services in the community.
Quinn appointed Father Michael
Lopes as an AIDS minister in 1986. Lopes
has supervised seminarians on the AIDS
wards at three hospitals and has worked as a
liason between the archdiocese and Dignity
San Francisco.
Other denominations are also coming
together to offer help to AIDS patients.
In 1983, the AIDS Interfaith Network
brought together several San Francisco
Baptist, United Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian. F.piscopal, Evangelical, Buddhist
and Jewish congregations, as well as Catholics, to try to cope with the burgeoning
problem. "We’re getting the feeling that religious groups are mostly supportive," said
Julian DiCiurcio. director of volunteer
services at the Campbell -based AIDS support and information group, the Aris Project.
"There haven’t been any overt words
or acts against the project, or against AIDS
patients in the area from even the most conservative of the local churches." he added.
DiCiurcio said various religious organizations have asked the Aris Project to
make presentations to educate their members about AIDS. including Los Gatos
Community Church, which he considers to
he very conservative.
The Jewish community is also taking a
stand on the AIDS issue.
Last year, Congregation Sha’ar
Zahav. in San Francisco, wrote a resolution

JAY DUNLAP

in Depth 87

Bill Welch, director of Dignity San
Jose, a pro-gay Catholic group, is crit-

ical of church leaders’ stand on AIDS
and homosexuality.

calling tOr Jewish congregations to provide
education about AIDS and for an end to
AIDS-related discrimination.
The resolution was unanimously
passed in November by the Union of American Hebrew Congregations - the Jewish
Reform Movement’s organi/ing body in the
United States and Canada.
But some church leaders have been accused of active dissension from their parent
organi/ations for participating in AIDS
hospice programs and supporting homosexual menibers.
Jim Lowder. pastor of the Dolores
Street Southern Baptist Church. was removed from his teaching duties at the
Southern Baptist Golden Gate Seminary in
Mill Valley in 1986 for his support of homosexuals in the church.
His c:hurch was expelled from the San
Francisco-Peninsula §puthern Baptist Association.
"We disagree with homosexuals. and
consider it (homosexuality) to be wrong.’
said Jerry DeOliveira, executive director of
the San Francisco-Peninsula Southern Baptist Association.
"Dut we do believe that ksus died for
them too," he said.
Lowder said in an interviev, in The
Christian Century. "Jesus never mentioned
homosexuality." but taught "one ethic of
human relationships whether you’re gay or
straight..
"We’re called to be faithful. lov ing.
caring. life -enhancing and not destructive
or manipulative." he said.
Members of the Dolores Street Church
have done volunteer work with AIDS patients and have continued to give support in
the form of food and blankets to the prows -

ters at the ongoing AIDS vigil at the federal
building in downtown San Francisco.
Charles Stanley. pastor of the First
Baptist Church cif Atlanta and and former
president of the Southern Baptist Conference. has said that "AIDS is God indicating his displeasure with homosexuals."
DeOliveira said that statement does
not reflect the views of the association or
the church in general.
"Each individual minister is responsible for his own viev,
he said.
Bill Welch disagreed with the belief
that AIDS is God’s curse upon homosexuals.
"AIDS is not a gas. disease, so it’s not
a scourge against gays. not a retribution
against sinners," he said.
"Sin centers around acts of conscience." he said. "If we believe in an at
all -loving God. I can’t see it V,..q that people can think in terms of retribution."
There is still a fine line between religious compassion and forgiveness.
When the l’ope %kit,. asked if lie believed AIDS might he God’s punishment to
homosexuals. John Paul replied. "It is not
easy to know the intent of God himself. He
is a great iii!,stery.
’The church is doing all that is possible to heal and. especially.. prevent the
moral background of this disease. ’
For victim, of AIDS like Jim. this offers little consolation.
"I cannot repent for feeling the way I
do. for being gay," he said.
"I’ve heen in the Catholic church for
33 years, and if I give up any part of my belief , it’ll all fall apart for Me. I can only
hope that smile part of what I’ve been
taught about ’sin’ is wrong...
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Acting
on AIDS
Sufferer turns activist,
fights pain, ignorance
of ’peoples’ disease’
Bv(’RAltit.,)[1\ I \\ \.
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Joe Jenkins speaks frankly. about life oith AIDS

"He’s unusual in the sense
that most of the patients I’ve met
don’t become activists:. he said.

most definitions. Joseph
Jenkins is unusual
Short and 1111111Si. V.1111 11 middle-aged paunch and a meticulously
trimmed heard. Joe stares thiough
penetrating blue ees !hat lia.e seen
much. He’s done man. things.
being an insurance salesman. a
S %lame. a
Iiipple and a seclor San
tetar.
Jose \Loin Tom
AlcFnet.
In \Oat Joe
sif haw hcf-4,
)car,..
fulfilling
puKtied
Iles
interests
111111I
One of these
is
his George
Washington colJoe Jenkins,
lection. Mitch inAIDS sufferer
cludes some 1(10
paintings.
artiand the need for more support fa- facts and Memo
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cilities
111,11111e idlill/es
sililitice to tithlietore the march. Joe re- e’s The collection, rail. ot Much
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,11.1i1E11
\
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e.er.
"I guess I nekei telt the need 110111e. \kill Ile &Milled ill the S1111
hefore " he said "I’m freer than JOSe AillSel1111 Of All,
l’se eei been I feel good about it
"Il’s 1101 Ille
Ivecatise I should do
%%III AIM\ 111:111
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This imiik einem is v, hat sepa- in something 1..e piii .e.ti s and
ales Joe lion! 11111els \\ 1111 AIDS,
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said DI
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Fl
Joe’s home. a in’, . eat old Vic C.1111111i/ 110,1111,11’s Human Support
tomtit. has been a passion loi the
l)epaitinent
past 14 .ears. The hou,e...hieh he
He’ s an esceptional man. persauded the Santa Clara City
l’e met el fe
like him." said C’ouncil to declare a historical site.
Dugan. Iio fliniseled Joe after his is his pride. The hvii stor!, qui, tine
(hal:mists and 11.1. heLitine a close hits been in a perpetual state ot le
Inend soh’:
pair since he mined in. outlasting

’I’m interested in furthering the
education of people, not just AIDS
people, but everyone about the
disease. Because it’s not a disease that
attacks just queers and drug users. It’s
a disease of people.’

Joe has had
pneumocy stis
carinii piteiimo
nia. one ot the
opportunist], dis
eases that pie.
most exclusi%
upon AIDS slit
His nu
ferers
intine 1.1.1e111 reniains depleted.
and it is likely he’ll lime a fatal relapse.
hom AIDS.
Resigned lit il.
Joe is determined to make the most
of each remaining
month or

Ille like I IMO
can’t
die tomorro... hi said 1110
kno..s. I Lould Izet pneumoc)stis
again. lint I Lan t sta. home and do
nothing Ike got to h. e
Since Octohei . he has het:0111e
\ 1st
liel .1 laconic of
all All)S
resei.ed liontose.ii,ilto,. .1.0011.T
demonshations
the
or politics. ,hie has taken his fight
into the open.
"I’m interested ii) furthering

his desire to fi. it.
The house is in better shape
than I am.’ he go en tit sa. mg

1
III \Lilt:11..10e deelOpell a per
sistent cough ait.1 had trouble
breathing I 01 the pre.iinis Three
months, lie had .1 le \ :Old fell la
tigued. After his iegtilai dochit \\ as
stumped, Ile %Neill
,1 speL11111s1
Vi1ls

.1

Wednesday I wis in the hospital
with a 104 -degree teer and prol use
sweating. he said
A buys. ctinfirnied Joe had
Pneunuk ’II, Lamm pneumonia. a
lung disease routine!. quashed 1L
healtil 11111111111e s slellIS hut deadly
to \ II)S suiteieis \ t the end of
April. Joe lelt the hospital
pounds thinner. his life in shambles
"I was certain that I didn’t
ha sis months %k hen I got out and
ledd \

TO Ile .1 deSpOndeill per-

...Vie! a keek Of sitting in the Ulan. I de,. Klett that
heine depre,sed v, horine I don’t
’’
Ilae the nine to Ile
While hospitalized. Joe made
arrangements for his death. setting
povcer of attorney, making funeral
preparations, and entering a non -resuscitation order. Two months
latei. he decided to try to get on
with his life
In the ensuing eeks, Joe con,
’,toed
is Proiect. a Santa
(
\ emotional support
glom,
\ IDS patients Imtiall.
skLinical. Icel. tit the henetits ot
gimp iliciap.. Joe said he has
town’ ’,towel meetings in\ altiahie
"I think (lie hest part about it
is s11.11111.; \\ 1111 others who lhoe
All)S.’’ he said.
Heeding his doctor’s orders,
SIM... he ’,aid

Washington memorabilia
Joe sought out a drug treatment pi
grant at Stanford University..
part of a yearlong study on the si
effects of AZT
he receives ft
medication until nest April. wh
he’ll have to find another source I
the S12.IXX) annual supply. Th
far, side effects have been oci. a
sional headaches and nausea.
Joe credits the everimen
drug for prolonging his lite. hut .1
mits 1.11;1.\, onl he a ns4..liologi,
crutch.
"I think it helps." he Nill
"It’s supposed to keep the
frIftll replicating. hut v Ito knows’f
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disease
A staff member in the San Jose
mayor’s off ice. Joe took leave from
his job to avoid stress. which he
says would hay e killed him. He left
a trail of admirers in City Hall,
where he worked for two years.
He brought a lot to the office." said Alary F.Ilen latter. the
mayor’s press deputy. "Every
birthday. he’d bring in a poem for
the person That kind of thing adds
a lot to the office. lay or Tom mcr.nen.. a
friendly ci itic who once chided Joe
about his "doggerel poetry ."
lauded Joe’s ability with words.
"He v.anted to be poet Liureale of San Jose." !Whit:1y said
"There aren’t too many poets I can
quote. but I can quote Joe...
A prolific poet ot simple
verse. Joe said he was never able to
attack smolt,. subjects hetore getting AIDS
\1,1 he this has made me less
sell cons, ions, more honest." he
said
ovy Joe pens teNel
pocrils.
Elting in.te.til about
. death .mil reaching iitii
others in need
/ aniret heal %our h,,11. Bur I
rein h OW ft, OW1 11111111
111111’

1
While AIDS awareness seems
greater today . Joe is appalled h.\ the
Hien \\Ito eolitIllUe

IlUillher tit

to endanger themsely es and others.
"The teen-agers are the ones
saying that ’it will ile et’ happen to
" he said. -When I see a
young boy who has AIDS, I weep.
They haYen’t had a chance to live
yet They hayen’t had a chance tor
anything
thats the terribly. part
ot this disease It atiaeks you at the
peak ot oui existence
thing to remember is that
come can kill.’
In Washington’s gay clubs.
Joe said he saw rampant unsafe sex
even with the somber backdrop of
30/0 AIDS sufferers marching on
the Capital. In the city gay clubs.
freewheeling sex continued as if the
epidemic didn’t exist. he said.
"Here k are maidung for
gay Oils and the \ II
and

to -AIDS

slit tele! s,

Killptisi s

C011ia.

purplish skin lesions. does frighten
Joe.
"That would he a tell
It’s
Ilea% Cross to Ilear." lie said
hard enough to hay e the disease on
the inside To
it on on. oni.nie
would be shattering I can’t finhonv
that."
Joe has kilov,11
people
who have died tioni AMS
man
he met only Ivy iy e at Ai is meetings
hail the most piotorind cited on
him The man. v, lio had karposi’s
lesions on his face and a multitude
id Intel nal disorders. had the
strength lt talk about his hopes,
teals any! needs m public. He died
soon atter
"He had the y outage that I
hope and pray I’ll hake when I’m
that bad physically .. JOe said

hattle-ax eating.
"That is in lel:Wallkill
yv as told Ilol
those eat

tot all
to do

111,11
lie saki
)0n are
wady to let go. I think it’s a flood
t slop
you y
ImItilling an old ambition. Joe
bought a Cavlillay Die ear. a gray.
1977 Coupe vle
ille. represents
"making it" to his generation. he
said.
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In the late 1960s, while Joe
lived in San Francisco, sexual patterns were set that virtually assured
he would contract AIDS. A Ray
Area native, he spent his late teens
and early 20s in South Rend. Ind..
where he lead a conservative gay
life until moving to an environment
of easy sex.

’The teen-agers
are the ones
saying that ’it
will never
happen to me."

"1 got on the street. I was
cute. I was young and I could connect... he said.
"Hy that time the die had been
cast, soma! promiscuity became a
habit. Sex hey dine an addiction to
me, like niyotine
Joe declined to estimate the
number ot partners he had in the
not
past MI yea’s. hut said it v,
Ullectinnion loi 111111 to hake ...e
Mlles da.\
three ol

Ve still line
%as

pt.stple actin
Ile said.

like It

ears deo.

"Let’s Ws! sit. it V.as a \
large Iltillther OE people." he said

"I was promiscuous by anybody ’s

JAY DUNLAP In Depth 87
Ils

Joe Jenkins’ home

I Yety two weeks Joe goes to
the clinic tor a blood test Some
weeks thew is a physical Always
!here is waiting In the lounge. he
hikes lA Ith the other subjects. Wen
Alio Me strikingly thinner. sicker
Joe

they. can
atigh that way ." he said. "Ilia
they hay e to "
Friends describe Joe as a v ’brunt and creative man whose
humor can fill a room. They call
him a doer. a man on the go who
still takes time to listen and he
friendly’.
ainaling

that

the calk 19xits. hie v,as
well settled in Santa (Ina Although the talk or \ IDS kyds lite in
the gay community . toe said neither
he. nor his partners. worried about
reylucing their risk
"I thought. ’God isnt going to
let this happen to me.’ " he said.
"I said my prayers at night and He
would take idle ot Me. I continued
to pi-Joke unsate sex."
1.01 a sexual attitude tormuInn.
lined on Irecdoin. the idea
ited sexual iiimity es or killet diseases seemed too alien to consido .
"l’oti knew sou could get any
ot diseases. Init none ot.
them %ere IAA... he said.
Joe %An repialedl

treated 101

gonoithea At that
time. he said. such diseases %%etc .ill
assumed risk of the gas litesty le
and easily taken care of with a penicillin lutecium.
’There are no shots anymore... he said.
hepatitis

and

Joe hat hot sii,, illusions that he
will sin v ie Allis still. he hopes
k I
I
there kk le ,lica_1.1rotn2.1
oti hay e t,i hope Oleic s.k ill
he a cute.- lie said "I nisi knovk
Mat in no. heart I kk ill not he able to
wines.
toe said he is comfortable %lib
tly mg
"I think death is not something that you have to be afraid of.
and I don’t think you know, that
until you hay,. .1 t mai disease." he
sounds sliallOv, to sn that
said
vou’ie noi ati aid oi dying. but it’s
me
the illness that
Joe said his korst fear is a protracted and paint ill death. spending
weeks hospitalized In a debilitated
a possiSelliliOnscionS State
bility Nall pneumocystis
10nel hy nattily.. he sass he
will give up the good light
’I hinle I’m One Ot those V.111,
\Olen 10 let go." he said
k1101A
,
"It’s not bra \
,I

k114’ \%

I

v,

A loini ot

skin

canCer CO111111011

’That’s the
terrible part of
this disease. It
attacks you at
the peak of your
existence.’
Palado 1,
. JOe s;ts the
hest time ot his lite is coming at its
end.
"Its been a Mar\ elotis
for me... Ile said ’Ir. like
out Nt 5’. I’m happier than I has
al ’7 despite IDS
Saki: \pill. Joe has re-entered
the gay CO11111111110 st1i1,111
Ile skinned till the past 10
l’,11 Ine 111st 11111e. Ile said he
IS seeking 4.11111paIllOnship \kith gd
not se \
rot.tit tot
Joe has also rediscovered reli-

gion. for once feeling at home in a
church. In ()ctoher. he was baptized in the Metropolitan Community Church. six months after a
friend brought Jinn to his first Mass.
Altholigh

ialsed

R0111,111

Catholic. being haptiied Mk.1 ion
his
firmed. Joe has dip,
parents’
fw as tinielding
stand on hontoseualit
I can sit in ,i place of
Not ship and ilot he an outcast wear
ing douhle ?aye." he sant
Vvith his brighter. freer outlook on life . Joe said he’s fee I i
more comfortable being publicly
gay. Recently he’s taken to wearing
large rings. brighter clothing and a

‘The thing to
remember is
that come can
Joe Jenkins

Drily eight months alter his di
agililsis. Joe is eolisidei ing hiking
the training needed to heionle an
Avis counsel,’
He \yams to reavh
out to othei \ IDS patients oil ,, per_

sonal level
"I don’t think I would want to
get too emotionally Involved... he
said. But I feel strong enough. I
could probably help others. The
only problem would be if both of us
got sick at the same time. I dtm’t
think it would either of us any good
to go through that.
Joe Considers himself a
"lucky orie.’ having the finances.
friends and family at:Cern:Mee that
most AIDS patients lack Because
of that. he suspects the his compulsion to help others is greater.
" Any thing 1 learn that helps
Frili,ty e to pass on to someone
else." he said "I \1,1111 10 get cdu
cated about the disease Even
though it’s painhil toi ine. It will
enhance my hie as \yell
"That’s the way I can pay
hay.k tot some ot my stupidity . It’s
not too late it I y.ati help one other
person Iron’ dy ing
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Toxics:
The debate
continues
By LARRY ARAGON.
hs Depth ’87
look into the 1 mem, Rai lel and Drum Co
It
ard. ou )1/4 ill see thousands of hands
V). hat \ 011 l\ 1,11.i Net: I’s the It1 \ olilfmninatioll
benC:1111 OW !Mild, Mild! .pl,C, :I 1111 -ell thleat It) local
i.velk.’ as stated in a State Department of Health Ser) ices
report released in Februar
St.. is
The business, which is located at 15 5 S
Valley Superfund
one of 20 Superfund sites in the
locations are considered to be the most serious
contamination sites in the nation by the Environmental
Protection Agency and have a high priority to he cleaned
up.
All ot the Silicon Valley sites have made their way
into the MCdia er the past several years. making
-toxic." a household )) ord in Santa Clara County.
One 111(111.1[y
o. en gl,Tle
atchdog
tar as to call the 198os the
decade’ ot
av,aireness
as aware
Ilie
of toxic. in the past. but it
did not really start to take a
big inteiest chemical
spills and leaks until
problems MOM: 111 the
Silicon Valle). s,lid Ted
e director
Smith.
of the Silicon Valley
Toxic, C’oalition.
According to Smith.
Gary Lynch,
the Valley has in
San Jose water quality
addition to 20 Superfund
sites - 130 other toxic contamination sites, 600 leaking
underground fuel tanks and more than 40 large well
systems which have been contaminated with industrial
chemicals.
Lorentz Barrel and Drum alone has been the subject
of 88 enforcement actions from local and state agencies
since 1968.
According to the health department report. the soil at
the site is contaminated with a number of toxic substances.
including cadmium. chromium. lead, organic solvents and
polychlorinated biphenyls.
Selina I3endix. president of Rendix Environmental
Research Inc. in San Francisco. writes about the
reproductive ramifications iit toxic., in "Reproductive
Hazards at Hazardous Waste Sites... an article presented at
the Hazardous Materials Management (7onference and
Exhibition in Santa Clara in April.
In a 1985 EPA study of 818 contaminates sites. 485
toxic substances were found. Bendix stated.
"Of the 100 substances and groups of substances
most commonly found, -25 have effects on the repro(luctive
system or the fetus.’’ she states "Of these. equal numbers
affect each sex (15 each). Some affect the reproductive
stern of both sexes I benierie. lead. PCBs), some affect
only the male reproductive system (cadmium. copper).
and some affect only. the female reproductive system
(toluene. berylliumi."
Although the picture looks grim. Gary Lynch. Water
Quality/Toxic% Program Manger for San Jose’s Office of
Environmental Management. thinks valley residents can
look at it with a degree of optimism.
"One of the reasons we have more Superfund sites is
that we are ahead of the rest of the nation in programs to
monitor and detect problems." he said. "We have
identified more problems than anywhere else and are
actively doing something about them."
Lynch also thinks air pollution is a bigger problem
than groundwater contamination in San Jose.
The EPA and local government representatives
completed a three-year project in September. which
identified the relative risks of groundwater and air

Ve have
identified
more
problems
than
anywhere .

DAN SWF ENE,’

Lorentz Barrel and Drum Co. on tOth Street is one of 20 Superfund

sites in

Special to In Depth ’87

the Silicon Valley

determine a dangerous level or "action level" of a
chemical is based on aninial studies. said David Spath.
who heads the Chemical Standards and Technolgy Unit of
the State Department of Health Services.
Action levels are "non-enforcable, advisory"
guidelines created by the department to determine when a
chemical is at an unsafe level in drinking water.
Educated guesses. I suppose, is a way of putting
1. Advanced Micro Devices
Palo Alto
it. Spath said. "Rased on a standard convention and the
2. Alviso
San Jose
hest science that we know of right now.
3. Applied Materials
Santa Clara
Spath stresses that action levels are not absolute. The
4. Fairchild
San Jose
health department is not certain that chemicals found at
5. Fairchild
Mt. View
action
levels in drinking water will cause adverse health
6. Hewlett-Packard
Palo Alto
affects in humans.
7. Intel
Mt. View
It is "a difficult game’ ’ because scientists use
8. Intel
Santa Clara
extrapolations from laboratory experiments in which the
9. Intel (Magnetics)
Santa Clara
animals are given large doses of toxic chemicals. he said.
10. IBM
San Jose
"But there is no other alternative given the limited
11. Lorentz Barrel and Drum
San Jose
number of (laboratory) animals which are available."
12. Moffet Field Naval Air Station
Mt. View
Toxicity data for humans is most often derived froni
13. Monolithic Memories
Sunnyvale
studies of workers at their job sites.
14. National Semiconductor
Santa Clara
The health department creates the levels by
15. Raytheon
Mt. View
16. Signetics
determining the most significant health risk of a chemical.
Sunnyvale
The risk could vary from cancer, to a chronic disease to
17. Teledyne
Mt. View
18. Van Waters and Rogers
immediate death.
San Jose
19. Westinghouse
In animal studies. scientists first determine the dose at
Sunnyvale
20 Zoecon
which a chemical is toxic. They then determine the
East Palo Alto
maximum dose at which an animal shows no sign of
Superfund sites are areas which the
disease when exposed to the chemical.
Environmental Protection agency has
"You can use that data to derive an action level,
determined are contaminated with toxics and
usually throwing in a fairly sizable safety factor of about
have a high priority to be cleaned up.
100- or I(XX)-fold of the animal data," Spath said.
The health department’s guidelines are based on the
pollution in Santa Clara County and found that the
assumption that the average person weighs about 154
relative risk of air pollution is higher than that of
pounds and drinks about two quarts of water a day.
groundwater contamination, he said.
11 you’ve got a carcinogen. you’ve got to try to
Smith. however, said the EPA study used "a
determine what the risk (level) is." Spath said. "We
shotgun -approach’. to get a "snapshot’. of the toxic thrcillui o,usually use a one -per -million (cancer) risk level."
in the valley.
That means that a chemical concentrated in drinking
"I don’t think it’s a very g(xxl starting place to
water at the action level would result in one additional
evaluate whaes going on." he said. "You’re much better
cancer case per million people v. ho weigh about 154
off --- rather than starting with some kind of
pounds and drink about two quarts of water a day over a
extrapolation - to start with what we know atx)ut the
lifetime.
environmental threat here.
Unlike Smith. who thinks "there is clearly more (if a
"If you wanted to define the dirty dozen counties in
problem in (Santa Clara County than in most places in the
the country, for instance. we are certainly in that elite
country," Spath reluctant to point a finger at any
group. I don’t think you’d get much argument about that."
specific county. or state which he thinks has more problems
Smith thinks Santa Clara County residents should he
which toxic contamination than any other.
concerned if toxic chemicals have been detected in minute
"It depends on industrialiiation," he said. "Water
amounts in their drinking water and spreads his gospel
quality problems have mostly been a problem related to
through the coalition.
historical industrialization.
Few question that many toxic chemicals pose a threat
"If you 1(x)k at the East Coast -- New Jersey for
to humans by causing cancer. birth defects. immediate
example --where they have had problems with
death and other problems. such as liver and kidney
groundwater contamination. it is the result of the industrial
damage. Hut no one is absolutely certain how little of most expansion of the New Jer.ery area. toxic substances is required to produce adverse health
"Everyone seems to have their share of the
effects in humans.
problems," he said. "I don’t think you can necessarily
"Ninety or more percent" of the data used to
focus on one industry.

Silicon Valley
Superfund sites
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Asbestos holds
hidden hazards
’Miracle Mineral’ not so wonderful
Ity HERB MUKTARIAN,
/rt Depth ’87
It’s been called the "Miracle
ineral. ’ For more than two millennia. since the ancient Greeks
first became aware of it’s inflammable properties, the fiberous
substance has been thought a wonder material.
The amazing mineral’? Asbestos.
The Romans wrapped their
dead in asbestos cloth before cremation to catch the ashes.
In the 20th century, asbestos
was sprayed wholesale onto steelgirdered building frames as an insulant and a fire retardant. Countless steam and hot water pipes
were wrapped in asbestos -laden
lagging.
Asbestos has found its way
into cement, floor and ceiling
tiles. automobile brake and clutch
linings, roofing shingles and gaskets.
The almost -microscopic fibers can be woven into the fabric of
pot holders and heat -resistant
clothing. It was even used as an
insulator in toasters, hair dryers
and other household appliances.
But asbestos has found its
way into something else
human bodies.
And by all accounts, asbestos
fibers and human tissues are incompatible.
0
In recent years, the nation
has watched as scientists probed
the health hazard for schoolchildren exposed to asbestos particles.
Congress, through the Environmental Protection Agency, and
various asbestos groups have led

the drive to eliminate asbestos
from elementary. secondary and
post -secondary schools.
SJSU has had its share of asbestos problems, too, discovering
in 1985 that 28 campus buildings
needed asbestos cleanup within a
year. San Jose schools have also
faced the asbestos menace, as
have other districts nationwide.
But Dr. Linda Morse, chief
of Santa Clara Valley Medical
Center’s Division of Occupational
Health, said the real asbestos hazard is from prolonged industrial
exposure.
Morse cited plumbers, carpenters, nxifers and insulators as
examples of the types of workers
most likely to be exposed and later
contract an asbestos-related disease.
"As far as low-level exposure is concerned. you, me and
everybody else in San Jose has asbestos in their lungs," Morse
said. "However. toxicology experts have no idea what that
means in the long run.
"Asbestos takes anywhere
from 10 to 50 years to show its effects. We have just not had
enough experiences with lowlevel exposures to know what is
going to happen. We may not see
what those problems are for another 10 to 20 years."
Asbestos exposure levels in
schools are not much different
than that of ambient air. Morse
said.
"But regardless. the stuff
needs to be removed or encapsulated so that kids aren’t exposed,"
Morse said. "The responsibility
of the kids’ parents is to work with
school districts to get funding to

Dady_ e photo
Asbestos removal requires this type of protectise suit with a mask to
prevent friable, or airborne, fibers from being breathed.
make sure the stuff is cleaned up that practice in 1973.
properly, without adding to the
Asbestos was also sprayed on
amount of asbestos already in the steel -framed buildings, mechaniair.
cal systems and pipes as an insu"Yelling at the pnncipal lant. It was applied to surfaces
. does no good. He didn’t order the two ways, giving it either a fluffy
asbestos put there in the first or a concrete -like appearance.
place."
Although research into the
effects of the "Miracle Mineral"
0
during the 1920s revealed that it
Most of the asbestos found in was a potential killer and not the
schools and other old buildings wonder everyone had believed. no
was applied during the past half one paid much attention and
century, when the material was builders continued its wide use.
Some historians claim that
generally considered safe.
asbestos manufacturers may have
Since asbestos can withstand
known about and ignored the subtemperatures to 500 degrees Celstance’s hazards as early as the
sius, it was an ideal fireproofing
1930s.
material and was used widely as a
Between 19(X) and 1980.
fire retardant. The EPA banned

toughly 30 million tons of asheslos as used in the l’inted States,
some Ntudiese,11111:11C.
Al0,1k11111.! 1,, the t ’ S
flu ’eau 01 Is lines, 800,0(X1 tons ot asbestos is used each
the
manuta,ture
%arious products
Slightly more than 250,000 tons is
mined yearly within
borders.
Some estimates suggest that
as many as 75 percent of all
homes built more than 50 years
ago which employed steain heating systems, may have pipcs
wrapped in asbestos lagging. The
EPA estimates that of all homes
built before 1982, about 80 percent contain some asbestos.
Regardless of the figures,
health care professionals realize
that long-term exposure can translate into serious health problems.
CI
According to Asbestos Victims of America, a support group
for people suffering asbestos-related diseases, about 27 million
American workers have experienced regular asbestos exposures
since the 1940s. The group estimates that more than 676,000
Americans will contract asbestosrelated lung cancer by the turn of
the century.
Once asbestos fibers are inhaled into the lungs, these particles can cause asbestosis, a severe
inflammation of the lungs caused
by irritation. said Henry Robinson, SJSU biological sciences
pmfessor. These foreign fibers
can also lead to lung cancer, and if
carried into the heart, can cause
heart disease, he said.
The fine fibers are so
small
about one micron thick,
a millionth of a millimeter
they pass right by the body’s nose
and throat filters. They lodge in
the tiny sacs in the lungs, called
alveoli, which control the exchange of gases to and from the
rest of the body.
Whether or not asbestos is
harmful depends on the level and
sleanidgth of exposure, Robinson
See ASBESTOS. page /6

Food may be marinated with harmful chemical agents
MAR1 MARTIN,
hi Depth ’87
As you take your first bite of Thanksgiving dinner next week. reflect on how far
food production has come since the pilgrims
produced their first meal in the New World.
Today, through scientific agricultural
practices, Amencans prmluce more food
than we can use or sell. And yet all is not
well. Underlying the good news is a growing
fear that science has gone too far in its creation of chemical cures for fmid production
problems.
As early as 1962, Rachel Carson stated
in her lxiok. "Silent Spring," that the
earth’s food chain was being irreparably
damaged by the pesticide DDT.
trichlomethane,
Dichloro
diphenyl
whose inventor received a Nobel Prize. was
once considered the most important chemical
discovery of this century.
But the pesticide has been banned since
1974 because evidence, first outlined by
Carson, indicated that its active killing
agent, a form of chlorinated hydrocarbon,
could be stored for years in the tissues of !iv-

ing things.
Researchers discovered that the world’s
most widely used pesticide could be passed
along the Mod chain.
To keep up with an escalating population. "the need for a continuous increase in
Mod production (became) the main factor in
the development of agrichemicals." said
Anna Fan. an environmental health professor
at the University of California at Fierkeley.
Although DDT has been banned. other
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides are still
used to contml insects and help farmers grow
huge crops.
"The excessive use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides coincided with an increase
in certain kinds of cancers and birth defects
only just noticed by the scientific community." Fan added.
As the nation approaches the 1990s.
some chemicals invented to increase our
food supply have been found to cause cancerous tumors. tissue deterioration and birth
defects in both animals and humans. Chemicals that kill insects and noxious plants may
also harm people.

Despite regulatory agencies and pesticide manufacturers’ claims of over-regulation, growing evidence of chemical damage
to humans has motivated California lawmakers to increase regulation of agrichemicals.
But now the regulations themselves
may be contributing to the proliferation of
some kinds of carcinogenic residues. according to representatives of environmental
groups such as the Sierra Club, March of
Dimes and the Natural Resources Defense
Council.
Adherence to the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act of 1954, may result in
highly toxic pesticides and fertilizers remaining on the market while newer and less toxic
replacements are held up by a lack of research capability within state and federal
regulatory agencies, envininmentalists contend.
The so-called "Delaney Clause" contained in the act requires new pesticides to
have "zero" amounts of cancer causing
chemicals.
See PESTICIDES. page /6

’Excessive use of
chemical
fertilizers and
pesticides
coincided with an
increase in certain
kinds of cancers
and birth defects
only just noticed
by the scientific
community.’
Anna Fan,
U.C. Berkeley professor
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Chemicals
abound in
food supply
PESTICIMS. irons page 13
In California, a two-year Environmental Protection Agency
study released earlier this year
stated that carcinogenic pesticides
registered before 1954 are still on
the market because California’s
Department of Food and Agriculture has never had the facilities or
the will to test them, according to
an article in the Los Angeles
Times in April.
Meanwhile. disclosure rules
force pesticide manufacturers to
list even minuscule amounts of
such chemicals in new products
requiring permits, effectively
guaranteeing rejection of licensing
requests.
Last year’s EPA study named
28 licensed pesticides and 15
commonly eaten foods that carry
the greatest risk for causing cancerous tumors in humans. Included on the list are most of the
chemicals for which California
tests have been delayed, such as
Captan, Lindane. Parathion, Permethrin and Toxaphene.
Among the 15 foods are, in
the order of stated risk: tomatoes,
beef, potatoes, oranges, lettuce.
apples. peaches, pork, wheat.
soybeans. beans, carrots. chicken,
corn and grapes.
"As of today. 80 percent of
the needed birth defect, cancer,
genetic mutation and other chronic health studies mandated by SB
951 are missing," says Karen
Snyder. a research associate with
the privately funded environmental safety group, Natural Resources Defense Council.
Some state officials, however, do not share environmentalists’ fears. "We have a worldclass
department here. Right now we
are in the process of filling in a
few gaps in SR 951 requirements," said Julio Calderone,
media representative for the California State Department of Food
and Agriculture.
Merlyn Warscher. a Monterey County agricultural investigator said he would have "no problem eating unssashed produce"
from the fields he inspects.
"We tested about 1.500 samples of produce this year and only
took action on four or five."
Warscher said the department
sometimes requires a lamer to
plow under or destroy a contaminated crop.
Serious food contamination
epidemics can also be attributed to
such indirect causes as antibiotic resistant salmonellae bacteria,
said a spokesman for the federal
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
In California. there is little
regulation of antibiotic feed additives. Growers believe antibiotics
increase the size of food animals
by preventing infections and reduces the time it takes to bring
them to market size.
This belief has caused some
illegal antibiotics such as chloramplunicol to be secretly fed to

’Chemical use
coincided with
an increase in
certain kinds of
cancers and
birth
defects . . .
Anna Fan,
environmental health
professor. U.C. Berkeley
animals. according to a Washington Post article. Dairy cattle were
once fed this drug in the hopes
that it would increa.se milk production.
What increased instead was
an antibiotic -resistant strain of
salmonellae. The ensuing outbreak of food poisoning covered
several California counties, the article stated.
All antibiotics create immune
species of salmonella bacteria,
which is the cause of food poisoning. An outbreak of antibiotic -resistant salmonella poisoning killed
two adults in Los Angeles this
spring, said Blake.
"When these people came
down with salmonellosis, the
usual antibiotics used to stem the
tide were completely useless:.
Blake explained.
As early as 1977, the FDA
tried to ban the use of antibiotics
such as penicillin and tetracycline
in animal feeds. Congress blocked
the ban, after heavy lobbying
from farm interests, Fllake said.
"There are just as many people out there lobbying with farm
dollars as there are those who are
against additives and pesticides."
said Linda Trelut, a supermarket
marketing executive. Trelut said
food producers feel over-regulation unnecessarily drives up prices
by increasing producers costs.
Henry Voss, president of
California Farm Flureau, said farmers and meat producers have
told him they are afraid environmental groups will force a ban on
the very chemicals that made California the world’s largest food
producer. Curtailment of most or
all agrichemicals and growth stimulators is not a realistic goal, Voss
said.
"Farmers are afraid of pesticide residues," said Roger Bibb,
deputy commissioner, Santa Clara
County Department of Agriculture. "They know they could be
forever blacklisted if illegal residues were found on their crops...
"Should Americans fear that
danger lurks in their food supply’!" asked John Silliker of Silliker Laboratories of Carson, California.
"The answer is a resounding
’Yee." he said.

Material contains
unseen dangers
Microscopic asbestos particles create lung diseases
1.SRESTOS, front page 13
The body tries to wall off the particles by scarring, which reduces the lung area available for
breathing, he said.
Asbestosis is an irreversible. progressive scarring of the lungs caused by asbestos fibers lodged in
the lungs’ lining. usually the relult of long-term exposures. Asbestosis sufferers can experience shortness of breath, fatigue. back and chest pain.
Mesothelioma is a rare form of cancer which is
caused almost exclusively by asbestos exposure and
is quickly fatal.
There are two types of mesothelioma. One attacks the lining of the lungs and chest cavity, and the
other affects the lining of the stomach.
Dr. Morse, at Valley Medical Center, said the
incidence of mesothelioma is about one per million
population, but is increasing. Actor Steve McQueen
died ora heart attack after surgery to combat mesothel ioma
Asbestos-triggered lung cancers are the most
common, resulting in the uncontrolled growth of
cancer cells. Persistent coughing and chest pains can
plague asbestos-related lung cancer victims.
According to the American Lung Association,
asbestosis can talce fmm 10 to 20 years to develop
and lung cancers can crop up after 20 to 30 years.
Mesothelioma can take 30 to 40 years to strike.

’Environmentalists have
really pushed to get
asbestos work done in
schools.’
Atka Tenuta
EPA spokeswoman
These three diseases are triggered by prolonged
exposure to six naturally occuring mineral fibers collectively called asbestos, according to a 1977 International Agency for Research on Cancer study.
One of these materials. chrysotile or "white asbestos," is normally found in serpentine rock. The
other five
actinolite. anthophyllite,
tremolite.
amosite or "brown asbestos," and crocidolite or
"blue asbestos" are found in amphiboles. which
are groups of rock -forming minerals, the study
states.
Serpentine belts, according to the survey, are
found in every major mountain chain worldwide.
Mineral veins are also frequently found in or near
serpentine deposits, such as the gold imbedded in
California’s Mother Lode.
These six minerals readily separate into long
flexible fibers suitable for use where an incombustible. non -conducting or chemically resistant material
is needed.
Asbestos becomes hazardous when these fiberous particles become airborne.
Once inhaled or swallowed, fibers can move to
almost any part of the lxxly. remaining lodged indefinately or permenantly. said Robinson.
"If those particles are not being forced into the
environment, then asbestos theoretically won’t be a
problem," Robinson said.

CI
The EPA has recently moved to control asbestos
exposure problems, announcing new federal regulations earlier this month which will require the nation’s approximately 107,0(X) elementary and secondary schools to be inspected for asbestos within a
year.
The problem is that the agency simply does not

have the money to help schools meet the new EPA
regulations, said Alicia Tenuta, an EPA spokeswoman in Washington. D.C.
"We have a tricky problem because the (Reagan) administration maintains that asbestos removal
is a state and local problem. As a result, we have no
money at all," Tenuta said.
If the EPA receives any money at all, it goes to
elementary and secondary schools in the form of
grants and loans. but not to colleges. she said.
The EPA’s 1982 Asbestos in Schools rule required schools to inspect for friable or crumbling asbestos, but failed to mandate cleanup. although many
schools did so voluntarily.
Congress moved again in 1984. authorizing the
Asbestos in Schools Hazard Act.
The newest legislation, the Asbestos Hazard
F.mergency Respose Act. approved in 1986, states
that sch()ols and districts caught violating new regulations could face criminal or civil actions.
The new legislation is the most stringent of the
three rules, Tcnuta said.
"Environmentalists have really pushed to get
asbestos work done in the schools," she said.
’The nation’s lawmakers also recently mandated
that the EPA make its first study of commercial and
federal buildings, designed to assess the asbestos situation outside schools, Tenuta said.
But the priority during the past few years, Tenuta said. has been the schools.
0
SJSU was forced to face its own asbestos problem two years ago when a high percentage of campus
buildings were found to contain asbestos. Some is
safely hidden away. sealed inside walls, but much
needs attention, according to a 1985 asbestos survey
of the Califomia State University system by Flaker
Consultants of Los Angeles.
’The university has completed the handful of
cleanup projects that available money has allowed,
said Peggy Asuncion, planning manager for SJSU
Facilities Development and Operations.
Campus cleanup costs were anticipated to reach
$3.6 million across five years, with system-wide expenditures expected to top $45.8 million, according
to the report. More than half 491 of the CSU
system’s 973 buildings were found to have some
level of potential hazard.
The report does state, however. that no air quality readings showed an asbestos particle level high
enough to cause alarm.
Also, SJSU was investigated and cited by the
California Occupational Safety and Health Administration in 1985 for numerous asbestos -related violations in the Women’s Gym, the Science Building,
the Old Cafeteria and Wahlquist Library South, after
a group of SJSU employees filed a complaint with
the safeguard agency.
The Baker report recommends three cleanup
methods: encapsulation. enclosure and removal. Removal is the most expensive of the three options. but
is the only method that entirely eliminates asbestos,
according to Bay Area asbestos removal companies.
Asuncion said the university elected to first
clean up buildings scheduled for construction work
because no project is allowed to begin in an asbestosladen structure.
"We’ll see how much we can do this year," she
said. "But it may not happen because of the costs. It
will depend on the amount of money available from
the CSU."
The university received $710.000 in 1985-86,
the first year any asbestos work was done in the system, she said.
Asuncion said the CSU has about $6 million
available this year for asbestos work at its 19 campuses. Of that, $3.2 million will go toward backlog
pmjects fmm the past two years, and $2.8 million is
penned for new work, she said.
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Environmental threats

Smokers under fire

Health risk
high from
secondhand smoke

New legislation
favors nonsmokers
Its CRAIG QUINTANA,
III Depth ’87

Where there’s smoke. there is
likely to be fiery debate between smoke’ s and nonsmokers over which way the
1.1111(1 blows in the 1980s.
As a result. smokers in up to 400
ommunities are finding it harder to
light up under new smoking restrictions.
From Beverly Hills to Cambridge,
Mass. increasingly militant nonsmokers. armed with medical opinions about
dic harmful effects of second-hand
smoke. have successfully pushed for
regulations against smoking publicly indoors and in the workplace.
Only a handful of the current restrictions existed a decade ago. The
nonsmoker’s concern for health. coupled %v ith a groundswell of existing anti sill.
,entiment . has added fire to
L. 1111 N1111,ke movement nationwide,
oh,ei %
said
-Nobody vsorried about it in the
Nrios and
said Iry ing Rimer.
1, e president ot the American Cancel
So, ’,sty. based in Nev% York City .
\ ov. there is substantial ev idence that
smoking can cause cancer in the nonsmoker. So the nonsmoker. because he
is the one being injured. is calling for
regulation...
Rimer credited two reports released last year with accelerating a
movement that he said already had wide
grass roots appeal.
In November 1986. The National
Academy of Sciences released a study
decrying the harmful effects of secondhand, or ambient, stnoke on nonsmokers Citing this study and others. U.S.
Suigeon General C. Everett KcHT urged
Congress in Ikcember to adopt measures protecting nonsmokers.
"It is now clear that disease risk
due to the inhalation of tobacco smoke
is not limited to the individual who is
smoking. but can extend into the air."
he said in an annual report on smoking.

’The nonsmoker,
because he is the
one being injured, is
calling for
regulation.’
Irving

Rimer,

American Cancer Society
-The time for delays is pus! and measures to protect the public health are required now."
A study by the Environmental Protection Agency estimated that between
500 and 5.(XX) people die annually as a
direct consequence of breathing secondhand smoke.
’The Tobacco Institute. a powerful
industry lobby. has denied that either
smoking or second-hand smoke contributes to disease. The institute contends
regulation is unwarranted.
"We’re not talking about a serious

JAY DUNLAP

In

epth 87

SJSU alumnus Rob Fanner enjoys a pipe in the Student Union
issue." institute spokesman Jim Goss
said. "We’re talking about a bother.
Nonetheless. the Senate passed
legislation in October banning smoking
on airline flights of 90 minutes or less.
Congressional negotiators will have to
reconcile it with an earlier House bill
banning smoking on two-hour flights.
But by far the greatest legislative
action has wale on the local level,
Rimer and others said. In many city
councils, the reports’ publicity sparked
a flurry of anti -smoking legislation.
they said.

’We’re not talking
about a serious
issue. We’re talking
about a bother.’
Jim Goss,
Tobacco Institute spokesman
-There have been so many ord nances lately. we can’t even begin t
keep up with them. let alone count
them." said Pat Healy. spokeswoman
for the Office of Smoking Policy and
Health of the federal Centers for Disease Control in Maryland.
"We’re seeing an awareness in the
nonsmoking public of their rights and
what they can do to protect themselves... she said. "Smokers actually
don’t have rights."
Smokers have lost some of their
smoking rights in 400 municipalities

and 13 states where regulations providing ’’significant" nonsmoker protection
have passed, said Julia Carol, associate
director of Americans for Nonsmokers
Rights. the nation’s largest nonsmokers’ rights group with 30,000 members.
In California alone. 122 cities have
smoking ordinances. according to the
American Cancer Society.
The Tobacco Institute’s figures
differ. Nationally. 100 communities
have adopted smoking ordinances with
another 104 pending. spokesman Goss
said. At the state level. 17 have passed
some kind of smoking law while another 22 have rejected them. he said.
In Santa Clara County’, Campbell
is the only city without a smoking ordinance. said Terri Spice. spokeswoman
for the county chapter of the American
Cancer Smiety. The cancer society may
mount a ballot initiative if the city
doesn’t adopt one within the coming
year. Spice said.
"We’ve worked on it for a year
and haven’t made any progress." she
said. "If they don’t come back with
something. were going to try. to go to
the people."
In the cities like Campbell and Saratoga. which passed an ordinance in
October, opposition came from the
businesst-ommunity.
"The chamber of commerce will
fight an ordinance wherever you propose it.* Spice said.
Following a pattern repeated elsewhere. a coalition of chanibers of com
merce. restaurant groups and the tobacco interests went to court in New
York state and Fleverly Hills to protect
"smokers’ rights."
See RIGHTS. page /8

Fly HERB MUKTARIAN,
In Depth ’87
Health specialists worldwide are investigat
ing the connection hely% een second-hand
rette smoke and cancer rates in nonsmokers
The U.S. Surgeon General. C I ,eien
Koop. has already called for a smoking bail Hi
public places. and has cautioned paients to re
frain trom lighting up around their children.
But Jim Goss. spokesman for the TobacJ.-.,
Institute. a group representing the tobacco MLitt.
tr% . said studies ’Hiking second-hand oi passi
smoke to health oiohleins are inconclusiv e
ienn.i. and health professionals toi de
cades ha% e lesearvIted the link between cigarette
smoking and lung diseases
Rai Hoy, the Audie...
e taken a nev tack
that nonsmokers
and early. mit lusions
also face increased health isks from [(lbw,. t,
smoke.
However. the Tobacco Institute interpret,
Koop’s report. released in Decembei. to state
that there is no sign of health risk to nonsiiiiikei,
from second-hand smoke. Goss said
But villa( the surgeon general says in his
report and what lie says publicly are two differ
ent things... Goss said.
Koop, in a speech that same month. called
for a -smoke-tree society by the turn of thc
century, and said evidenve linking second-hand
smoke to health problem, ascl ear .
Government epidemiologists have. accord
ing to Koop’s report. posimelv linked passive
smokers to higher lung cancer rates. versus those
who are not exposed to secondary smoke.
Breathing second-hand stnoke from the
lighted end of a cigarette can also contribute to
incidences of bronchitis and pneumonia, with
the most frequent ailments being eye. nose and
throat irritation, Koop said.
This smoke. Koop said. is essentially’ identical to that inhaled into a smoker’s lungs.
Americans for Nonsmokers Rights clainis
that the smoke from the end of a lit cigarette
containing 4,6(X) toxic chemicals, including cyanide, arsenic. formaldehyde, carbon monoxide
and ammonia - can be worse than that inhaled
by the smoker. which is sucked through a filter
and burned more thoroughly.
Tobacco companies have worked on developing smokeless" cigarettes. where many of
the substances in tobacco smoke are eliminated.
But the American Lung Association estimates
these "smokeless" cigarettes would be no less
ha/ardous.
An Environmental Protection Agency study
suggests that as many as 50)0 people die yearly
from environmental smoke -induced cancers and
other diseases.
While the Tobacco Institute attacked
Koop’s report as lacking scientific evidence,
Koop said that II of 13 studies probing the effects of second-hand smoke back his findings.
"Critics often say that more research is re
quired. that certain studies are flawed or that we
should delay action until more conclusie proof
is produced.’ Koop said in fkcember. "It is my
judgement that the time for delay is past. Measures to protect the public health are required
now . ’
Flritain’s health minister. F.dwina Currie,
See KOOP. page 18
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Environmental threats

Smoking limited under new ordinances
R1(1111..5.. rom pagc I 7
"The .moker’s light to putt
ends v, ith the non ‘,111,1kel’S
Steinhaidt.
nose.- said Sicken
.0tinsel fin Me \et.
an
York State Department of Health.
Steinhaidt. ,IN the
11011

sIllt

It.’2111:t11011.

.1 0111\11.10 \11I III
III N.1.11,11. Nov

lleateki

III, Stille

ork vs. as
poised to adopt the stronge.t
statek.ide smoking iegulation in
the nation. onit ming smoking to
kle.ignated ;fleas
III the
ttoikplace and in lest:imams seatmow Smaller eateries
ing :-44
.kould he smokeless
pro smoke
The
charged that a slate agencv had
supplanted the authority ot the
I C.L!1.1,1ittre. t.hich had re ik.cted
plc. ion, smoking inca.tiie.
tter
tkt losse.. the agents t took the
case to the Inglie,t appeal ciiiirt
Octohei and a deci.ion expek
in mid Dek ember.
’’ II V, e’re successful here.
other .tates Mil \ \kali! to look at
Sit
thts lavv
The Beverly Hills challenge
failed
Tobacco interests are waging
v igorous fight in NeV. York because losing there could send a
ine,sage to other states. Steinhardt
said. Until novv . the movement
the local level
has taken place
ith little industry opposition. he
said.
"Part of the reason the hattle’s being won at the 10,-,i1 le\ el is
that the Tobacco Institut.e
take 5.0(X) mum, umiak:, to
court.’ he said.
Although the institute and
restauranteurs are fighting the
more publicized measures, immy
small cities and counties have
adopted ordinances .kith
Or
ion:
no outside
tough
adopted a
measure III V1.0.11 that banned

lighting up in indoor public
places. restaurants and enclosed
place. where nonsmoking accommodation. NCR’ unavailable The
ordinance met little oppo.mon.
"You’e got to leali/e that
the time 11,1. come." said latira
Smith. executiv e assistant to the
Cambridge city manager "The
siiiiikeis realize that they are III a
.

LIMIT SOIIICthillp that iS

Ok.1:111\ acceptable, and
they knovi. that thev must take
110 101U2CI

public fed up with regulation.
"We do not deny that some
people are irritated. Smoke bothers them. but it’s not something
that you hake to have a lavv
against." Goss said.
-V, an elaIllple, Goss cited
Picked) Hills. where the City
Council modified its total ban
against .mok mg in restaurants.
The lie\ ei ly Hills Restaurant Association. .1 ...101.1j, formed to tight
the ordinanke. lanned

Thomas C. Schelling. ot Harvard
Cinker.ity ’s Institute tor the
Study of Smoking Behavior and
Policy.
Schelling predicted that more
cities will adopt no -smoke measures as the body of eidence increases about the threat of secondhand smoke. The movement will
snowball through the next decade.
he said.
"It
take a kit hile, but. h.
and large. ott’re going. to ,."

SJSU Smoking Policy
I ike Rodney Dangerlield. the campus smoking policy gets little respect
much less recognition.
"I’m afraid it’s sometimes more honored in
the breech (than in the observance
said retired
faculty member Robert Wilson. who helped mold
the policy as an ZICademic senator in 1983.
The current policy is the latest in a long line
that SJSI. I students, staff and faculty have ignored,
Wilson said. Since the 1960s, the school has had a
succession of policies as nebulous as the smoke
they purported to regulate. The university instituted the current policy to conform with a state
inundate giving preference to nonsmokers. Outside
of designated areas, the current policy states smoking shall be prohibited in SJSU facilities except in
their lumps."
Others. citing do/eris of
other cities considering ordinances. agree
"The mov ement
there.
Steinhardt said "There are a
number of states. a group of about
12. Vt Ith
kn.\
and places
like California V, nh ordinances at
the local level I think the writing’s on the %%all."
Goss. the Tobacco 111,tinite
spokesman, reads it dilleientl
He charged that local governments are overlegislating. shunting unneeded ordinances on a

private offices or in areas where the occupants
agree on smoking.
When disputes arise. the policy provides for
mediation but no enforcement methods.
"We knew enforcement would be a problem
because we didn’t put any teeth in it." Wilson
said.
But incidents have been few, said Ron Montgomery. university director of health and safety.
Montgomery said most smokers, independant
of whether they know of the policy, respect the
rights of nonsmokers. But only extreme instances
would come to his attention, he said. While he
feels compliance is fairly good. he admits it is difficult to know.

was off 30 percent and customers
were going to Los Angeles.
After the legal challenge
died. a compromise was reached
where the restauranteurs agreed to
wall off smoking sections and install separate kentilation sytenis.
Goss reads it as a victory for
smokers. Carol. the smoking
rights lobbyist, said the city’s law
is still one of the toughest. adding
the businesses are taking the brunt
of the compromise.
\lore cities will consider regulations as nonsmoker’s assert
their nek. lound militancy. said

smoking disappear in publ c
places," he said.
But the movement against
smoking is not limited to cities
regulating smoking inside public
places.
Increasingly, the workplace
is becoming smoke -free, a, businesses adopt restrictive smoking
policies to comply with IleW
to please nonsmoking workers and
cut costs. said Jennifer Pepino. assistant director of the Seattle based Smoking Policy Institute. a
non-profit organization that helps
busine.,.. form smoking policies.

Eighty-seven percent of the
resrxmdents to a 1986 Gallup
Poll
including 80 percent of
the smokers -- said they favored
restrictions or a ban on smoking itt
the workplace.
In a survey conducted last
year 1-t!, the Bureau for National
Affairs. nearly 50 percent of the
businesses responded that smoking policies hav e been instituted
oy er the past five years. Another
21 percent of the respondents are
considering policies. according to
the survey.
"It’s the cost assessment and
the legal aspect that causes employers to adopt policies." .11e
said. "Overall. comp:nue. are realiiing it cost, S.4,1X)0 to S5.000
extra to hire a smoker. With cities passing smoking
restrictions, employ er. forming
new policies and public opinion
seemingly in favor of restricting
smoking, no-smoke advocates
gleefully predict an end to public
smoking - possibly in line with
Koop’s call for a smoke -free society by the year 2(00.
"What we’ll see in the next
few years is a total ban on smoking in puhlie." said Spice. the
cancer si Ie I \ " ’spokeswoman.
If the city of Del Mar is any
indication. it may take it bit
longer. The seaside San Diego
County town of 4.500 rejected a
Nov. 3 proposal to ban smoking in
all publicly im ned places. dousing the hopes of no -smote advocates to see the toughetit regulation in the nation.
But Spice. noting the dearth
of ordinances a decade ago, said it
is only a matter of time before the
70 percent of the population that
doesn’t smoke gets fed up for
good.
"We had to fight smoking
indixtrs first or we wouldn’t get
any where.- she said.

Specialists call for public smoking bans
A.00P. /ion/

/ 7

has also ackno.t.ledged the connection between second-hand smoke and a higher rate
of health problems. The British health ministry’s Independent Scientific Committee
on Smoking and Health has also found a 10
to 30 percent increase in lung cancer probabilities for passive smoker,
Environmental smoke also has an adverse effect on lung and heart disease victims. according to Americans for Nonsmokers Rights.
Conmaiy artery disease .ictints. tor
example. vy 110 ;lie exposed to second-hand
smoke are likely to experience angina peca sy iiiphim where the heart recei. es
toris
aftei .horter
inadequate itt. gen supplie.
exercise periods than they vk ould if they
were hreathing clean ait, states ANR.
-We are II \ mg to rote,. t the right of
nonsmoker, to hleath k lean an .. said Julia
Carol. Atik’s assikiate thiectin ’AVe are
working toward the surgeon general’s goal
of a ’smoke -free society by the year
2000...
Many businesses, even in cities where
there are no governing ordinances. have
chosen to create their own smoke -free

loi
have
area. Airline, and hii,
delineated votere pas.cligers
smoke
and tt. here it i. forbidden
The Tobacco Institute does not endorse these restrictions, especially if they
are based on the premise that second-hand
smoke is a health risk. said Goss. of the Tobacco Institute.
’’kk’e do. though. support the right of a
business to ntake that decision fin itself,"
he said. "Howekei , e C:11.111011 these busiWNW% tO do it 11:1St2l.1
. because of the smell and not because of any
health risk.
**We can undei stand why some people
don’t like the smoke. It irritates their eyes
or their nose. It’s no secret."
The Tobacco Institute wants to make
sure both smokers and nonsmokers are "afforded reasonable accommodations,’" Goss
said. He added that some vvorking environhospital,. pharmaceutical compaments
do require
nies and petroleum refineries
a smoking ban for oh\
The Tobacco Institute lobbies against
any government restrictions telling private
businesses what to do. Goss said.
Flut the surgeon general’s call for an

immediate ban on smoking in public places The incidence ot infants less than two years
ha. spurred a flurry of no -smoking legis- old admitted to hospitals ith respiratory
troubles is higher among those exposed reglation.
In Washington, the House approved a ularly to tobacco smoke.
smoking ban OTI commercial airline flights
A National Academy of Sciences relasting less than two hours. which will have port. appearing in the November 1986 New
for
bill
Senate
compromised
with a
to be
Scientist, also links smoke from parents’
flights less than 90 minutes. A comprehen- cigarettes to a higher frequency of respirasive smoking ordinance is before the Chi- tory problems and slower lung function decago City Council. and a California law velopment in toddlers.
banning smoking on alTpublic transportaThe academy’s study indicates the intion within state borders is on Gov. George creased risk may reach as much as 80 perIkukinetian’s desk.
cent. depending on the number of smokers
living in the child’s home. In addition to inMany states and the nations capital
have banned smoking in public places such creased risks for bronchitis and pneumonia.
as schools. public transportation and eleva- these children are more likely. to suffer front
simple coughing and wheezing. the study
tors.
The elimination of smoke entirely states.
from an en% ironment is the only. sure way to
Joe Tye. director of San Jose -based
protect the health of nonsmokers. Surgeon
Stop Teen-age Addiction to Tobacco. said
General Koop said.
"Simple separation of smokers from most studies indicate that Lhildren liv ing in
nonsmokers within the same air space may homes where someone regillarl, smokes
reduce, but not eliminate. the exposure of are more susceptible to colds, hionchins
nonsmokers to env ironmental tobacco and suffer a small. but measurable. drop in
pulmonary. functions.
smoke," Koop said.
!Coop also recommended that parents
The same children are less likely to
refrain from smoking around their children. participate in or excel at athletics. Tye said.
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Drugs

Bottoms up
Alcohol is recreation in SJSU’s dorms;
students say drinking relieves tension
By VEDA ANDF:RSON,
In Depth ’87

Smile students use a

arid)

Dozens of students pass fron) room to room.
laughing, talking and indulging in alcohol. Each
mom offers a different in tosicating beserage. and
the party comes alive as students commune with the
spirits.
"The object is to get drunk." said Terance. a
20-year-old San Jose State University student who.
like others in the story, did not want his last name
JAY DuNLAP In Depth 87
used.
"They’ say 1 xx as wasted last night:. he added.
of substances to escape
Terance liy es in one of the sey en dormitories on
campus, where progressive parties or room es changes are not uncommon. His room was one of six
that provided alcohol for the party.
"About 15 people were in my room at one
lime,- he said. "Seeing everybody wasted is the fun
part...
According to most students, a party isn’t a party
praised it as an anesthetic and without alcohol.
stimulant. prompted pharmaceuti"People say. there’s going to he two kegs there,
cal houses to offer cocaine at pre- so it should be a good party." said Erin. a 20-yearmium prices, according to Mor- old dorm student.
gan.
Erin said she drinks four or five times a week
In the 60s. hallucinogens and gets drunk once or twice every two weeks. She
such as lysergic acid diethylamide said she spends about $15 to $20 a week on alcohol.
(LSD) found favor among the na"I think the reason why a lot of rx:ople drink.
tion’s youth. Former Harvard in- especially in the dorms. is because it is so boring:*
structor Timothy Leary experi- she added.
mented with LSD. Morgan said.
Erin said she drinks because it is fun and she
and encouraged his students and likes the taste.
the youth of America to "tune in.
"You’re more relaxed and things seem a lot
turn on, and drop out." ushering more funny to you... she added.
in the "new drug culture.
According it) many students. they also drink to
Nancy Hansen began work- relieve stress.
ing with drug users during the
"You have a lot of pressure and stress you want
’60s in San Francisco’s Haight- to get rid of." said Sue, an 18 -year-old dorm stuAshbury district.
dent. ’You want to forget about a bad week so you
acid drink."
especially
"Dnigs,
(LSD) offered a new reality’ for
Her friends nodded in agreement.
one
vt hich they. not
them
"Students drink because it is fun and social."
their parents oi gokernment
Erin said. "I haven’t seen it cause any huge pmbmade the decisions... she said.
Ions or serious fights...
But according to Willie Brown. SJSU housing
The 1970. ushered in the resurgence of cocaine use. If v. as director. student drinking has created noise problems
the end ot "flower power- and and property. damages.
The residence halls nos% offer an alcohol awarethe beginning of the "me generation." Cocaine "suited the hist ness class to students who hay e y iolated the alcohol
of
les
West!,
policy.
tastes and evensise
The policy states that "no possession. transport
the ining adults ot the decade."
Hansen said. ’les continued and or consumption of alcoholic beverages will be algrown in the Wk. Yuppies and lowed in public or common areas hy any person, recocaine are often synonymous in gardless of age. If it can he seen. smelled or heard. it
is public and visible...
drug treatment groups
Brown said the alcohol awareness class exposes
A recent study conducted hy
the National Institute on Drug students to serious thoughts about their drinking habAbuse revealed that cocaine use is its.
The class was first held in the fall of 1986.
most prevalent among 25- to 35 year -olds. the age inos,,pften as- About 60 students attended. Brown said.
Student drinking behavior has changed. accordsiiciated with so-called young
ing to Bniwn. who has worked in student housing
urban professionals.
of
1975.
advent
since
tt.
ith
the
Today,
"Now people have already established drinking
less expensive. more
"crack .
powertill dem dove of cocaine. patterns when they come to the university ." he said.
Brown said there also used to be a lot more selfand the creation of "designer"
drugs. which are simply molecu- policing.
"The biggest impact ion drinkers) is for somelarly altered clones of pre% Musty
outlawed substances such as her- one’s peers to say. ’you really looked stupid the other
he said.
oin. drug abuse has spread day.’
Brown said society reflects the change in stuthroughout the social and ecoHanaccording
dent drinking behavior.
nomic strata.
"We still promote that alcohol is OK and drugs
sen.
"Its not a new problem." are a no -no.
While society seems to accept alcohol, a crackHansen said, "hut it really is a big
problen). We have to do some- down on alcohol abuse has occurred over the past
thing in order to curb the expan- five to 10 years. according to SJSU Health Educator
sion and turn our drug abuse situa- Oscar Battle.
Groups such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving
tion int() an old problem...

War against drugs
has its casualties
By 1.1B111 JOROFF.
In Depth ’87
Judge Douglas Ginsburg
withdrew his name from the Supreme Court hat this month after
admitting that he had smoked
marijuana while in college and as
a Harvard University professor.
"It was wrong and I regret it."
Ginsburg said.
Although a Gallup Poll
showed that the majority of the
people asked did not think Gins burg’s drug history should disqualify. him, there was enough
outcry to force his hand.
"The country is in the midst
of an active campaign against
drug abuse, so a Supreme Court
ilistice who had used pot would
hay c been a definite liability to the
president’s war against drugs.."
said Nancy. Hansen. founder of
Breaking Free. a San Francisco based drug rehabilitation support
center.
Flut the United States’ drug
abuse problem is not a new one.
according to Hansen. "We have
been a nation of drug abusers for
at least all of this century." she
said.
Dr David Musto. a Yale
University professor. dubbed the
nation’s -recurring experimentation with drug abuse "The American Disease" and authored a hook
of the same name in 1981 on the
history of drug abuse.
"There are certain areas of
life in which there is perhaps no
progress over hundreds of years.’
Musto said in a Los Angeles
Times interview.
In the late 19th century.
opium extracts mixed with alcohol
were sold as common remedies
for all sorts of ailments. Complaints ranging from the common
cold to Victorian lady’s melancholy were treated with medicinal
opiates. according to H. Wayne
Morgan. a University of Oklahoma history professor.
Cocaine was also an accepted
treatment at that time. Reports ot
the work of Sigmund Freud and
other European experts. who

and Students Against Drunk Driving have called society s attention to the tragedies alcohol abuse can
cause.
Now people can get their licenses rooked or be
laded or imprisoned if found guilt 01 drunken driving. Battle said.
Eighty -five to 90 percent of college students
drink, compared to 70 percent of the general population. according to a 1977 study by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Battle said students often overindulge because
they don’t know their drinking limits
"Most students don.t know
are drinking
too much until it’s called to their attention by somesometimes it could be
body or something else .
devastating because that limit could cause you to he
in an accident."
According to the California Department of Alcohol and Drug Abuse. 90 percent of the people involved in alcohol -related automobile accidents are
college age.
Three of the first fiye students interviewed admitted that they !hoe iy en while into y icated.
Day id. 19. said he ill newt’ dri drtilik again

’You have a lot of pressure
and stress you want to get
rid of. You want to forget
about a bad week so you
drink.’
Sue
18-year-old dorm student
"I don’t remember half the trip home,’" he said.
I was drunk. and I had to get hack . was not that
bad. but I should not have been dm mg.’.
Excess’s e drinking has also kept unisersit police btis at football ganies. Nine out of 10 trouble
situations al football games have involved alcohol.
said former University Police Chief 1.ew Schati.
After several fights and the death of a San Jose
resident who was running to his car to get beer at the
Stanford vs. SJSU football game on Sept. 26. Stanford officials said they. would review their policy on
allowing beer int() the stands.
A representative from the Santa Clara coroner’s
office said Matthew’ Carlyle died ot an "acute cardiac arrest, cause undetermined...
Lawrence Fan. SJSU sports inforniation diret:tor. said cans or bottles are not allowed inlo Spartan
Stadium. Beer is sold at the stadium’s concession
stands to people 21 or older. Fan saiti.
Many. groups have formed because to curb irresponsible college drinking. One such gniup is BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of College Students).
Students at the University of Florida started the
first BACCH t ’S chapter in 1976. There are now 285
chapters nationwide. said Drew Hunter. executive
director of the group. According to Hunter. the group
is not anti -alcohol hut pro -responsibility.
The group focuses on curbing drunken driving
and de-emphasinng alcohol consumption at parties.
"The perceptions %sould be to conic for a six:tali/mg event and not just to get wasted. Hunter said .
BACCHUS defines problem drinkers as ’persons experiencing negative behavioral consequences
resulting from alcohol use...
According to a 1981 brochure published by
BACCHUS, 10 to 15 percent of students it surveyed
at various universities around the country were con See DRINKING. page 20
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Recovering substance abusers
contend saying ’no’ is not the key
By MARJ MARTIN.
/n Depth ’87
"Society thinks that people who have
stopped abusing drugs are ()K. but the reasons for
doing drugs are still there," said John FaIon, a recovering addict and certified counselor at a local
outpatient clinic. "There is a big difference between recovery and not taking anything. It’s not
as easy as ’Just say no.. ’’
The war on drugs is not a media campaign.
FaIon said.
"It is in the mind of the abuser, he said.
One of the many problems with most abusers
is that they don’t seek treatment. he said: 90 percent of drug rehabilitation program members have
been placed there by the criminal justice system.
Almost all of us "are involved with the criminal justice sy stem when we choose recovery."
Falon said. Thats the hook. We come to recovery as a condition of parole or probation.
James, 23. has been in treatment for 95 days.
Like others in this story, he asked not to have his
last name used.
"I had to choose between five years in prison
and getting drug counseling for six months. It was
no contest."
Drug anti alcohol abusers get in trouble with
the law because they don’t have the coping skills
that non -abusers do. Once they have found a solution in a mind -numbing addiction. "they will do
anything necessary to remain in comfortable
oblivion." Falon said.
Drug abuse is also a problem for some university students.
Delphina Sabogal-Tori. a counselor with the
SJSU Student Services Division said that two out
of 10 people she sees in counseling are there because of drug or alcohol abuse.
"The problem is not just in the dornis, or in
the sororities and fraternities, it’s the student body
in general which has a problem .... Flunking out
is what brings people int() counseling." SabogalTon said.
"My folks wanted me to succeed and so did
I." Conrad. 44. said. "I went for my master’s degree at San Jose State while I was h(xiked on heroin, ...but I never finished."
Conrad, who had studied to be a psychologist while addicted, is now a respected member of
the social service community. He counsels troubled children who he hopes will never go through
what he experienced.
If a child’s life has gone from had to worse
by the time he gets to junior high school. and he
doesn’t know what to do about IL he’s going to
accept soine scary solutions and SOIlle bad role

models, Conrad said.
"The dynamics of addiction are set up before
you even take drugs." Falon said. "as children.
(abusers) react differently froni others ... feelings
of inadequacy keep welling up and you’re ready
for an easy solution."
Ascencion, who started using PCP when she
was 17. said the most important thing she remembers about her childhood is feeling "less than"
everyone else.
The length of an addict’s recovery seems to
be determined by how well counseling can improve their coping mechanism anti self-esteem.
"Before I went to CAPS (Combined Addicts
and Professionals Services, Inc.), I was a 31 -yearold with 12 -year-old coping skills," Falon said.
The difficulty with recovery is evidenced by
the more than 60 percent drop-out rate, statewide, said Ed McMurray, director of Flay Area
Drug Hotline.
"But much more is known today about relapse." he said. "Relapsing people have at least a
50 nercent chance of making it the next time"
they try to kick their habit if they have learned to
recognize the warning signs.
Although all of these addicts were given their
choice of mental health programs or jail. they
were free to ch(xise the counseling that appealed
to them personally.
Because most had lost "everything" anti
were on welfare. another deciding factor WaS the
cost of the programs. some of which are paid for
by state agencies.
Private hospitals. residential homes and outpatient clinics are also funded by private insurance payments and cash donations from patients
or their fami I ies.
Most have a sliding scale. according to McMurray. The Hotline, like other local counseling
services, maintains a residential care home. an
outpatient clinic and a 24-hour "help" telephone.
Falon said most standard counseling services
enlist the help of Alcoholics Anonymous’ program. which brings out all phases of the self-deception that allowed a person to become an addict
in the first place.
According to Alcoholics Anonymous. there
are three barriers to recovery, physical addiction.
self-deception and emotional confusion. Conrad
mentions one more, heredity.
"The Amercan Medical Association accepts
the idea that alcoholism can be genetically transmitted... he said. "’There is some evidence that
addiction is a hereditary disease. An addict has to
have an ongoing support to survive. .... You have
to stay away from your old friends because it’s
very easy to slip back."

Alcohol abundant at student parties
DRINKING, from page /9
mitered to be problem drinkeis and 30 to 45 percent
said in the previous year they had driven after having
several drinks.
Alcohol abuse is serious among college stu
dents. and SJSU has not consciously taken the time
to examine the problem. Battle said.
Besides the resident halls’ alcohol class, the
counseling depanment offers assistance to students
provides
space on or near campus lor an Alco
and
holies Anonymous group and an Al -Anon group. for
people concerned about other’s use of alcohol.
Health services also offers information and
counseling.
Battle said students must develop adequate
problem -solving skills to avoid future alcohol problems.
"Students who use alcohol seem to think they
are only displaying temporary behavior,’ he

’Students who use alcohol
seem to think they are
only displaying temporary
behavior.’
Oscar

Battle,

health educator

said"They say when school is over, they will not
have this much stress in their lives and they will
change. They don’t realize many times stress becomes more intensified after graduation.

Legal drugs:
Are they safe?
Media attention raises concerns
By DARRIN EDWARD RAKER.
In Depth ’87
Last month, a 15 -year-old
high sch(x)1 athlete was killed and
three more were injured, one seriously. when a driver careened
off Ocala Avenue in San Jose and
ran into them.
Also last month. a 74-yearold man was killed and five other
people were injured when a driver
went through Japantown’s Peace
Plaza in San Francisco.
Both drivers were under the
influence of drugs when these accidents occurred. What may be
surprising is that they were under
the influence of prescripnon
drugs.
With all the national emphasis placed on "just saying no"
to illegal street drugs like marijuana and cocaine. prescription
drugs are possibly being overknitted.
According to a study published earlier this year by Life
Skills F.ducation Inc., a Massachusetts research company, 15 of
the 20 most abused drugs in this
country are prescription as opposed to illegal street drugs. The
study also said that in recent
years. 75 percent of deaths due to
drug overdose were caused by the
abuse or misuse of prescription
drugs.
In a 1986 Drug Enforcement
Agency report, Dr. Roben Buzzeo, deputy director of the Office
of Diversion Control. said 53 percent of all drug -related emergency
room cases involved prescription
drugs.
Dr. Robert Latta. SJSU Student Health Services associate director. said that although prescription drugs can be dangerous, the
benefits outweigh the risks.
\re a
"Morphine can actually
life," Latta said. "In cases like
acute pulmonary edema (severe
lung congestion). it actually- decreases the congestion."
Latta also said that most prescription drugs are not addictive.
"There arc a large variety of
drugs available." he said. "Tranquilizers and sedatives are the
ones thak.are psychoactive (affecting the mind or behavior)."
Since there is such a large
number of prescription medicines
available. Latta suspects there are
probably a greater percentage of
prescribed patients now than there
were 10 or 20 years ago. although
he did not have concrete evidence.
The most comnionly abused
drugs. according to the Life Skills
repon. are narcotics (drugs containing morphine or codeine). depressants (sleeping pills and tranquilizers)
and
stimulants
(amphetamines or "speed’’). Valium. a depressant. tops the list in
both prescription and abuse. the
report said.

’The most
commonly
abused drugs
are narcotics,
depressants
and stimulants.’
Life Skills
How. do people become ad
dieted to their prescribed medica
[ion. or any drug for that matter’?
In the opinion of most doctors. there are two types of addiction: physical and psychological.
Physical addiction refers tc
the body’s need for the drug. Certain drugs. like narcotics and barbiturates, alter the body’s physical
system so the body needs the drug
to function. If the drug is withdrawn. the user experiences
symptoms such as tremors. vomiting and seizures.
Psychological addiction refers to the user’s belief he will not
he able to cope with the stress of
everyday activities without the
drug. Most habit-forming drugs
have the potential for both physical and psychological addiction.
Buzzeo said other fact(ws can
be responsible for prescription
drug addiction.
One reason is addicts of illegal drugs use prescriptiok: medicine to counteract side effects and
withdrawal symptoms of their previous addiction and eventually get
hooked on the prescription. Another reason is drug addicts often
switch to prescription drugs because of purity and drug testing.
"If a person tests positive for
something on a urinalysis, all he
has to do is show his prescription
and he is usually excused." Buzzeo said.
Buzzeo also said some doctors will overprescribe medication. while some sell medicine on
the black market.
What. then. can be done to
curb presciption drug addiction’?
According to a 1982 Federal
Drug Administration consumer
survey, nearly 70 percent of those
on prescriptions said their doctors
did not inform them about precautions and side effects.
Latta said patients should educate themselves about their medication.
"Don’t hc afraid to ask questions. he said. "Ask your doctor
what it is you are taking. what it’s
supposed to do. and how long
you’re supposed to take it. Many
people don’t. and that’s a big
problem...
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Mind & body
A Test
of Stress

0I

To tabulate the amount of stress in your life, indicate in the
first column how many times during the past year each of the
following events has happened to you. Multiply that number by its
weight then write that number in the second column. Total the
numbers in the second column for your final score and see the
end of the questionnaire to learn what it means.
1. Entered college .
X 50
X 77
2. Married
X 38
3 Had more or less trouble with boss
4. Held job while attending school
’X 43
X 87
5. Experienced death of spouse
X 34
6. Experienced major change in sleeping habits
X 77
7 Experienced death of family member
X 30
8. Experienced major change in eating habits
X 41
9. Changed or chose major field or study
10. Revised personal habits (friends, dress,
X 45
manners, associations)
X 68 11. Experienced death of close friend
X 22
12. Found guilty of minor violations of the law
X 40
13. Had outstanding personal achievement
X 68
14. Experienced pregnancy or fathered pregnancy
15. Had major change in health or behavior of family
X 56
member
X 58 16. Had sexual difficulties
X 42 -17. Had trouble with in-laws
18. Had major change in number of family getX 26
togethers
X 53
19. Had major change in financial state
20. Gained new family member (through birth,
X 50
adoption or older person moving in)
X 42
21. Changed residence or living conditions
X 50
22. Had major conflict in or change in values
X 36
23. Had major change in church activities
X 58
24. Had marital reconciliation
X 62
25. Fired from work
X 76
26. Were divorced
X 50
27. Changed to different line of work
28. Had major change in number of arguments with
X 50
spouse
29. Had major change in responsibilities at work
X 47
(demotion, promotion or transfer)
X 41
30. Had spouse begin or cease work outside home
X 74
31 Had marital separation
32. Had major change in type of and amount of
..._ X 37
recreation
X 52
33. Had major change in use of drugs
X 52
34. Took mortgage or loan less than $10,000
X 65
35. Had major personal injury or illness
X 46
36. Had major change in use of alcohol
X 43
37. Had major change in social activities
38. Had major change in amount of participation in
school activities
39. Had major change in amount of independence
and responsibility
40. Took trip or vacation
41. Were engaged to be married
42. Changed to new school
43. Changed dating habits
44. Had trouble with school
45. Broke up marital engagement or steady
relationship
46 Had major change in self-awareness
Total score

X 38
X 49
’):ea
X 50
X 41
X 44
X 80
X 57

According to Roger Allen, an associate professor of stress
management at the University of Maryland, the following scores
indicate a person’s risk of getting sick enough to seek medical attention within one year after taking the test.
0 to 499 - a 30 percent risk
500 to 999 - a 52 percent risk
1.000 and up - an 80 percent risk
AntliV3On 1972 Mesh*, s flros,s NoM, Osiola State Unworstry

JAY DUNLAP -- In Depth 87

Theodore Steiner, a
San Francisco State
11..nisersity psychology
professor, monitors a
plethysmograph while
Rock Woo. a senior in
engineering, tries to
relax. The
plethysmograph
measures peripheral
blood solume in the
fingertips during
biofeedback.

Students failing stress test
13y LARRY ARAGON.
In Depth ’87

\CUR: %1:1\ 9(14)

Allen noted that over the last nine years. UM
College students’ stress levels may be 011 ilie students also have shown a 25 percent increase in
rise. according to a study at the Univer.ity of anxiety levels and a 23 percent increase in their
number of stress -related physical symptoms, such as
Maryland.
Roger Allen, an associate professor of stress headaches and muscle tension.
management at UM and author of three btioks about
"I don’t have any reason to believe that
stress. said since he began to research UM students’
Maryland is worse than other places." Allen said.
stress levels in 1979 their scores on a stress test have
"I think (the study’. conclusion) is probably pretty
increased by 39 percent.
universal right nov,
About 500 UM students each semester take the
Prof. 1).o, id Furst. v( ho teaches stress managetest called the College
ment at &NU. said alSchedule of Recent
though he is not familExperience. It was deiar with the UM study,
veloped by Gail An"It sounds like what
derson in 1972 as part
(Allen) has found is
of her master’s thesis
Stress
correct
at North Dakota State
levels do seem to be
David
Furst.
University.
going up in general.
SJSU stress management professor
Students
are
"There is no reaasked to go through a
son to think that
list of 43 stressful eve its. each with an assigned
Maryland V, otild he any different than Stanford. San
value. and mark those which haw happened to them Jose State or any where else."
in the past year.
However. Furst does not believe that because a
According to Allen. those who score from 0 to person has experienced a number of major changes
499 have experienced a "mild’. number of stressors
in his or her life that it necessarily’ follows that the
and run a 30 percent risk of getting sick enough to person will be overwhelmed by stress and become
seek medical attention within one year after taking
the test.
"11 depends on your interpretation of that situaA score of 500 to 999 indicates a "moderate"
tsiaoind. and the social support system you have." he
number of stressors and a 52 percent risk. and a
score of 1.000 or above indicates an "excessive"
Furst’s focus on a person’s reaction to a stressor
number ()I’ stressors and an 80 percent risk. he said.
rather than the stressor itself reflects what some have
Allen determined the risk factors by correlating called a growing trend of psychologists and doctors
Anderson’s scale with "The Social Readjustment
to stray. from the %less promoted by Hans Selye. one
Rating Scale created by T. H. Holmes and R.H.
of the first people 1(1 study stress.
Rahe in 1967.
Selye defined stress in the "Journal of Clinical
Holmes and Rahe arrived at risks for illnesses
Endocrinology " in 1946 as "the nonspecific reby studying people for one year after they took the
sponse of the hods to any demand made upon it toaSRRC. They defined illness as either a psychologidapt whether that demand produces pleasure or
cal ailment such as insomnia or a physical ailment
pain. ’
such as an ulcer. Allen said.
Lawrence Murphy. a research psychologist for
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
The average score of UM students on Anderson’s test in 1979 was 690. This year the average
See TEST, page 22

’Stress levels do seem to be
going up in general.’

Relax: Learn to cope with pressure
By LARRY ARAGON.
/n Depth ’87
The odds of reducing stress
with biofeedback are higher than
curing a cold with chicken soup.
But biofeedback and other stress
reducers have yet to become as
popular as the old-fashioned cold
remedy.
Still. enrollment is up in
stress management classes, and
more people are learning that they
may reduce their chances of getting sick by keeping their stress
levels down.

The idea that stress plays a
role in illness has been around for
some time. according to Dr.
David Martin. director of the Preventative Medicine Clinic at Stanford 1, lniversity.
’It ’s pretty well accepted’ ’
that stress weakens the bo(ly and
makes it more susceptible to disease... Maron said. "( HoWever,
anything in this area is contmversial. It’s hard to measure stress
. . . (and) physicians don’t like
uncertainty.
"It’s much more pleasing to

find a physical. organic ailment
and treat it than to to be confronted with an intangible something that you can’t feel and
you can’t see... he said.
The physiological changes
that occur when the body is under
stress are the result of the "fight
or flight response" which evolved
in primitive nian. according to
Roger Allen. author of three stress
books and an associate professor
of stress management at the University of Maryland.
See RELAX. page 22
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Mind & body

There’s more than one way to beat stress

.,

Rft-I.AX. front ’wee 21
During the tesponse. a inim
her of plivsical changes take
place. Probably the most ser
I
’a a I,.
reaction is fie
I le.case
mone called cortisol. he said
When under stress. a hod v
prepares foi the possihilitv ot
ger and begins producing’ 1It curl’
sol. %%Inch bleak. doviii tat and
proteins to ploy ide tuel tor fight
ing or fleeing. Allen said.
One ol the most detrimental
affects of cortisol is tliat it impairs
the body ’s immunity by destroy
ing proteins which are needed to
produce lymphocytes or white
blood cells. Lymphocytes, win,
protect the body against infection.
do not live long and must be Mall
ufactured continuously.
Cortisol also destroy’s vitamins. enzymes and antibodies because they are made of protein. he
said.
"The majority of diseases
aren’t directly caused by stress.’
Allen said. "They are helped by
it.
"Stress
doesn’t
cause
herpes. You’ve got to have the
virus." he explained. "Flut. what
stress can do is weaken the body
so that you are more likely to be
susceptible to it.
Allen compares the body’s
reaction to stress to someone who
runs out of fuel in winter and begins to burn anything made of
wood in his house to keep warm.
The body assumes that when
it is under stress it is in a dangerous situation even though that
often is not the case.
Stress nianagement classes at
SJSU and other universities teach
people to be aware of this indiscriminate nature of the stress response and how to relax the body
to reduce its negative effects.

Interpretation: Pressure is all in the mind
//

’/

/

Health in Ohio. thinks Selye’s
definition is important because
it states that stress occurs during
yv hat most people consider positive moments (marriage) as well
as during negative moments (a
death in the family).
However. researchers now
focus less on stressors. as Selye
did. and concentrate on the individual’s interpretation of a
stressful event. Murphy said.
one of the
Thats been
major advances in (stress research) over the last 15 years,"
Murphy said. "We now sense
" Furst said. "After
wami .
they’re really relaxed. I ask them
to call up a scene and imagine it in
as much detail and as rout:h depth
as possible...
Meditation is a way to relax
by focusing one’s thoughts.
Furst teaches a form of meditation called "the relaxation response," developed by Dr. Herbert Benson.
’’What Benson did was
try . . . to take out the niost applicable parts of meditation." Furst
said. "Meditation in general is

and let theill choose the MIL’ dial
Ills hest tin
Ile said.
PrivessRe relaxation is the
sy stematic tensing and relaxing of
ditterent muscles and muscle
groups. Furst said. It was dey
ohson
Fdintind
oped hy
the 193(1,
"What he finind was that
people get used to carry
certain amount of tension. and
they don’t reali/c Mat they ’re
tense." Furst said
"In order to make people
ay. are of then tension. 1.1,1t.’ilb..0111
has you tense a muscle group.
then relax it. and you so.. the OM
oast between the iv, o
Autogeni, naming is a relax
allot’ technique whit emphasi/es
warmth and Ilea v mess in the
limbs.
"When do it for the 4:lass. I
tell them: Your arms are getting
heavy. Your arms are getting
heavy. Your arms are getting

self-statement. you can help yourself get out of situations in which
you are winding yourself down
into a depression spiral."

Getting wired
Some stress management
professors prefer a more high-tech
approach.
Theodore Steiner. a San
Francisco State University psychology professor, suggests biofeedback to reduce stress.
Steiner has taught "Psychology of

’Exercise is definitely different than
meditation, but the end result may be
the same or similar.’
Dr. David Maron,
Director of the Prevantative Medicine Clinic,
Stanford University

I.etting go
Prof. Mold Furst suggests
setieral strategies to his class at
S.Itil .
"I try to give them a varietyot stress management techniques.
ielaxation.
’41\ h as progressi%
togenit. training and 11h:dilation.

is not so much the objecthat
tive env ironment. but. moreso.
how you perceie it.
"Cii% mg a speech before a
large audience earl debilitate one
person, but ser%e as a motivation for another.
Prof. Sam Radelfinger. cofounder of SJSU’s stress management course. agrees.
"Not that the old (model)
WM wrong." he said. "but, the
more sophisticated view now is
that . . stress o4:curs when a
person interprets a situation as
being a threat and they don t
have the resources to cope with
it.

locked up with a lot of different
religions arid rituals and mantras
and robes arid incense and all this
stuff. .And. (Benson’ said you
don’t need any. of that...
To 4:rt.ate the relaxation response a person needs a quiet en% ironnient, a mental dey
pas sly e attitude and a tointoilabie
y0,111011. Flirst
\

Mental

de\

person to slit, into
peati142

cildhles

trance hy
sileilth

1.1

reer-

oi staring at an 0141e, t
Hay ing a "passiye Jimmie"
is the most important pail ot the
roasat ion response. Furst said.
Wlien
distiacting
thoughts
and thev yy ill occur
occur
you don’t von’ v about them. You
tIon’t get upset iliat
aren’t
doing it tight
1.11ist also teaches his class
that hay ing a positive attitude
about lite tan iedute stress
a lot ot
" lot of pc. plc
things to theniseles.
tlegatie
he said "It’s called negative selftalk It %oil catch %ourselt earl%
sat mg those things to %ourself antl
sUbstillate some type ot positive
hall

Biofeedback Processes’. at SFSU
for I() %eats
Biofeedback is a technique
which enables a person to control
my olumary body functions by
using an electronic device to mono, ii heart rate. skill temperature.
muscle tension and brain wa% es
Steiner uses
piocedure
callett ’’systeniatic
hon.’ %tub biofeedback to teach
people to cope with stressful situa
mins.
For example. if a person has
a phobia about public speaking
Steiner v, I attach the biofeedback
equipment to the person and ask
him or het to imagine speaking
before an anthem,. By watching
his or her heart late on a llllll litor.
the person can lean] io slot% it
dtwitiand relax. he said.
"One of the fug values of hi
ofeedhack. relative to meditation
or. say general relaxation. is that
everyone comes into Itic situation
with it preconceised notion of
what relaxation is... Stow said.
Sometimes. a person may
think he or she is relaxing. hut at: wally that person is tense. he said.
"For example a person may

. .

Sam Radelfinger
stress management prof.

relax (his or her) muscles very
well and say ’Now I’m relaxed,
but (he or she) also may be producing a lot of what is called peripheral vascular constriction at
the same time ," he said. "I saw
one person who was getting migrain problems doing just that . . . And only by putting her
on the instruments did she know
that."

’Grecian’ formula
Stress managment professors
aren’t the only health educators
with stress-fighting suggestions.
Bruce Ogilvie, a retired
SJSU psychologist and author of
five books and about 160 articles
about stress and the "high performance person, suggests a fourpoint "Grecian" philosphy to reduce stress:
Take responsibility for
your life:
"One of the great killers in
all diseases we look at is a feeling

of loss of control." Ogilvie said.
"The best example of that is depression. When the individual
feels the world as being in control
of them. they are helpless.
Maintain a good diet:
"W’e know the effect of nu ti ition." Ogilv ie said "You can
sit dim n and hiie your dietary
habits studied for a very modest
fee than abide by the expert."
Find out what makes you
happy:
"Where do you find fulfillment?... he said. "What is the
nectar of life for you?
Exercise on a regular basis:
"We know from all the evidence of the exercise physiologists and the biomechanists and
others that 40 minutes, three times
a week of aerobic training has a
significant psychological effect ,
he said.
"It has to be a complete prodon’t
gram." Ogilvie said.
think you can omit any of the
major four . . . . It’s like meditating and not using the data from
your meditation to modify your
life. That’s a waste.

Work it out
Dr. David Martin, of Stanford University. also suggests
exercise as a stress-reducer for his
patients.
"Exercise is definitely different than meditation. but the end
result may be the same or similar.’ Maron said.
Exercise relaxes muscles. reduces heart rate and lowers blood
pressure, he explained.
Martin also suggests talking
to friends, family and spouses
about problems which may be
causing stress.
’It’s really important to let
go of the things building up inside." he said.
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Heart disease still the nation’s leading killer
,
ISA BOBADILLA,
,rh ’87
14..inte all the media mien., en them, acquired immune
,,mcy syndrome and cancer
, Hot the most prevalent of dis,,,es.
Heart disease remains the na.11’s No. 1 killer.
.

Between 8(X),(XX) and 900,kinericans die from heart discaeh year. More people die
,,,lioascular disease than
, I .e.iscs combined, said
.ilt ssonieri , spokesman for
’lard County chapter of
!,..? ican Heart Association.
e are shooting for pre rather than treatment. Di
, modification and exercise
er. important in the college .1, wp." LaFlissonieri said.
cardiovasdierosclerosis
ai condition in which the arte, harden due to deposits. is the
heart condition which is
to diet. said Kathryn
. registered dietitian and
.,te professor at SJS1.1.
is the disease which
most heart attacks and

High blood cholesterol, one
the major risk factors in ather’,.rosis, c ontributes to the disas cholesterol builds up,
t,u ming deposits and clogging the
arteries over time.
In some people. a diet high in
cholesterol will produce high
blood cholesterol, Sucher said.
Those people are the ()nes who

’Dietary
modification
and exercise
are very
important in
the college -age
group.’
John LaBissonieri,
Arocrit an Heart
Association

need to nuxlify cholesterol and
fats in their diets, she said.
"The other (cardiovascular)
diseases are not dietary -- they
are hereditary. Atherosclerosis is
primarily concerned with diet...
she said.
Last month. a federally sponsored panel. the National Cholesterol Education Project. issued
guidelines that would greath increase cholesterol screenings hy
recommending testing of all adults
over the age of 20.
The panel recommended that
previous guidelines be tightened.
since as many as one in four has
blood cholesterol higher than recommended.
.4mericans older than 20years old should aim for cholesterol levels below 2(X) milligranis

per decileter of blood serum.
"But a balanced diet is imThose with levels of 200 to 239 portant. People shouldn’t go on
ing/d1 are considered borderline fad -types of diets." he said.
high, and do not require treatment
To reduce cholesterol in the
unless they possess two other risk diet. the American Heart Associafactors. Those with levels of 240 tion recommends:
mg/dI or higher are at high risk.
Avoiding ftxxis high in
and should receive intensive treat- cholesterol. or limit intake of
ment. possiblv. drug treatment in them.
addition to diet therapy, the
Limiting sodium intake.
guidelines state.
more than two
Eating
Being male. family history of eggs per week I ,;gs are choirs.K. iricnvh d eh ans.
Tdi
et
ised
t
heart disease, obesity. smoking
and post-menopause are risk factors for development of heart disease, Sucher said.

The National Institute of
Health report stated that if cholesterol could be lowered nationwide, an estimated 300.(XX) lives
a year could be saved.
Cholesterol -lowering treat ments consist of either dietary
modification or prescribed drugs.
the guidelines state.
modification.
In
dietary
Sucher said cholesterol and fats
should be monitored and reduced.
while fiber intake.is increased.
The American Heart Association recommendations include
exercise. monitoring sodium as
v..ell as cholesterol and fats. and
increasing the intake of fish and
vegetable products. LaBissonieri
said.
"Our bodies produce cholesterol. We don’t need to consume
any." Sucher said.
"Forty percent of total calories consumed by Americans are
derived from fat. It is desirable to
decrease it to 30 percent,’’ I .aB issonieri said.

sity lipoprotein level. 111,I1 ille
most artery -clogging t ae t ion of
blood chi ilcsterol
Avoiding frying of fluids.
Use cooking methods that reniove
fat
bake. boil. steam. roast.
lk
Consuming
and
cheeses low in fat or skim
Removing pout!! v skin and
fat. which are cholesterol -dense.
Increasing consumption of
fish products.
Increasing consumption of
vegetable products.

Students reducing their risk

aii,e oi the link be
tween ceitain lood substances
anti heart disease. dietary’
changes to reduce the risk have
become increasingly. populat
for more people.
At SJSU. students have
become more avv are of ve hal
they are eating. said Lorraine
David. director of Spartar
Shops Food Services.
"In the past year or two.
students have been more conscious of foods which are good
for them. rather than those
which are just good-tasting.
This is reflected in their food
choices.’ she said.
Students are eating more
vegetables and salads. less red
meat and more chicken, David
said.
"We don’t control the
students’ diet. We offer the
four basic fix.xl categories and
they make their own choices.

We have dietitians work V, IIII
throughout the semestei
David said.
Although it is not possible
for Spartan Food Services 1,,
regulate the diets of SIM ,111
has te
dein‘, Food Seri,e.
II
dueed the possibilir o. 1..liess
linked to the flaYor enhancer.
inonosodiUM glutamate.
’There is no monosodium
glutamate on this campus in
fOod We prepare. The only possibility- would he in some pre
she said
prepared
Dai.id said the additiYe
was eliminated from the on
campus food preparation one
year agii. ..tten sonic stiideni,.
be,anie ill or had
tions to !ASO.
"I don’t feel Nt’st
necessary. We can live v. ith
less -enhanced flavor. David
said.
I.isa Robadilla
US

Dieters go too far in quest to be thin and fashionable
I.ISA FlOBADILLA,
Depth ’87
Dieting is a national pastime. In this
society "thin is in," and an estimated 20
million people are on a serious diet at any
given tinne, according to the Harvard MediSchtx)1 Health Letter.
But practices disguised as weight -reduction methods have developed int() compulsions and sources of pain and shame for
i any people.
"Bulimia as a compulsive eating pattern was first diagnosed in 1980,’ said Ben
Sher, adminstrative assistant at the Center
for the Study of Anorexia and Bulimia in
New York City. "Anorexia has ix:cuffed
throughout the centuries, as far back as
1600. But both have become prominent in
the past five or six years.’
Bulimia is an eating pattern in which
peri(xls of heavy eating of high -caloric
foods are followed by self-induced vomiting or some other purging mechanism. It
affects 13 to 20 percent of all college-age
women. said Lois Fiedler, director of
SJSU’s Food: A Women’s Support Group.
for women with eating disorders.
Guilt is a primary factor in eating disorders, Fiedler said. Not only used to rid a
bulimic of food, purging rids one of the
guilt of eating. However. purging does not
necessarily mean vomiting. Laxatives. ditiletics (substances which increase urine secretion). enemas. or even sleep are used as
escape mechanisms from guilt.
Anorexia nervosa is self-deprivation

of food. Anorexics starve themselves, losing at least 25 percent of their normal body
weight.
"In a way. anorexia nervosa is a form
of
suicide
and
attention -getting,"
Roman said.
The obsession with thinness starts
early. More than half of all teens diet. and
25 percent begin dieting before adolescence, she said. Ninety percent of anorexics are adolescents at onset.
With anorexia nervosa. muscles are
wasted, sexual maturation stops and death
may occur.
"Although both males and females are
subject to the weight -watching phenomenon, bulimia 111111Panorexia nervosa are almost entirely limited to women," said
Sher.
More than 90 percent of bulimics and
anorexics are women, and bulimia is no
longer a "teen-age girl’s disorder," he
said.
"In the 70s and ’80s, there is more
stress on women than men to be thin. Men
are allowed to be heftier," Sher said.
Resulting from specific psychological
conflicts, the disorders do not necessarily
affect everyone, Sher said.
Women who are overachievers or perfectionists are most susceptible to bulimia.
because they feel the most pressure to
maintain their iniages as stable. healthy,
well-balanced people. Fiedler said.
"Women are expected to be achievers
and providers in these times. They feel

pressure to have control over every aspect
of their lives. including body size." Sher
said.
"Because bulimies want to be perceived as perfect in all respects, they push
themselves, abusing food to maintain the
perfect image." said Rhonda Roman, SJSU
nutrition counselor.
Men who are bulimic. although such
cases are rare. are usually athletes or dancers whose professions depend on their body
size. Sher said. These athletes include
wrestlers and boxers who must fit into
weight categories.
"It is common to learn to (purge) in
sororities and dormitories, where there is
pressure to Itiok great and where there is a
lot of competition." Roman said. "There is
a lot of social pressure involved...
Many college students experiment
with hinging and purging. believing they
will lose weight, with 13 to 20 percent turning to compulsion and 80 percent exhibiting
bulimic tendencies. Many bulimic% are of
average weight, yet perceive themselves as
fat. Roman said.
And though some people may purge
only once or twice a year. it is a probleni at
any time. she said.
"However. there are a lot who need to
lose 10 to 15 pounds. and once they lose the
weight. they are motivated to lose niore.
People tell them how great they look. and
they don’t know when to stop." she said.
Because the disorders result from psy-

chological anti emotional forces, the victims’ views of themselves become so distorted that they do not realize they are out
of control. said Fiedler.
Bulimics use food to cope with stress,
not to satisfy hunger. Flinging as a reaction
to stress, then purging rids oneself of both
the food and the guilt, Roman said.
"The habit takes hold and becomes a
part of daily life and clays revolve around
the binge," Fiedler said.
Flulimics do not understand that they
still absorb a lot of calories and do not lose
weight. Roman said.
"Many do not stop until they are in severe pain." she said.
Because these are primarily emotional
disorders, effective treatment of bulimics
anti anorexics should include psychotherapy, nutritional counseling and self-awareness techniques, Fiedler said.
"Through psychotherapy. the person
ts taught to cope with self-esteem and
iniage," she said. "With nutritional counseling and behavior modification, they are
taught to avoid hinging, to eat healthfully
and normally. Through self-awareness
techniques. the person is taught to be aware
of behavioral patterns and to vsork
change them."
"Self-esteem is important... Roman
said. "It is half the battle. If people had
better self-images they’d take better care of
themselves. They should respect their bodies."
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Campus crowding
incubates illnesses
I RANI%
H 111
innapfh ’S7

SSI II.

Spend enough time at SJSU
and you’re going to get sick.
Crowded conditions make
the campus an ideal stomping
li cause
ground for v iruses yy
common respiratory illnesses such
.1. ,iilds arid the flu. said Student
Health Service doctor
And a more serious illness
could spread so lap
measles
idly that university officials hay e
declared it a high priority to pie
vent such ati outbreak from ever
happening.
But whether it’s the cough
and congestion that come with the
cold or the run-down feeling and
fever that accompany the flu.
"just about every student will be
ill at one time or another." said
Dr. Robert Latta. associate director of the health service.
Campus health officials expect several cold and tlu viruses to
make their Ys ay around campus
this academic year, like any other.
Latta said. It’s hard to tell how
many students will come down
with one or the other. though. because only about 50 percent of
S.ISI quilent. use the service.
Latta said that students can
take a numbei ot steps to help preith a nasty
sent coming doyy
cold or flu hue

’Just about
every student will
be ill at one time
or another.’

Maintain a nutritious. bill
anced diet.
Have adequate rest and get
enough sleep.
I. \ el 1. 1SC II/ moderatii
I carn limy to eftectiely
manage stress.
FY cry day pressuies can contribute substantially to health
All stuproblems. I.atta said
dents are under sires. Some of
them cope better than other.
But for measles. it.. a different story because of it. more serious nature.
The disease. which starts
with a sore throat, a high fever
and small red specks all over the
body. can result in brain inflammation or even death.
Since fall 1986. California
State University officials have imposed a measles vaccination requirement. They’re seeking to
avoid a costly outbreak like those
that occurred at Indiana University in 1983 and Dartmouth University in New Hampshire in
1984.
The CSU system requires
proof of immunization for:
Students born after Jan. I ,
1957.
Students who live in campus residence halls.
Students who went to elementary or high school outside
I
’lilted
the
States.

state board of health and the Centers for Disease C’ontrol were
eventually given to Indiana students.
"We stopped the outbreak,
ioudv ." Lott said.
It students had kept adequate
ic,.ords, the panic never would
have happened, she said. "Most
people on campus at that time did
not know whether they had the
disease or the pmper immunitation when they were younger."
Indiana University officials
now require measles inimunitation of all their students and continue the vaccination pnigraiii.
"We really proniote it,"
Lot/ said. adding that the school
provides the shot free to incoming
freshmen.
Here at SJSU, a widespread
"It had a very big impact.’
measles outbreak could effectiI .otz said. Indiana University offi
vely close down the campus, said
cials reported 179 cases of the dis
health educator Oscar Battle.
ease on the 30,000-student cam
The health service has been
pus.
The health center niobilized lighting a potential measles outquickly once it realized measles break with a free immunization
had struck, Lot/ said. "Within 24 prngram.
"As long as tliat requirement
hours. we had immunized 2.(XX)
is there, we have to make it availpeople...
The campus media were able to students." Latta said.
helpful in spreading the word that
SJSU is spending a fair
the disease presented a serious amount of money to prevent such
threat. Among the cases, the edi- a thing. although an exact figure
tor of the Indiana Daily Student would be difficult to pinpoint. he
contracted the illness and Inas sick said. The health service imniufor two weeks.
nized more than 5010 students
Measles shouldn’t be taken during the 1986-87 academic
lightly. Lotz said. "It’s a highly year.
communicable disease. particSanta Clara County’s health
ularly when people are brought department actually pays the cost
onto a college campus from all of the vaccine leaving the health
over the world.’
service to provide for some
More than 26.000 shots of materials and staff time, Latta
the vaccine. provided by Indiana’s said.

students enrolled in health
programs. in student teaching, or in field work involving
preschool and school children.
dren.
"Everyone has to comply."
said Kathleen Amirdash. acting
associate director of Admissions
and Records.
Otherwise, the office will put
a hold on a student’s registration
and grades. Amirdash said.
"It’s created quite a bit of
vvork for us." she said. "It is
something that is required of us.
so we are doing it the best we
can."
But that extra work could be
well voirth it. said Doris Lot/. a
spokesvmman for Indiana University ’s student health center.
I Ail/ was director of nursing
sers h. es when measles struck the
the Bloomington. Ind campus in
1983.
SCR:111X

Proper mind,
body condition
equal fitness

Many people have started
pumping iron and exercising
during lunch hours and after
work to maintain the proper
balance between body and mind
fitness.
JOE GOSEN Special to In Depth ’87

By DARRIN I A\ -\ RD BAKER.
In Depth ’87
When the %surd "fitness" is mentioned. one usually thinks of a person in
good physical condition. But in today’s so
ciety. fitness coy ers much more than a vs ell
shaped hody
The conscii.us among those in the fitness industr 1- iliac people who are in better shape do hem., y ocationally and socially
than those \\IR/ .111. not
The 1C:111111 ior that may be purels
physical. but it C:111 ASO he psychological: a
person may leel better about himself because he is in better shape and. therefore,
his overall lifestyle improy es.
One such person who believes this philosophy IS J01: Weider. the "Trainer of
Champions" from Los Angeles. He publishes three monthly magazines: Muscle
and Fitness, Men’s Fitness and Shape.
All three magazines stress the fact that
fitness is not just physical.
"Physical and mental fitness have always been the foundation of a full life,"
Weider said. "But only recently has it overcome the stigma of freakishness thrust on it
by a leisure -obsessed society, which has
viewed exercise as an excessive indulgence
in narcissism and an invitation to injury "
Mcn’s Fitness and Shape, a magazine
for women. each have monthly articles on
grooming, sex and mental development. as
well as the usual exercise and nutrition arti-

those companies Ken Rowe. Rolm’s communications manager. said that the program
started about 12 years ago.
"The employees used to have yearly
Christmas parties." Rowe said. "Since
there were so many people, about 4,000.
the company v.,ould have to rent two or
three hotel ballrooms, which was expensive. Besides, the employees didn’t like it
because they weren’t all together. They
wanted sotnething else...
Rowe said Rolm surveyed its employees to find out what they did want, and they
chose a recreation center. They also chose
what went into the program.
"They have swimming and aerobics
classes, as well as a weight nxian." he said.
Although Rowe would not disclose the
exact cost of the program, he did say that it
was less expensive than the yearly
Christmas parties.
What are the benefits to this program’?
Rowe said that the employees at Rolm
perform better on the job.
"Our workers seem more alert and
less tense." he said. "Besides, they’re
happy with the program, and people who
are happy on the job usually work better.’’
There are also other benefits, Rowe
said. Many Rolm employees have training
in life-saving techniques such as cardiopulmonary rescuscitation.
"There’s also the personal satisfaction
of being in gixvd shape." he said. "That.
more than anything, is worth it."

cies.
"All of these aspects of a person’s life
aren’t separate from fitness." Weider said.
"They are the essentials that make up his
world. For my magazines to serve the public, it must explore all the components of
everyday life.’
Weider’s editorial advisory board is
stocked with knowledgeable people. Of its
17 members. 16 have doctorate degrees.
"In order for my magazines to be successful. I need the best people available."
he said. "Resides, the only person on my
board who doesn’t have a doctorate. Arnold
Schwarzenegger. knows a thing or two

about fitness.’’
Although fitness is not all physical.
Weider said that physical fitness is the key
to a good life.
"The man who approaches the joys
and pitfalls of life without the clear eyes.
springy step and self-assurance that comes
from developing his body’s potential is an
incomplete man.’’ he said.
With that in mind. lots of companies
have started fitness programs. They reason
that people who are in better shape feel better about themselves and, therefore, are
more productive.
Rolm Corp. of Santa Clara is one of

